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SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
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FOREWORD

The 1991 Northeast Regional Conference of the Comparative and
International Education Society was hosted by the Center for International
Education, University of Massachusetts at Amherst on November 15, 1991. The
theme of the conference, "The Challenges of International Education in the
1990s: Effectiveness and Excellence," was deliberately made broad in order to
encompass a wide range of problems and issues relevant to educators involved
in the development of education world-wide.
More than sixty people attended the conference, and participants
represented the rich institutional diversity in the northeast region of the
U.S. Participants came from the Bunting Institute (Radcliffe Research Study
Center), Clark University, Harvard University, Springfield College, University
of Bridgeport, University of Connecticut, University of Pittsburgh, and the
University of Massachusetts at Amherst. The conference provided participants
with a forum in which to exchange ideas and to inform each other of their
current research.
The conference began with a keynote address by Dr. Barbara Burn,
Associate Provost for International Programs at the University of
Massachusetts, Amherst. Dr. Burn informed her audience of the latest
developments in study abroad programs and summarized the key issues involved
in promoting opportunities for American students to study overseas.
The program for the remainder of the conference centered on concurrent
panel discussions in the morning and discussion groups and multi-media
presentations in the afternoon. The topics addressed in these sessions
reflected the wide-ranging concerns of the participants: educational
discourse, curriculum and materials development, literacy, gender issues,
research paradigms, economics of education, politics of education, social
change, educational technology, educational issues in comparative perspective,
community learning and assessment, pedagogical reform, and education for
refugee resettlement. Many conference participants lamented the fact that, in
choosing to attend one particular session, they were deprived of attending
other concurrent sessions that were of interest.
In addition to the impressive array of content areas, the conference
presentations had a truly international flavor in terms of the countries on
which the research focused. From the African continent, research was
presented on: Cape Verde, Ethiopia, Malawi, Somalia, and South Africa; from
Asia: Bangladesh, Cambodia, China, India, Japan, Nepal, and Thailand; and
from Europe and North America: France, Germany, and the U.S.
The papers in this volume represent the proceedings of the conference.
They are included in unedited form and in alphabetical order according to the
author's name. We thank all of you for your participation.

Edward Graybill
George Urch
Conference Coordinators
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8:30

9:00

Registration

9:00

9:15

Welcome:

9:15 -

9:45

Keynote Address: "New Directions for Study
Abroad Programs." Barbara Burn, Associate
Provost for International Programs,
University of Massachusetts, Amherst

Bailey Jackson, Dean, School of
Education, University of Massachusetts, Amherst

9:45 - 10:00

Coffee Break

10:00 - 11:15

CONCURRENT PANELS

Panel One

{Room 917):Issues in African Education
Chair: Robert Miltz, University of
Massachusetts, Amherst
"Debating Excellence at a South African
University: Transitions from Opposition to
Democracy." Graeme Bloch, University of the
Western Cape, South Africa; currently Humphrey
Fellow at University of Pittsburgh
"The Failure of External Science Curriculum
Models in African Schools." Saeed Osman Fahia,
University of Massachusetts, Amherst
"Literacy in Ethiopia: A Long Campaign ~inds
Down!" Susan J. Hoben, Bunting Institute,
Radcliffe Research Study Center

Panel Two

(Room 911):

Inquiry Methodology and
Issues of Equity

Chair: David Kinsey, University of
Massachusetts, Amherst
"Language Diversity and Language Policy in South
Africa: Issues of Equity and Excellence i.n
Education." Timothy Reagan, University of
Connecticut
"Literary Sociology: Children's Holocaust
Memoirs as Human Rights Education.• Frank A.
Stone, University of Connecticut
"A Transformative Paradigm of Scientific
Research for the 90's." Patricia S. Yeibust,
University of Connecticut
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Panel Three (Room 905):

Values in International
Education

Chair: George Urch, University of
Massachusetts, Amherst
"Political Correctness and Language Sensitivity
in the International Domain." Thomas L.
Bernard, Springfield College
"The Potential Impact of Foreign Aid on Third
World Education Budgets." Lynroy Grant,
University of Connecticut
"Community Service Learning in America and
India." T.M. Thomas, University of Bridgeport
"Examples of Dependence and Independence in
Educational Processes in Germany, Japan and the
United States." Gerda Walz-Michaels, University
of Connecticut

11:30 - 12:45

Panel one

CONCURRENT PANELS

(Room 917):
Chair:

Women's Literacy and
Gender Issues

Joan Dixon, University of Massachusetts

"Under Construction: Curriculum Issues and
Strategies for Gender Issues in Development."
Antonietta Bolomey and Mary Jo Connelly,
University of Massachusetts, Amherst
"'Essa grande escola que ea OMCV': Women's
Organizations as Educational Processes--a Cape
Verdean Case." Marla J. Solomon, University of
Massachusetts, Amherst
"Women's Literacy and Social Change in
Bangladesh." Mainus Sultan, University of
Massachusetts, Amherst

Panel Two

(Room 911):

Participatory Theatre and
Educational Technology

Chair: Sabuur Abdul-Kareem, University of
Massachusetts, Amherst
"Documenting Women's Empowerment: Video as a
Participatory Tool for Nonformal Education.•
Liz Fabel, Clark University
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"Popular Theater and Participatory Video Field
Production: Report on Combining Theater for
Development and Video Field Production
Techniques in the Production of a Local Drama
About the Effects of Deforestation in Malawi,
Africa." David McCurry, University of
Massachusetts, Amherst
"Musical Theatre with Disabled Adults: Sowing
the Seeds for Social Change." Mark Lynd,
University of Massachusetts,
Amherst

Panel Three (Room 905):

Educational Change in
Asia

Chair: Edward Graybill, University of
Massachusetts, Amherst
"University Students in China: Learning Outside
the Classroom." Paul Englesberg, University of
Massachusetts, Amherst
"The Challenge to Find an Effective Education
System in Nepal: An Analysis of Formal and
Nonformal Sectors of Education." Jeetendra R.
Joshee and Keshab D. Thapaliya, University of
Massachusetts, Amherst
"Ad.m~ssion in Higher Education:
A Comparative
Study of Three Countries." PingPing Zhu,
University of Connecticut

12:45 - 2:00

Lunch, Campus Center, Room 1101

2:15 - 3:15

DISCUSSION CROUPS AND MULTI-MEDIA PRESENTATIONS

Discussion Groups:
Room 911: •cross-Cultural Issues in Community
Assessment.• Sara DeTurk and Sally HabanaHafner, University of Massachusetts, Amherst
Room 915: •Introducing Interactive and LearnerCentered Teaching Approaches in Thailand:
Issues of Culture, Change, and Resistance.•
Edward Graybill, University of Massachusetts,
Amherst
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Room 905: "Popular Education: A Participatory
Approach for Social Change." Timothy Mitchell,
University of Massachusetts, Amherst
Room 909: "Towards a Model for Collaborative
Development: Issues and Practice in Malawian
Materials Development." Bonnie B. Mullinix,
University of Massachusetts, Amherst

Multi-Media Presentations (Room 917):
"Participatory Process: Empowering Cambodian
Yomen on the Thai-Cambodian Border." Phyllis
Robinson, University of Massachusetts, Amherst
"'Reducing the Odds': A Boardgame to Help
Cambodian Refugees Repatriate to Cambodia." Don
Robishaw, University of Massachusetts, Amherst

3:15

~

4:00

concluding Plenary Session
Chair:

George Urch, University of Massachusetts,
Amherst

Wrap-Up of Day's Activities
4:00

Adjournment

Conference Planning committee
Sabuur Abdul-Kareem
Paul Englesberg
Edward Graybill
Jeetendra Joshee
Don Robishaw
George Urch
Center for International Education
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Political Correctness
and
Language Sensitivity in the International Domain.
Thomas L. Bernard
Springfield College

There is an unfortunate tendency for Americans to be
generally imprecise and somewhat ,vague about correct
terminology as it applies to peoples and places around the
world.

For example, the recent breakup of the U.S.S.R. has

brought to the fore the fact that not all Soviet citizens
are Russians.
In this paper, the author seeks to illustrate how
-albeit unwittingly- one can offend people in the
international domain by not being culturally aware or
appropriately sensitive to precise usage in the areas of
pronunciation and vocabulary.
This paper which deals with name usage on a global
scale could well be subtitled "Otherwise Known As .... "
because there are,

in many instances that will be mentioned,

other possible names that are either alternatives, of
greater "correctness", or are culturally preferable
depending on one's point of view.

The emotional intensity

involved can range considerably from the raised eye-brow to
considerably worse.
One of the early examples of name sensitivity was the
belated eventual abandonment of the term "Mongolian idiot",
or Mongolism,

for what we now call Down's syndrome.

There
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is, after all, the Mongolian People's Republic.

One can

only imagine the reaction of Americans to a malady by which
children were known internationally as "American idiots".
There are many ways by which the term "political
correctness" can be defined.

In the context of this paper

it is not in the sense of Germany:
Espana or Finland:

Deutschland, Spain:

Suomi, but in a much more subtle form

such as the case of Kenya: Kenya.

Let me explain.

The

British, in the 1800's became the colonial overlords of
Kenya

until 1963, when, with independence, the

(K~nya)

country began the new chapter in its history with the new
more Africanized name of Kenya (K~nya) but of course with
the same spelling.

Those of the incognoscente who see the

name but don't know how to say it, would probably have a
guess at the pronunciation or repeat what they'd heard at
one time.

In that East African nation one's pronunciation

of Kenya would put one on one side of this thin dividing
line -

being in spirit with the former British

imperialists or with the mainstream native African
population.

Another example of this that this author came

across while visiting the capitol of Denmark, was that to
v

the Danes, Copenhagen (the German pronunciation) evoked
memories of Nazi occupation in World War II.

To Danish

ears, the preferred pronunciation for Anglophone foreigners
is Copenhagen.
The Turks used to live in Turkistan - which became
Turkiye with the founding of their republic.

They are quite
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unhappy that the English name "Turkey" is also the name of a
not too intelligent and not too attractive looking bird.
The Turks - to put it mildly - are not amused at political
cartoons which depict their nation as a turkey (usually
wearing the old-style fez).

Increasingly they are insisting

that other nations call their country Turkiye and spell it
that way too. They do have a point;

Greece is not

associated with grease, nor Hungary with hungry ... which is a
good reason why some Turks feel it to be an injustice to
have this unfavorable avian image.
this?

Could they succeed in

Well, when we look at what the Chinese government has

managed to do in terms of the enforced switch from the
Cantonese "Peking" to the Mandarin "Beijing", it is
certainly within the bounds of possibility.
Turning to the Soviet Union, it is interesting to note
that one of the first things the Moldavians did on declaring
their independence was to change the sound of their
country's name from the Russian "Moldavia" to their own
"Moldova" -

with the request that other nations call them

that henceforth.

Closer to home and just north of the

border, there is the fact that our Francophone neighbors
are far more receptive to the sound "Kaybeck" than they are
to the more familiar Anglophone Quebec .... a slight
difference perhaps, but one that contains a great depth of
psycholinguistic significance.
An interesting case that has hit the headlines in
recent months has been the case of Czechoslovakia.

The
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subtle nuances here are such that this spelling in itself
can suggest a Czechocentric view of the world.

The other

form - Czecho-Slovakia - is seen as being more equitable,
sensitive, and sympathetic to the Slovak nationalist cause.
This hot issue has become known as "The Great Hyphen
Debate", and it is one that might be solved if both groups
agree to the proposal of "The Czech and Slovak Federative
Republic" as the new name for the nation.

At one point in

1990, the Parliament changed the country's name twice in
three weeks.

It's no wonder that foreigners can be

uncertain and confused.
A recent joke that has been going the rounds is about
an aged Russian who was being interrogated.

He was asked

Where he had been born? - "St. Petersburg".
Where was he educated?

- "Petrograd".

Where did he work most of his life? - "Leningrad".
Where did he expect to die? - "St. Petersburg".
As it turns out he was right; the circle has recently been
completed.
An interesting development in the Soviet Union is the
fact that the now independent country of Ukraine resents and
objects to the definite article ''THE";

this is considered

by the Ukrainian people to be pejorative.

Certainly no

offense is intended, but a lack of understanding and
historical significance exists here as in many other cases.
As "Ukraine" means "frontier", the use of "the" is
suggestive of the people as frontiersmen and women, and of
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the Ukraine as a region from the perspective of Russia
rather than as a national homeland in its own right.
In the international context, some individuals in
actual fact, are not clear as to where they actually are!
One famous American crooner (who shall remain nameless) once
flew into Glasgow, and on landing expressed his great
pleasure at being back in "England".

(Which was not to the

great pleasure of the local Scots).
Similar confusion reigns in Northern Ireland where
visitors are confused as to whether they are in Ireland,
Britain, or both ..... and whether the people are Irish,
British, or both.

The issue of course, is complex and

depends to a large degree on one's loyalties and sympathies
- whether they are (as most Roman Catholics are) for an
independent united Ireland, or (as most Protestants are) for
the Queen and the United Kingdom.

These are issues of

considerable emotional intensity and great sensitivity in
which one can readily give offense -albeit unwittingly- by
using the wrong terms or names.

An example here is the city

consistently called "Derry" by the Catholic Irish, and just
as consistently called "Londonderry" by those of British
allegiance.
A similar instance is with regard to the Falkland
Islands off the coast of Argentina.

In a Latin-American

context, one would be well advised to always refer to those
islands as The (or Las) Malvinas.

In the selling of

atlases, these obviously have to be important issues for
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map-makers.
Watching a tennis match on T.V. recently, the
importance - and changing nature - of national designations
was brought home to me when a certain celebrated top - rank
tennis player refused to play until the name "Yugoslavia"
next to his name on the scoreboard, had been changed to
"Croatia" - the newly-declared independent state from which
he hailed.

This was certainly no minor matter as far as he

was concerned - especially as his compatriots were having to
fight a vicious war to try to achieve their full
independence.
With so many name changes,

it is perhaps asking too

much to expect the ordinary person to keep abreast of events
such as these name changes:

British Honduras to Belize,

Upper Volta to Burkina Faso, Dahomey to Benin, South-West
Africa to Namibia, and Burma to Myanmar.

Speaking

personally, while I was teaching in Southern Africa some
years ago,

I traveled in a dozen nations all of which have

undergone name changes since that time.

Winston Churchill

would not be sympathetic to these issues under discussion.
He once expressed the somewhat chauvinistic view that, "I do
not consider: that names that have been familiar for
generations should be altered to suit the foreigners living
in those parts."
What is the point and what are the implications of this
paper?

Well,

for one thing it can in a very real sense be a

matter of "How to Win Friends and Influence People"

- or

'1.
more importantly, how not to make enemies and preclude
promising opportunities.

For example,

if writing to confirm

a contract in Beijing or Bratislava, one would probably do
better to address the letter in a politically correct manner
(from the point of the reader)

by writing The People's

Republic of China and Czecho-Slovakia, rather than, say,
China (certainly not Republic of China), or Czechoslovakia.
With the poor track record of American youngsters in the
areas of geography and overall global knowledge,

it is up to

us as international educators to take the lead, set the
standards, and emphasize correctness in accurate and precise
terminology.

We need to know and we need to be able to

provide these important cultural insights that will aid the
cause of human sensitivity, global awareness and
international understanding.
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TRANSITIONS FROM OPPOSITION TO DEMOCRACY AT A SOUTH AFRICAN UNIVERSITY.

by Graeme Bloch (University of Pittsburgh; University of
Western Cape, Faculty of Education).
"No social institution in South Africa, whether educational or
other, stands above or outside of the colonial and apartheid
history of this country. A starting point for any institution in
contributing to, and being part of, the struggle against apartheid
is to recognize and make explicit the way in which it is a product
of that history and :may still be an agency for reproducing the
racial order of apartheid in South Africa."
-Prof Jakes Gerwe! (Vice-Chancellor's Report for 1987, 3).
• • • unless we transform ourselves in terms of the intellectual and
academic practices of the institution, the nature and quality of
the discourse that characterizes the institution and the type of
intellectual that we send out into the world fro• here, our
experience as a university would have been a failed one."
-Prof GJ Gerwe! at uwc Conference (1988,28).
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"The University of the Western Cape is a first fruit, a promise of
what the new South Africa could be like. Let us go for it."
-Archbishop Desmond Tutu at installation as Chancellor 05/20/88.
Contextualizing Tertiary Education.
The history and the fate of any educational institution must be
related to the social-economic-political and cultural context of
which it is a part, the "uniquely national" as the starting-point
of analysis as Gramsci has put it (see Bloch, 1991).
The University of the Western Cape - today serving some 13 ooo
students - is no exception (ONE ,17).
Explicitly intended as an
institution
to
mould
a
separate
Coloured
("mixed-race")
constituency, UWC has been impelled in its thirty year history into
a directly oppositional and confrontational relationship with its
apartheid creators.
Established for the purposes of an ideology "antagonistic to the
community it was to serve" (Gerwel, 1987), by the latter half of
the 1980's and in the middle of a brutal period of
repression
under the State of Emergency, the university was arguing that
"there is an internal imperative for this university to develop a
critical alignment with the democratic movement as the dominant

ideological
1989,9).

orientation

describing

our

operative

life"

(UWC

Openly describing UWC as a "home of the radical left" the rector
saw the university "working for a more fundamental transformation
of the old settler-colonial dominated order •.• The major thrust is
towards a non-racial and majoritarian democracy reflecting
itself .•• in
the
social
reorganization
of
power
and
privilege"(Gerwel,1987).
The university as a social space intersects with patterns of power
and dominance, reproducing and producing relations in unique and
particular ways with their own rhythms and forms.
These include
international, disciplinary and professional dimensions.
The
institution lays claim to being a
"central location for the
handling of knowledge" with ideas of "service to knowledge, culture
and future generations" (Clark 1987, 376). There is a simultaneous
"strong stress on individuality ..• within guildlike and community
like social units that are in turn encapsulated or closely
supported by large bureaucracies and the modern state" (ibid, 372).
The ambiguities of defining the university and its key professional
tasks are well captured by Clark, describing a profession
"that is an art as much as a science, a place where dreamers dream
alongside tinkerers who tinker, all in the name of the highest
values of society" (ibid,398).
Apartheid had the dubious virtue of simplifying many of these
equations.
With the state taking central control of all Black
education in 1954 in terms of the Bantu Education Act and extending
racial segregation to the universities under the 1959 Extension of
universities Act, racial and political control became dominant
themes in the life of educational institutions.
Not only was education transformed into a physical and ideological
battleground - a site of ongoing resistance - not only were
university and school students transformed into major organised
forces , but they built a veritable field of alliances and support
as they often spearheaded social as well as educational struggles,
in coalition with a wide range of social sectors doing battle
against all aspects of the apartheid system.
These battles within, around and outside of the university, have
created new realities in South Africa today.
Painfully and in
incomplete ways, the possibilities of a non-racial democracy are
emerging in the first years of the 1990's.
What these shifting
realities also disclose is that apartheid is not the only source
of relations of domination and control, though the specific forms
of racial control will no doubt leave their imprint - their
physical and psychological scars - for years to come.

3.

Yet the transition to democracy throws a new light on the relations
that criss-cross through society in general and the university in
particular.
For the latter institution, with its own mission
inherently visionary and forward-looking, new challenges fall into
place and call for definition.
It becomes important to analyse
more carefully the forces that have brought the university to its
current position and to identify the blockages and impediments to
further transition, in order to prepare for a critical future
beyond apartheid.

Apartheid and University Education.
UWC operates in the context of apartheid education.
This is not
the place for a detailed examination or analysis, though it is
important to note that "underpreparedness for university education
(is) a majority phenomenon in South Africa, brought about as the
deliberate effect of apartheid education" (UWC 1989, 5).
In 1980 at least 40% of adults had less than a Fifth Grade
education (DNE, 35). Some seventeen fragmented and raciallydi vided education departments administered an education system that
a government report said, in what is probably an over-estimation,
is "at present educating to a level of literacy"(ibid, 11).
TABLE 1 gives an indication of the numbers of students at specified
educational institutions in South Africa, defined by official
"population group". The table shows the proportionally high number
of blacks in schools or teacher training colleges as against other
tertiary levels.
'l'ADLE

1:

NUMBER OF PUPILS/STUDENTS IN SOUTH AFRICA ACCORDING TO
POPULATION GROUP AND EDUCATION SECTOR FOR 1990
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Table 1 (Source: DNE,12, Table 3).
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More important than gross numbers is an indication of the passage
through the school system, with FIGURES 1-4 clearly showing the
racial disparities in attrition rates:
Insert Figures 1-4 (Source: DNE,15, Figures 8-10).

Of those blacks even making it to the final level in secondary
school, in 1988 only 15, 1% were taking Physical Science as a
subject and 32,3% mathematics, although this figure itself does not
reflect extremely high failure rates.
Disparities at elementary and tertiary level are reproduced in the
tertiary system which includes universities, teacher training
colleges and the technikons (for middle level technical skills).
The relative proportion of whites at universities and technikons
is 10 times higher than
for blacks, 5 times higher than for
Coloureds (ONE, 45). Numbers per thousan of population attending
universities and technikons are given in the following TABLE 2:

TABLE 2: No. per 1000 of population at tertiary level 1989:
category

University

White
Indian
Coloured
Black

20

31

1

University
29

2

*

Technikon
10
6

6

4

2

4

2

0,5

(Source DNE, 49, Table 14;

* uwc 1989, 4).

Of the 21 Universities, 11 fall under the White House of Assembly,
1 under the Coloured House, 1 House of Delegates (Indian), 4 under
the Department of Education and Training (Black affairs under the
White house) and 4 under so-called Bantustan governments. While
state-subsidised, they enjoy varying degrees of formal autonomy
under partially nominated and elected Councils.
TABLE 3 below shows total enrolments at universities in 1990,
though it must also be borne in mind that pass rates at white
universities were relatively higher, varying from 75-82% as against
63-67% at black institutions.

6.
TJ\BLE 3

ENROLLED UNIVERSITY J\ND TECIINIKON STUDENTS IN SOUTH 1\FRICJ\
ACCORDING TO POPU[,J\TION
GROUP .l\ND INSTITUTION J\.S ON 1 0
MARCH 1990

INSTITUTION

WHITES

ASIANS

COLOUREDS

BLACKS

TOT.l\L

Universities
Cape Town

467

1 905

1 378

1 3 545

Durban-Westville

337

4 361

1 50

2 637

7 485

Medical University
of Southern Africc

226

117

17

1 623

1 983

Natal
North

8 163

2 547

275

1 818

1 2 803 -

18

3

9

9 744

9 774

Orange Free State

8 975

0

208

59

9 242

Port Elizabeth

4 098

66

462

142

4 768

PU for CHE

8 271

12

1 11

264

8 658

9 795

Pretoria
Rand Afrikaans

22 811

24

77

64

22 976

8 491

16

387

1 61

9 055

Rhodes
UNI SA*

2 971

185

132

514

3 802

52 497

8 863

4 559

42 097

108 016

Stellenbosch

1 3 083

19

687

41

145

561

8 586

3 440

1 3 830 .
1 2 7 3 2 .,

13 814

1 580

308

2 531

18 233
5 195

Western Cape
Witwatersrand
Zululand
Vista*

24

13

2

5 156

88

20

237

24 473

24 818

Fort Hare (Ciskei)

39

15

12

4 490

4 556

Transkei

not available

5 222

Venda

not available
not available

2 566

Bophuthatswana

2 782

Technikons
Cape

6 083

47

658

82

6 870

25

0

1

2 774

2 800

Mangosl.lthu

0

0

0

1 369

1 369

M L Sultan

250

3 584

193

923

4 950

Natal

4 831

221

154

322

5 528

OFS

2 927

0

29

49

3 005

Northern Transvaal

Peninsula

70

120

3 202

968

4 360

Port Elizabeth

3 031

96

448

400

3 975

Pretoria

9 617

33

63

15 1

9 864

16 032

1 421

2 048

8 649

28 150

RSA**
Vaal Triangle

4 072

69

13

238

4 39 2

Witwatersrand

6 880

274

133

898

8 185

Transkei

not available

6·1

Set loge lo (Bophuthatswana)

not available

4 21

Ciskei

not available

455

*

**

Offers mainly distance tuition
Offers only distance tuition

TABLE 3 (Source: DNE,17, Table 4).
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From Table 3 it is important to note the virtually all-white
character of the Afrikaans -speaking campusses; as well as the high
proportion of whites at the liberal so-called "open" universities
such as Cape Town (72,3% white, 10,2% black), Natal (63,8% white,
14,2% black), and Witwatersrand (75,8% white, 13,9% black). uwc has
27% black students with 2/3 being classified Coloured.
In 1991,
almost 50% of the new intake was black.
While it would clearly be premature to accept UWC's claim to be
"truly national and non-racial in character" (UWC 1989, 3) it has
purposively set out to reflect national demographic trends. The
liberal English-speaking campusses are likely to remain culturally
alien and alienating social environments for the majority of south
Africans.
Further, these statistics are purely quantitative and
so far little has been said about the ethos and nature of the
Yarious institutions.
The above observations are reinforced when examining full-time
academic personnel.
Out of a total of 9 901 in 1990, some 88,4%
were white, 2,5% Coloured and 5,9% black (DNE, 30).
Statistics are given in

TABLE 4 below for selected universities:

TABLE 4; University Educators by Institution & Pop. Group 1990:
Institution.

White

UCT
Wits
Stellenbosch
RAU
Zululand
Fort Hare

712
786
847
321

uwc

Asian

Coloured

9

12

11

5

1
0

3
0

97

9

0

130
247

3
19

3
214

Total

% White

20
29

753

831

94,6
94,6

4

855

99,1

2
103
97
18

323

99,4

209

46,4
55,7
49,6

Black

233
498

(Source: DNE, 30, Table 7).

A final comparative area to be noted is the disparity in staffstudent ratios.
While uwc, UCT and Stellenbosch have roughly
similar numbers of students, the staff-student ratios are in the
order of 5,5:100 at UCT; 6,2:100 at Stellenbosch; 4,6:100 at Wits
and only 3,9:100 at uwc and 4,0:100 for Zululand (from Tables). Nor
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do these figures reflect the availability of temporary positions
or
student graduate
assistantships,
for
which
the
white
universities are far more securely endowed.
Further, levels of
administrative staffing and backup are not reflected nor the
character and efficiency of bureaucracies.
With this general description of some aspects of the racial context
of the university system, it is possible to make a few more
observations about the University of the Western cape before moving
to a discussion of more "qualitative" issues in the development and
history of uwc.
one feature of the recent period has been the rapid growth in
student numbers at UWC as it sought to respond to increased
pressures on university access, and to expand in a way that more
accurately reflected the population profile. Thus, uwc grew from
6772 students in 1986 to 9 034 in 1987 to 11 770 in 1989 and 12 732
in 1990 (UWC 1989, 5). Whereas uwc argued that secondary-school
exit results did not reflect the student's abilities, it imposed
no admission requirements beyond a school-leaving certificate.
Yet, from 1990 pressure on resources forced the beginnings of
limitations on admission, and a complicated set of formulae were
developed to try accommodate
a spread of students to include
black/rural/ women and working-class categories traditionally
excluded from access to tertiary education, while at the same time
of course encouraging maximum achievement at the school level.
This process was not without its traumas, including inter-racial
friction as Coloured students sometimes found themselves unable to
gain admission to what had been a traditionally preferential area.
Further, traditions of militance, also reflecting heightened levels
of repression in black communities, brought new cultural and social
realities onto the campus.
The state, seeking to limit levels of resistance at the university,
attempted at points to escalate potential divisions. Yet both its
harsh and overt attacks on the university, and creative responses
by the university community in declaring 1988 a year of focus on
the issue of non-racialism, ensured the lack of success of state
initiatives.
Perhaps more serious was the state's attempt to manipulate
subsidies. This included decrees overturned by the Supreme Court
that tried to link subsidies to political inactivity on the part
of students, and manipulation of the budget formulae to ensure that
uwc received the lowest proportion of any university of the funds
to which it was entitled. Thus in 1986 uwc received 17% less than
its full subsidy, and by 1989 some 52% less, a situation in which
the state was thus also actively discouraging growth in student
numbers.
Where the relatively large number of black students has been noted,
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it is also useful to note the spread across faculties.
TABLE 5
below indicates the extent to which uwc is concentrated in the arts
and humanities, or liberal professions. Only some 12% of students
are based in the Science faculty. While a feature of the Dentistry
school is that virtually all graduates now practise in South Africa
- as opposed to up to 30% of medical professionals graduating from
the liberal campusses who are likely to emigrate (UWC 1989, 22) the numbers are relatively low. Further, if one excluded law,
theology and education
(where post-graduate certification is
almost a formal part of the degree program), it can be seen that
there is very little in the way of graduate studies or research
being actively pursued.

TABLE 5•. UWC ENROLMENT BY FACULTY 1988 .
Faculty

M.s.il

Female

Undergrad.

Post/g

Total.

Arts
Econ. &
Management
Education
Law
Dentistry
Theology
science
Community &
Health

3065
898

2767
472

5 678
1 364

304
96

1 370

714
579
128
141
968
159

420
175
56

491
619
140

7

74

743
135
44
74

458
693

1 354
769

TOTAL

6652

5048

10 489

*

I

72

83
1 551

5 832

*

1 134

754
184
148
1 426
852
11 770

(Source uwc 1989, 22)
have not corrected disparities in the original Table.

One last comment would be to note that gender inequalities are
pervasive, with low numbers of women in the Science and Economics
fields, and proportionally far higher in the community and Health
Faculty (including physical therapy, nursing, social work - the socalled service professions). A task force on gender issues has only
recently been established at UWC.
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Three types of university.
The Afrikaner universities were explicitly part of the Afrikaner
nationalist movement, culturally and ideologically, preparing their
students for the corridors of political power as well as commanding
positions in agriculture and the new openings in business or state
corporations.
The
English-speaking
universities,
with
older
traditions,
reproduced the situation throughout Africa where colonial models
were imposed, with the language and orientation of the curriculum
and intellectual life generally in the direction of the advanced
industrial countries of the metropole. (Altbach 1974, 7).
One
observer has pointed out how such institutions were 11 slow to
develop indigenous roots" on the one hand (ibid, 7) , yet on the
other, in South Africa this was "anglophile liberalism, primarily
linking and responding to its institutional expression as in the
English schools, cultural organisations and importantly big
business" (Gerwel 1987).
This encouraged "the leisurely contemplation which had been the
hallmark of university life •.. a product of a specific political
culture" in which "suppressed social realities •.. through discoursecensorship, and research resistance, are largely unattended to in
scientific discourse" (ibid).
The black or "tribal 11 universities - usually situated in rural
communities and intended to serve a specific ethnically defined
group - were tightly-controlled authoritarian institutions , underfunded, staffed often by conservative and second-rate products from
the Afrikaans universities, with rigid and inflexible hierarchies.
No new research was (or was likely to be) produced and indeed
debate was harshly discouraged. They were glorified finishing
schools for a small black elite that was meant to be grateful and
eternally obedient in return for its meagre privileges.

Resistance and. Transformation.
Yet power implies a relationship. Terrains where power is exercised
become sites of resistance and struggle.
With the rise of the
Black Consciousness movement,
university students at black
campusses took the lead in resistance in the late 1960's.
The
South African Students Organisation (SASO) was formed under people
such as Steve Biko and Barney Pityana. Black campusses become the
site of overt political and ideological resistance.
The University of the Western Cape occupied a unique position
within this web of relations. Situated at an institution embedded
in the so-called Coloured community, with historically far lower
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levels of involvement in national-democratic politics, students in
SASO came to play a crucial role in spreading ideas well beyond the
university.
Many became teachers who occupied respected and
influential positions in rural communities in particular.
uwc
students and graduates were able to link up with the even more
central high-school student organisations, acting as catalysts to
draw the Coloured community into active rejection of the tricameral constitutional schemes of the Nationalist party in the
early 1980's and the more overt resistance and defiance in the
latter part of the decade.
Situated in an urban area, and linked to a community subject to the
ambiguously coopti ve strategies of the government, spaces for
organisation were more porous than in the isolated rural colleges.
Repression was less complete, surrounding communities more
supportive, schools often quick to respond and stretch the
concentrated focus of state repressive apparatuses.
While uwc
certainly had its fair share of teargas, detentions, shootings, the
student boycotts and strikes of the 19 7 o's were not driven as
rapidly and completely underground as at many other black
campusses.
Other factors were also of importance. The surrounding Cape Town
white community was more liberal than elsewhere in the country and
less likely to tolerate extended and highly visible repression.
The presence of two other universities ( the liberal University of
Cape Town, and Stellenbosch, by far the most intellectually
sophisticated of the Afrikaner campusses), helped to draw UWC into
some sort of community of scholarship that could not for long
indulge overt or permanent suppression of university autonomy.
If student mili tance provided the hard-core of opposition to
compliance with apartheid's objectives,
another strand of
resistance was found within the faculty.
The Coloured community
had a deeper base of academic/intellectual resources, with
academics who might have studied at the liberal campusses or even
overseas.
This was a network of appointees resistant and bitter
towards their racist white colleagues (though it must be noted
there was also a sympathetic core of Afrikaner academics). It was
the faculty that could ensure that many of the gains from student
activism might be consolidated within power relations in the
bureaucracy, the staff-room and even the classroom itself.
Alliances were struck with sympathetic administrators, alumni, and
also the workers within the university.
Small spaces - consolidated and filled - reached a critical mass
during the term of the first Coloured rector, Prof Richard van der
Ross, and with the granting of full autonomy over internal affairs
under the 1983 UWC Act. It was a finely balanced game thatt had
to be played. Yet in October 1982 the University Council, including
state appointees, defined its mission "to include a firm commitment
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to the Third World communities in Southern Africa ... to serve its
immediate community and to keep open the possibility of new options
emerging for the South African society .•• (and to be) in no way
restricted on the grounds of race, colour or ethnicity (UWC 1989,
1).
This period marked too the flowering of opposition in the extraparliamentary movement. In 1983 the United Democratic Front (UDF)
was formed, heralding a period of intense political activity in the
Coloured community and amongst oppressed South Africans in general.
With its focus on organising on defined sites of struggle around
particular sectoral needs, the non-racial character of its
ideology, and its strategic approach of direct mass action, the UDF
interacted with, encouraged, and drew on the possibilities that uwc
with all its resources could provide.
on the one hand, the university - in particular through its student
body - was to give impetus and protection to the democratic
movement and its mobilisations.
On the other hand, uwc found
itself at the cutting edge of a new relationship.
Students no
longer saw the university administration and faculty as part of
the apartheid machinery but as alliance partners in a broad antiapartheid struggle.
The intensifying pace of struggle contributed to the emergence of
a progressive hegemony within the university, signalled and
consolidated with the inauguration of Prof Jakes Gerwel as rector
in 1987. In turn, he was to play a critical role, courageously
identifying the university with the anti-apartheid project,
defending the social struggles through a difficult period of
repression, and creatively using this interaction to define a new
space and direction for the university.
In 1986, the National Education Crisis Committee (NECC) was formed.
NECC represented a high-point in education struggles, drawing
together a wide coalition of sectors in the field. For uwc, the
emerging concept of "people's education" and the notion of the
particularity of struggles on the educational terrain, crystallised
new possibilities.
In 1988 a unique university-wide conference brought together
different
constituencies
students,
workers,
academics,
administration, and the broader community - to assess progress and
chart directions for the challenges of transformation to a
"people's university": "to examine collectively what we are doing,
to investigate where we are going, and generally to avoid becoming
lost in rhetoric and slogans" (Morrow in UWC 1988,35).
The ideas of people's education that backgrounded the conference
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can be briefly summarised:
(1) the idea of sectoral organisation and mobilisation of different
constituencies to challenge apartheid and capitalist dominance in
education;
(2) the goal of education as the creation of a non-racial, nonsexist,
non-exploitative
democracy,
with
collective
and
participatory organisational forms appropriate to these objectives,
including the democratisation of educational institutions;
(3) education directed to resolving the problems of the majority
of
South
Africans,
specifically
black
and
working-class
communities;
(4) educational methodologies to enhance the above processes and
engender empowerment and critical thinking, especially in the face
of an apartheid education system geared to conformity and
obedience.

As the rector of uwc suggested: "There is an internal imperative
for this university to develop a critical alignment with the
democratic movement as the dominant ideological orientation
describing our operative life.
The integration of academic and
intellectual life and the development of it out of the reality of
people's social experience and world, is essential both for the
order of our functioning and, more importantly, for the vitality
and quality of our intellectual environment" (UWC 1989, 9).

Events around the university, specifically the unbanning of the ANC
and other organisations in February 1990 and the beginnings of
negotiation between the .ANC and the government, telescoped the
timetable of transformation. The real possibility of a democratic
state and a new relationship to the dominant order, placed the
agenda of the university into a new frame. Debates at the
university took on a more urgent tone.
In the last section of this paper, a number of key issues for the
future are addressed.

Possibilities and, Cballenges:
In the first place, the university's contribution to change can no
longer be seen in its defence of a space for anti-apartheid
resistance. Rather, the challenge is a creative and positive one,
to produce high-level knowledge for the building of new social
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relationships,
to provide new definitions
excellence to a society in transition:

of

striving

and

• • • unless we transform ourselves in terms of the intellectual and
academic practices of the institution, the nature and quality of
the discourse that characterises the institution and the type of
intellectual that we send out into the world from here, our
experience as a university would have been a failed one ..• it
remains
the
depth,
extent
and
quality
of
our
academic
transformation that will determine how much we can withstand
attacks from the state or any other antagonistic quarters" (Gerwel
in UWC 1988,28).
11

This central task of the university opens up a wide range of
issues. The relationship to the democratic movement or the new
state must of necessity be a critical one. In the university,
debate and differing opinions become the lifeblood of a critical
and creative approach to new social and intellectual problems.
More specifically, there is a need to develop a hitherto
suppressed new generation of "seasoned and committed black
intellectuals, researchers and scholars" (Ndzimande in uwc 1988,8),
in an environment where academic skills have often been devalued
relative to direct struggle-activity. Furthermore, "the centrality
of higher education to the economy and political life has increased
the
trend
(of
interest
from
government
and
other
agencies) . Traditional concepts of academic autonomy are called into
question on intellectual as well as financial and managerial
grounds" (Altbach 1974,3).
There has been a flow of reputable academics and researchers to uwc
from other more established universities and from abroad as exiles
have been free to return. Of crucial importance, is how new syllabi
and teaching processes are established and develop over time, as
well as a new relationship to the disciplines of research.
These are not simply qualitative issues.
Many of them revolve
around the ("simple") issue of resources.
If class sizes are too
large - as they are- discussion and debate become unlikely if not
impossible.
Over-burdened teaching staff cannot research, more
especially develop new discourses or define new problems of
relevance to majority interests hitherto suppressed. Would there
be money to introduce a system of teaching-assistants to provide
space for promising graduate students to acquire teaching skills
and open up career paths? Will there be sufficient personnel for
tutorial and seminar-type teaching relationships that enhance
critical thinking and discussion?
Libraries will need dramatic upgrades in extent and quality to
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encourage independent study at undergraduate levels and enable
research-oriented graduate studies.
What about laboratories,
computer and other equipment?
In short, the relationship of a new state to a university such as
A new government will be torn by vast demands
to correct basic disparities and allocate resources throughout the
education system. There will be pressures from large numbers of
high-school graduates expecting a new democratic formation to
guarantee access to high-level education. Interestingly, the ANC
draft Education Policy is virtually silent on the issue of
university education.

uwc will be crucial.

The case of democratic India is perhaps instructive: "India is a
society of scarcity.
Resources are insufficient for all of the
many projects whcih compete for funds and skilled manpower. Given
this situation, there is neither enough money nor qualified
teachers to permit both quantitative growth and qualitative
improvement in higher education ... it is not surprising that
standards of instruction, library and other facilities, and
salaries should be insufficient" (Altbach 1974, 76).
Furthermore, a new state will have to rationalise its interests
within the entire university system in south Africa.
There are
already indications that older, established universities such as
UCT or Wits are just as likely to compete succesfully to establish
new training programs for the state, in particular given their
larger resource-base and international and business connections.
An ordered and rationalised approach would not necessarily favour
UWC, let alone other black campusses where transformation processes
have barely been addressed. They may simply be left out i:n the
complexities of reallocating resources and finding immediate
solutions to pressing problems.
Many of the hard skills the new society will require are simply
not on offer at the black campusses. The relative backwardness of
science/engineering/ medical and technological facilities and the
heavy emphasis on arts/humanities and secondary- school teaching,
will assure stiff competition from the higher-level orientations
of the more established universities as well as the more practical
potentialities of the technikons or teacher-training colleges.
Much will depend on the degree of planning and goal-oriented
policy-making that is applied to the tertiary sector. Yet there may
be great pressures to ad-hoc and day-to-day responses rather than
effective strategies within a broad but realistic vision.
Much
more will depend on the overall direction of transformation, the
politics and economics of the new society, to put it crudely. Will
there be a pragmatic series of accomodations, or a directed process
of serious and deep structural transformation?
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Such questions must perforce rely on multi-layered processes, that
must also absorb the lessons of the failures of centralisation and
anti-democratic practices in Eastern Europe.
Drawing on the Colombian experience, Pelczar has argued that "only
after the universities discover their own identity and mission will
they be able to fulfil their long sought after leadership role 11 (in
Altbach 1974, 64). In similar vein, Fafunwa and Hansen quote the
goals of the 1972 Conference of the Association of African
Universities, to build universities whose aims were 11 to serve more
directly and immediately the interests of far wider numbers of
citizens"
(ibid,
97).
Rather
than
seeking
to
fulfil
individualistic needs, they should "assist the community and the
state in developing the professional specialists and professional
men and women increasingly required in modern society" (ibid, 102) .
This requires building "a community of scholars comprising men and
women, young and old, lettered and unlettered, gathered together
for the pursuance of truth and disemmination of knowledge to the
generality of their people with the expressed purpose of
development" (ibid, 114).
In the context of the fierceness and unity of purpose engendered
in the anti-apartheid struggle, such formulations might have
appeared less idealist.
In the context of the complexities of
transformation in the new world situation, and given the complex
implications of university reforms, they need to be subjected to
a more hard-nosed assessment.
Many students will simply see the university, as in India, as a
"route for social mobility" with the historical task of creating
"trained skilled manpower". (Altbach 1974, 66). The experience of
academics returning to Colombia from overseas study is also
instructive: "They arrive at the university with high aspirations,
only to encounter inadequate research facilities, low salaries, few
fringe benefits and other unsupportive conditions. Many professors
desert teaching because university salaries are not competitive
with those in the private sector or government agencies" (Pelczar
in Altbach ,57).
In turn, local communities outside the university fail to develop
the commitment and support the goals of what is easily seen as an
elite institution, making selfish demands for vague goals.
In
particular, "social groups strongly committed to egalitarian ideals
are deeply offended by the invidious distinctions found in a
layered profession" (Clark 1987,380).
Yet it is the commitment of academics that is most central to the
consolidation of university transformation and the development of
a real intellectual re-orientation, even if it might be possible
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for such "commitment" to be encouraged in large measure from an
egalitarian-oriented society or a politicised and consistent
student body with clear educational goals.
The prospects here are not bright.
As has been pointed out,
"almost any meaningful innovation or change in policy involves some
risk to someone in the academic structure •.• all the powerful
elements in the academic equation are arranged against reform and
change" (Al tbach 1974, 77 , 80).
In general "in each national
context, as a product of past efforts as well as historical
conditions, the academic profession will have characteristic ways
of defending itself and affecting the rest of society" (Clark 1987,
377) •

Apart from bureaucratic and centralised university structures that
may be entrenched and slow to change, the very nature of academic
disciplines and the traditions of intellectual hierarchy and
knowledge production militate against dramatic change.
Disciplines operate as a "knowledge tradition - categories of
thought and related codes of conduct •.. there is in each field a way
of life into which new members are inducted 11 (Becker in Clark
1987,279). Often, relations in the academy are based on relations
of power, professional association and organisation, friendship,
influence, professional authority and even sycophancy and nepotism,
as Bordieu {1988) and Clark (1987) have argued.
These relations are not just reinforced in an institutional
setting, not only in the national context, but across boundaries
into an international community of scholars that exerts powerful
codes of legitimation and recognition.
Bordieu refers to the
"contamination of specifically scientific authority by the
statutory authority founded on the arbitrariness of the institution
"(55).
Speaking of nepotism and cooptation, he refers cynically
to "the real fee for admission to the group, what is known as 'team
spirit' ... the visceral form of recognition of everything which
constitutes the existence of the group, its identity, its truth,
and which the group must reproduce in order to reproduce itself"
( 36) •

one does not necessarily need to adopt such a crass view of
reality, to agree that such issues are made eminently more complex
by the claim of the university to be centrally located in the
pursuit of truth and creation of higher-level knowledge. These are
"the bases for the loftiest ideals and pretences of the profession,
the ones on which claims of professional al truism can best be
founded.
Always ambiguous and always edging into myth and cant,
the services to knowledge, culture and future generations are part
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and parcel of what the profession is about.
They are also the
outcomes of academic effort that are most remote to the touch of
efficiency criteria and accountability demands. Hence they are the
strongest bases for claims of trust: if you cannot direct their
work, you have to trust them to get it right" (Clark 1987, 396).
A university such as UWC would run serious risks in attempting to
escape such universalistic pressures through a retreat into
"relevance" or a localistic orientation.
While the calls open
highly important new discourses and areas of knowledge generation,
at the same time the processes of knowledge legitimation are linked
to participation at all levels by society in a wider world market.
Nor are wider criteria unambiguous, or simply the expression of
power relations. Academics would lessen their contribution in a
failure to participate in a world community of scholars.

A university with differing emphases and localized sets of goals,
needs precisely to be able to guarantee to its graduates the
ability to participate and compete in the mainstream. Social and
collectively-defined goals can least afford to be seen to be
devalued relative to even powerful and dominant pressures: the
challenge of building an alternative set of practices is not to
remain in permanent opposition but to enter, surround and move
beyond the mainstream against which critique is being developed.
While it is unlikely any individual university could define or
transform such currents or even give a central impetus to the
general social goals and thrust , it may yet play a powerful and
defined role in the realisation of the broad thread of development
of a particular nation.

Conclusions:
If this paper ha...s presented a somewhat pessimistic picture, it is
in no ways to devalue the goals that the University of the Western
Cape has set for itself. The struggles that have brought UWC to
its present position have set in motion real processes within the
university.
They have contributed to vital transformations in
South Africa, and offered the possibilities for unique and
courageous explorations.
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The central critique implicit in the thrust of uwc' s practice
exposes clearly that "the dangers of adopting wholesale the
institutional and intellectual models of the advanced nations are
substantial. Developing countries must be particularly careful to
evaluate their own needs and to create their own kinds of
institutional forms" (Altbach 1974,7).
Nonetheless,
international
experiences
do
indicate
that
universities have proven to be "exceptionally durable and in many
ways conservative institutions (with a) slowness to accept change"
(ibid, 10).
Despite the great distance UWC has been able to
travel, the new possibilities of social transformation in South
Africa may paradoxically make it more difficult to proceed with
university transformation, rather than easier.
Rather than expecting great and totalising changes in the
university (and more especially in the entire university system in
South Africa), it may well be that "perhaps the main hope is that
if a few visionary individuals working within the academic system
are permitted leeway and given resources, successful innovations
carried
out
on
a
small
scale
may
have
some
impact
elsewhere"(Altbach 1974, 80).
Nor does this need to be such an indi victual project as Al tbach
suggests, but would be greatly enhanced with an organisational
dimension. The strategy is not purely pragmatic or needlessly
reformist, but in many ways eminently Gramscian. It may well apply
to the processes of progressive societal change taken as a whole,
in which movement is seen as a process and consists in partial and
"day-to-day series of challenges, not one single moment" (Bloch
1991, 35).
The challenges posed by UWC are important. Its participation in
the anti-apartheid struggle has deeply underscored the merit and
contribution of the university as a social institution, and ensured
that
the
production
of
highly-skilled
university-trained
intellectuals of quality and excellence, is seen as one of the
priorities in a new South Africa. The university is a crucial and
necessary site for progress, "without question •.. a unique social
institution which is allowed in most societies almost unprecedented
freedoms to express minority viewpoints and to pursue research and
teaching." (Altbach 1974, 10).
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Despite the institutional autonomy and freedom that uwc has
claimed as a social space for the development of all South
Africans, its future is neither guaranteed nor easy.
Its
experiments in ongoing transformation will deserve the realistic
and critical support of all those interested in enhancing the
quality of life of the people of south Africa, as uwc continues to
contribute to "the creative conceptualization of a future community
beyond the destructiveness of an Apartheid order" (Gerwel, 1987).
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with a ccnmittee headed by the class monitor in each class at the lowest
level; a standing ccrrmittee cc:mposed of chair, vice-chairs, and five or six
section heads within each department; and a similarly structured college-wide
standing ccrrmittee at the top level ..'"1. [see table 4] The formal organizatio:ns
also replicate, to a some extent, the alienation between leaders and members
fotmd in other mass organizations throughout Chinese society.
Student association officers are appointed by faculty such as the
political counsellor [zhidaoyuan or fudaoyuan] or elected by students, and
often both methods are used in different situations at the same college.

The

Student Association is by no means autonomous; it is tmder the guidance or
control of the CYL, Party, and the administration. Almost always, monitors anc
Student Association officers are League members.
B. Student attitudes
While some students felt that by organizing dances and

cultural

programs the Student Association made significant contributions to their
lives, disinterest and dissatisfaction with the organization and its leaders
were widespread. Here is one fairly typical exarr;>le:
The SA has no connection at all with my life. I can live very well
without it ... I don't think [student cadres] can do many things for
students. Their quality is not very high. Many get good jobs, but
I don't think they are capable.
Students have sane opportunity to pursue their own interests and
learning through the student association, but the internal bureaucratic
structure and external controls imposed many limitations on student activity.
Students complained about restrictions on carr;>us newspapers and broadcast
stations, forming new organizations, holding events, and inviting speakers.
Control over ftmds was a primary means by which the CYL leaders controlled the
activities of the student association and student societies. For peer support
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and a freer hand, students tended to turn to involvement in various societies
and infonnal groups.
C. Student societies and clubs

To function on campus, societies and clubs, ranging from hobbies and
games to the academic and political, rm.ist be sanctioned by the school either
through the student association or the Youth League. Before 1989, "salons"
were becoming popular on some campuses, where students would discuss social
and political issues quite freely. Numbers of participants in these semiofficial groups ranged between a dozen to over a hundred, and some of their
events drew hundreds more. These organizations and their activities were more
popular by far than the official organizations, and through them students made
broad contacts outside their class and grade.
There was a great difference in the scope and importance of these
organizations among various institutions. In 1990 there was strict limitation
and control over student societies at Technical University but Imlch less
control at Comprehensive University. [see table 5]
At Technical University only three or four organizations existed,
membership was small, and activities were infrequent. The authorities, in
their campaign for discipline and order, "school spirit" [xiaofeng], and
evening study, had limited the number of societies and events. One example of
this control was the refusal to approve a student-organized karaoke singing
evening and a film club.
In contrast, at Comprehensive University, which had constructed a
student activity center, the policy seened to by one of

encourag~t.

In 1990

twenty student organizations were listed there, and at least sixteen were
active. Some were reported to have be quite 1arge and very popular. 13
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IV. INFORMAL GROUPS

Despite the popularity of some of these organized groups, much of
students' extra-curricular life centered around infonnal groups and networks.
Networks and friendship groups are, of course, always difficult to analyze
with great precision, but they can be divided into three types of relations:
first, college classmates [tongbantongxue] (and especially roorrrrates or samegender classrrates); second, those with local ties such as a corrrnon middle
schoo~,

hcmetown or home province [tongxiang and laotongxueJ; and

tr~rd,

those

who participate together in various extra-curricular activities or share a
corrrnon interest. [see table 6]
A. Local ties
As

we have just discussed roorrrnates and classrrates, I want to examine

the second type, local connections which not only bridge departmental and
grade divisions, but also link students at different colleges. Students felt
that the strongest bonds had been made during middle school, and these
friendships and acquaintances then spread like webs connecting students on
every college carr;>us and department. On some carr;>uses, especially those which
admit students from many provinces, there are strong inforrral tongxiang
networks, connecting those from the same hcmetown or locality. Students from
the same city or province, and schoolmates from middle school may create ties
knew each other before college. For many of the students in
this study, these ties were a major basis of friendships and often a way of
meeting members of the other sex.
In addition, students from those ethnic minorities whose religious
beliefs, language, and dietary customs differ from the Han majority ofte.'1
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formed groups. They were sometimes formally organized by the college as
separate classes with a separate dining hall for Muslim students, but these
minority groups were not permitted to form ethnic associations.

'As

a matter of

policy, school authorities generally discouraged the formation of groups based
or. 1ocal i ty or eth.'1ici ty.
Identity with one's hometown was strong eve..'1 for those students who did
not regc;.larly associate with old schoolmates or tongxiang. For young men and
worne~

often away from hane for the first time, the familiarity of local place

and a corrmon dialect or accent offers a comfortable feeling of rootedness
resembling kinship. Friendship ties also developed betwee..'1 stude...'1ts from

rura~

areas and small towns because of their shared rural backgrounds and their
sense of inferiority corrq;>ared with urban students. One student described a
roomnate from the countryside being, "treated by others as if he were from
another planet. They looked down on him and I was sympathetic. We had a corrmon
countryside experience."
B. Carmon interests and shared activities
Finally, I would like to explore some of the interests and extracurricular activities which brought students together informally. Some of
these provided opportunities for meeting students in other grades and
departments; others tended to reinforce class and department affinities. For
sane activities, like bridge and mahjong, students tended to be linger in
same-sex, dormitory groups; whereas events such as parties and dances provided
special opportunities for genders to mix. Together these activities have
created a student culture with sane autonany from, and even resistance to,
orthodox values and control. In the 1980s increased access to Western culture
and the liberalization of intellectual life led to a flourishing of activities
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on campuses . ,.,
The other side of student enthusiasm for the extra-curriculum was the
phenanenon of disinterest in classroorr. learning, comnonly called

ya.~xue.

With

slogans such as "studying is useless" [dushu wuyong] and "long live sixty
points" [liushifen wansui] many students expressed their feelings of
frustration. The job assignment systerr,, lack of interest in their major,

dul~

teaching methods, irrelevant and obsolete nature of the curriculum, and the
poor job prospects for graduates were all factors which students ccmmonly
1r

offered for their academic disinterest.··
Browsing through youth magazines of the 1980s and 1990s, one cannot
avoid being struck by the many "crazes" or "hot topics." [in Chinese re]
reported to be almost spontaneously sweeping through the campuses. One college
journal in early 1989, for example, listed "the ten illliversity student
crazes": [see table 7] Others jokingly divided students of the late 1980s into
1::

four "factions": mahjong, TOEFL, poker, and love."

These extra-curricular activities and interests can be seen in terms of
four broad avenues of pursuit:

intellectual understanding, entertainment,

17

rcrnance , and rooney . ·

Intellectual interests may be pursued by individuals without much group
support, but for many students the shortage of books and funds led to the
sharing of reading material and ideas. Before the 1989 student movement,
discussions salons and talks by invited speakers attracted increasingly large
followings on scrne campuses. These discussions provided broad contact across
the boundaries of acadanic discipline, age, and gender and even bridged the
gaps between undergraduates, graduate students, and faculty.
The extremely narrow disciplines, lack of elective choices, and
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traditional methods of instruction led students to seek other avenues

fo~

broadening their learning in other fields. 18 In what some have called the
"reading craze" [dushure] of the 1980s, students in both sciences and the
humanities developed a strong appetite for Western philosophy and psychology.
Meanwhile, students gave the required lip-service to Marxism-Leninism and
the principles of the Chinese Ccrrmunist Party in the mandatory political
education courses.
Students also sought diversion and socia1 contacts when out of class.
Card games, mahjong (previously

pror~bited

on campus), and even illicit

gambling became popular. But the most popular were the many college dances.
The dance was the single most irrportant social event, often breaking class and
departmental barriers and providing the opportunity for mingling and casual
physical contact with the opposite sex. In China in the eighties, the dance
became a youth culture ritual (Hooper, 1985).
Dating and courtship [in Chinese tan lian'ai, lit. "to talk love"]
became more open and widespread in the mid-eighties. For many students,
~"

especially those in the upper-grades, love was a preoccupation/' Couples often
developed among students in the same grade and department, middle school
acquaintances, and tongxiang.r
Another trend that attracted a large number of college students in the
late 1980s was the pursuit of money through part-time work, vacation jobs, and
small-scale business enterprises. 22 In sane cases, such as tutoring referral,
students were loosely organized under the official organizations, but often
work was handled privately or through informal connections. Some work related
to students' academic fields and involved classmates. For example, one group
of medical college students set up a table off on the street and do blood-
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typing for passers-by for a fee. But the 1990 national college regulations
prohibited students from engaging in private business, and required that parttime be organized under college work-study programs and be related to academic
studies.
The "social practice" campaign, in which thousands of students work and
investigate conditions mostly in small towns and backward rural areas, is the
socialist answer to private work and business. It has been promoted by the
educational authorities, especially since the rise of student activism in the
mid-1980s, as an antidote to the corrupting influence of bourgeois ideology
and to counteract the ivory-tower campus and sterile curriculum. Authorities
hope that students, tempered with a vacation lesson of harsh social realities,
w-:_,_,

return more loyal to socialism and Ccmnunist Party leadership. There are

indications that students mi e use of this off-campus, unchaperoned activity
as an opportunity to make new friends, carry out rcrnances, and pursue their
own interests.
In conclusion, although some activities may be nominally groupsponsored, the most popular activities among students were those which were
more or less free fran control by official groups. 23

Rather than as a threat

to order and control, the informal group should be seen as an outgrowth of the
students' needs which are not being fulfilled under the formal university
structures. Unless college authorities make substantial reform.s in the
structure of curriculum, the management of students, and political education,
students will continue to develop their own ways to pursue their intellectual
interests and to fulfill their social needs.
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"inconvenient."
In one small class of 21 students at Comprehensive University, eight of
the nine male students shared one dormitory room and the ninth was next door.
For these men, the dormitory room unit was their primary group. Many preferred
to spend time after class with female students in other departments anc
colleges.
D. Class monitor
Another important factor determining the degree of class cohesion and
identity felt by students was the class moni to:_- [banzhang]. As the head of the
class ccmni ttee, the monitor bore responsibility for organizing class
activities and meetings, for disseminating information from the political
counsellor and school authorities, and for conveying classmates' requests and
opinions to those in charge. One monitor explained his role:
The monitor acts as a broker or mediator between the faculty anc
students. So whatever students want, we have to go to the teacher
and talk to him. [When] the teacher has something to say to the
students, or ... feels embarrassed ... he would like to talk to me
first, and then I would talk to the students.
In one lm.usual instance, in order to make a demand for televisions for
their entire grade, he and the six other monitors of the same grade in the
department joined together and petitioned the dean of the department. The
department gave in after seeing that the students were all firmly behind the
monitors.
Although the monitor could play an important role in representing the
class and organizing activities, he or she could also flmction as part of the
system of control. One student spoke of always needing to be careful what he
said in his dormitory room because one of his roarma.tes, the class monitor,
reported on them. Another informant described a good monitor as one who did
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not report on others unless most students thought the ma.tter seriously wrong.
Because the monitor and class carrmittee were part of the system of control,
ma.ny students did not want to take on these roles, and some felt aloof from
.

0

the organized side of classroom life.v

III. THE STUDENT ASSOCIATION
I~

addition to the academic structure of class and department, there are

three formal organizational structures at work within the student and campus
corrmunity creating an "organizationally saturated" environment (Francis,
1991). These are the student association or xueshenqhui [sometimes translated
as the student unior:J, the Cc:rnnunist Youth League or CTI.::, a."ld the Comm.u"list
Party.

[see table3

J I will focus here on the student association and the

clubs and societies under its umbrella.
A. Structure and PUroose
The objectives of the student association are often explained as to
enrich students' lives outside of the classroom, to create a healthy social
atmosphere, and to pre.mote student self-regulation and self-management (Yang
et al, 1989). The student association and its officers are also meant to be
channels for two-way camn.mication between university authorities and
students. But the student leaders find it difficult to serve these two
masters, and students often feel the association cannot truly represent them.
Following the pattern of mass organizations in every school, work unit,
and neighborhood, one official organization, the student association is
officially designated as the one and only legal representative of college
students. The titles and roles in this organization correspond to positions in
other institutions throughout Chinese society. There is a layered bureaucracy
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classmates. As study outside of class hours was not structured, more mixin£
was possible in the evenings. Yet with library seats often fully occupied, the
classmates tended to study together in their classroom. '

There were more

activities that crossed class boundaries than at Technical Institute, two
popular examples being Saturday night dances and the Sunday English
conversation corner. Both of these activities were open to students from other
campuses and attracted quite a few.
Similarly, students at Comprehensive University seemed to mix more
across department and grade than those at Technical Institute. Like Teacher's
University, there were many extra-curricular opportunities in which students
from different grades and departments could meet. Because of insufficient
space, there were no fixed classrooms. With no designated space for classrnates
to study and hold activities together, the class bonds were somewhat weaker.
In general, class identity was weaker in those colleges with no fixed
classrooms and also where classes were often combined for larger lectures. In
these cases, the grade (nianji) was

a more important group within the

~

departrnen t . -

C. Gender group and dormitory units

In some classes there was a very clear gender division, and social
groupings corresponded closely with dormitory units. At Technical Institute
and Comprehensive University, like most Chinese campuses, dormitory areas for
males and females were physically separated. Interestingly, Teacher's
University had mixed dormitory buildings with men occupying the upper floors
and women the lower ones, but there did not seem to be any less of a gender
division, and both rnale and female students found this arrangement to be
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crowdins, students find some privacy and space for self-exploration:
camaraderie among donnitory roorrmates was typical, and both college men and
wanen corrrnonly referred to the time after the lights go out in the donnitory
!;

as the most ope...J. forum for discussions on campus.·
B. Group identity and cohesion
Class cohesion was strong in the three universities studied and for most
of the students interviewed frcm other universities, but there were
significant differences in terms of the amount of time classrrates spent
together and opportu.J.ities for interacting with students outside their class.
At Technical Institute, each class was assigned a fixed roam in which
students not only met for nearly every course but also studied after class.
Especially in the first two years, students had very little free time during
which they could mingle with others outside this group. In one typical secondyear class at Technical Institute, students spent 29 hours each week in class,
or an average of five hours each day. (See table 2) In addition, students were
required to spend two hours each weekday evening, studying in the same
classroom.c As the library was quite srrall, the classroom was the only
practical place to study. Even sane weekend activities were organized by
classes at Technical Institute.

On

Saturday nights classes often held dances

in the classrocrn.s, moving aside desks and chairs and decorating light fixtures
with colored paper and the monitor and class camri.ttee scrnetimes organized
class activities such as picnics and outings.
At Teachers' University, classmates had more time and opportunity to mix
with others outside their class group. But there too, each class rema.ined in
the same classroorn where often the class comnittee arranged a wall board of
poetry, jokes, drawings, essays, quotations and other contributions of
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I. INTRODUCTION

Many books a.'1d articles have been published these past two years related

:.o the 198 9 student protest movement and its antecede.'1ts, most of which have
focused on the irrrnediate events on Tiananmen Square and the streets of Beijing
a.'1c on the Chi::iese government's responses. Ye:. tr.is rathe::- large body

c:

work

offers few insights into the lives and thoughts of China's college students
beyond the demonstrations. Leaving analysis of student protest to others,

~

will view students using a broader frame of reference, focusing on various
dimensions cf student cultur-e and identity.
There are now over one thousand colleges and universities in China with
a cornbinec enrolment of around two r.illion students. Most of these are
undergraduates who enter directly from middle school after passing the
nationa~

entrance examination. They are an elite group composed of only a

small percentage of middle school graduates, and an even smaller percentage cf
their age group.
Of course, universities are not all the same, and along with
institutional differences there are various types of students and variations
of ca'T':pus culture. Variation among institutions of higher education are quite
significant, and one can look at variation across levels in the hierarchy of
the higher education system, across geographic regions, and across different
types of institutions. (see table 1)
This paper relies prirrarily on research conducted in 1990-91 for a study
cf fonral and informal student organization and networks.
at three

irstit~tions, whic~

Data was gathered

I will call Comprehensive University, Technical

I~-
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Institute, and Teacher's University, and from graduates of several other
universities who were interviewed in the United States.

For this

presentation, I will concentrate on what I have found to be the three most
significant organizational elements of student culture: the college class
unit, the official student association, and informal networks.
First, I want to explain how rigid regimentation and clustering of
stude.1ts a.1d narrow compartmentalization of their academic curriculum has
tended to con.strict their social contacts and experiences. As a result,
students ge.11erally have rnaintained very strong group cohesion anC. ider.tity by
college class and dorrritory u."l.its, but they have also developed informal
networks which ofte."1 cross the bou."1daries of these t:...1i ts. Secondly, I wist to
describe the how the forffi3.l organizations, used to shape student behavior and
ideologica~

beliefs, have lost some of their effectiveness in the 1980s as

rra..."1y students became alienated from orthodox values and the system of
administrative and political control. Finally, I will suggest how

informa~

student networks and extra-curricular activities have functioned to fulfill
both intellectual and social needs of students not met within the

forrra~

academic and organizational system.

II. THE COLLEGE CLASS
The entering college student is assigned to a department, a
specialization within it, a class [ban], and a dorrritory room usually shareC.
by classmates. Several classes e."1rolled at the same time in each department
1

together make up a 1arger group, the departffi"'_ntal grade [nianii] . · In
general, classes are composed of approximately 30 students, but I founc
~

classes in this study ranging from 15 to 89 students."
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,.,. THE COLLEGE CLASS
J.J..

The entering college student is assigned to a department, a
specialization within it, a class [ban], and a dormitory room usually shared
by classmates. Several classes enrolled at the same time in each department
together make up a larger group, the departmental grade [nianji].

In

general, classes are composed of approximately 30 students, but I fol.ll1d
classes in this study ranging from 15 to 89 students.c
A. Class as acaderric:. administrative, and social center
The class is the smallest student unit in the acaderric structure of
university orga.J.ization, and classmates all must follow the same general
curriculum and specialization. The class is also the strongest social group
for many students due, in large part, to the sustained amount of time
classmates as a group spend together every day for four years. and to their
limited contact with members of other classes. With the exception of a very
few electives. classmates all take the same courses together including
required basic courses such as foreign language, politics, and physical

,

education, and some courses ccrnbine two or more classes within a grade:

Each student is assigned a donnitory room where typically six-to-eight
students live with spartan accannodations. Whenever possible, students are
assigned rooms by academic class; thus, for four years they sleep with the
very classmates they see throughout the day in nearly every course. Students
cc:mnonly speak of their lives as following a routine of "three points on a
line" - the dorrrri,,tory, classroorn, and dining hal 1 - to designate what they see
as a limited and monotonous pattern. But the dorrritory room is one of the
areas of least control for students. There, despite the regimentation, and

Table l
Higher Education in
Institutes of tigher 12arning

C~ina

(1988)

l,075

total undergraduate enrolment

'.2,065,000

average enrolment/institution

l,922

Major types of institutions
comprehensive universities
science and engineering
teacher training
medicine
:inance and economics
agricultural and forestry
ar7_s
politics and law
athletics
other

# of insts.
49
::'.81

::'. 6 2
119
80
70

30
25

16
129

source: Min, W.F., Gaodeng jiaoyu guimo kuozhande xingshi yu banxue
xiaoyi yanjiu. Jiaoyu Yanjiu, October, 1990, pp. 43.

~nstituticns

included in Study (1990)

:_:ndergrad.
Technical Institute

::2,280*

grad.

depar"'.:::1ent.s

*

Teacher's University

500

l5

Comprehensive University 5,500

400

2..

*enrolment
:igure for
Tec~nical
:nstitute
undergraduates, short-term students, and a small
students.

4

includes
number~=

regular
;raduate

Table 2
Student Academic Schedule
Class 3chedule for second-year engineering students
department at Technical Institute. First semester, 1990.
5 & 6

one

in

1 & 2

3

Xonday

:nath

dy~amics

athletics

6

Tuesday

survey

English

physics lab

6

Wed.

math

oral English
(one hour)

political ,s,
moral educ.

5

Thurs.

Xarxism/
Leninism

physics

4

4'

.
_ ri.

survey

:na t:i &
dynamics

4

Sat.

English

physics

4

&

4

lunch

hours

':'able 3
Formal Organization
rrass organization

Youth League

?arty

College level

Student Association
(standing comnittee)

CYL branch
(cadres)

CP

Department level

Student Association
divisions
(standing cornnittee)

CYL branch
(staff)

CP branch

Class level

Cl ass ccmni. ttee
( rr.oni tor)

CYL

100%

90-97%

Stude.rit Membership

c CJ!TIT'i t: ee

cornni ttee
(cadres)

3ITB.l l gi:-oup

(C"fl. sec!'."etary)

3-5%

':'able 4
Organizational Structure of the Student

Associatic~

Student Association, University-wide level
at Comprehensive University
chairman team [zhuxituan]
chairman and vice-chair
secretariat [mishu chu]
secretary general [mishuzhang]*
vice secretary for day-to-day work [~hangwu fumishuzhang]
vice secretary [fumishuzhang]
(6 ganbu)
association section [shetuan bu]
head, 2 vice heads, and 6 ganbu
literature and arts section [wenyi bu]
head, 2 vice heads, 8 ganbu
athletics section [tiyu bu]
~ead, vice head, and 5 ganbu
student !ife section [shenghuo bu]
head, vice head, and 8 ganbu
study and propaganda section [xuechuan bu]
head, 2 vice heads and 6 ;anbu
women's section [nusheng bu]
head, 2 vice heads, and 3 ganbu
publi: relations section [gongguan bu]
head, vice head, and 6 ganbu

*

Apf:2.rent 1 y a teacher who is a
positions held by students.

Youth

League

cadre.

Depart~ental

Student Associations [gexi :enhui
Comprehensive ~niversity

All
1

chair· [ zhuxi J
··::..ce-sha:::~:)

[:uzhu::i] (some departments had '.::)
study [xuexi bu], or study and propaganda [xuechuanJ
athletics
literature and arts
student life
Sections found in only one er two
women's ( 2)
propaganda [xuanchuan bu] (l)
self-discipline [zilu bu] (l)
public security [zhibao bu] (1)

depart~ents:

at

other

~able

5

Student societies
TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY

stamp c".:lllecti.::g
weigi [go]
calligraphy
COMPREHENSIVE UNIVERSITY

sociology
exploration society
youth economic forum
stamp collecting
calligraphy
ancient O~i~ntal ~~lt~~e
public relati::::ls
film and video arts
;-r,a rt i a 1 arts
computers and Chinese character infor~ation
guitar
qi gong
soccer c ub
xiangci Chinese chess] and weici [go]

Table 6. Formal and Informal Networks

clubs & societies

~ (

(

m.s. schoolmates
[laotongxue]
DORM ROOM
[sushe]
local ties
[tongxiangJ

official organizations

\

\

CLASS
[banji]

common interests
GRADE
[nianji]
DEPARTMENT
[xi]

COLLEGE

'!'able 7
Extracurricular Acti?ities and

~~terests

"The ten university student c:::-azes":
l. reading (often Western philosophy)
2. doing business
3. writing
4. 1 ave
5. sports
6. dancing
7. current events
8. martial arts
9. travel
10. ~ilms and video
(Gaojiao Wenzhai December :989, ?· 3?, reprinted :ram Sichuan
Yixueyuan Xuebao, January 1989)

Survey o: students at Comprehensive University, May, 1990
(n=206, 75% response rate)
of stt:dent
roma:-itic

~ype

32%
9%
l6%
12%
31%

~OEFL

card player
studict:.3

other
(document 3-8, p.3)

Shenyang Survey
Goal o: participation in extracurricular culture:
increase knowledge
mold character/te~per~rnent
diversion
pass the ti.me

s, ;)ong,

l987,

p.

37)

4

8%

')

~~
c: 9-,,

-

l

~

9%
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Notes

Each class has a ni....."T'ber, for example, History 8902. As the 89 designates the
2..989 entering grade ar1d 82 :.r.e class nunber, the departmental grade would be
History 8901, 8901, and 8903.
:: . Except for the 1977-1980 period, when older "educated youth" ;.;ho had ~eer. ser.t
to farms and factories entered the universities along with younger middle school
graduates, classes and g:::-ades are composed of peers of similar age and
experience.
3. The college class systern is so universal in Chinese colleges and c:..;.iversities
that deviation.s c.re deemed worthy of r:ote. One example was a "rr>ixed class" at
'.:hejiang University composed o: stc:cler.ts :..:: .several -:::.::er~nt ::2epart~ents (Lu,

June 1990).
-L ~-7e.'l-!°'.sin Yeh ~ 2.')90) ::2esc:-::=:es ::..:::;w :='.:i::es2 ::::tc:dents :::J. t!:e 2.020s and 30s
attempted to carve out personal space by hang:ng sheets and a::-ranginr; \::ookcases
:'..n the dorrni tori es, ::L:.d -Shen Tong ( :'..990) describes students in the 80 's who "hid
under their see-through mosquito-netti::g; somehow in our cramped quarters, we
thought we had p:::-ivacy there." (p . .:'..lO)

5. Ccmnon topics during these after-hours discussions [wota...'"ll:ui] are frequently
::-eported to be about the other sex, philosophical questions, and teachers. In
a published survey of students at Comprehe.risive University (1990) the following
responses were give.Tl to the question, "What do you talk about '.-1hen t'.":e ~:..;'.-.ts
;;o out at :r.ight?"
cur:-e...11t events 2-6%; ~!":e ct:-:er :;ex :9%; f '..1."':/ ga'nes
acadErr.:i. c/::;rof essi anal
topics 6%; other '.:8%.
6. :Juri:::g ':.'.::e 1990-92- ;;-;er:..cd, 7:.he ins ti ':.-..:te was act:i. vely enforcing this rr.ar.datory
self-stt1dy [zixueJ, and .:.r.spectcrs !:2gt1larly c:J~d~cted. s·-.:r~/eys ru1d
checked attendance . .?-.ri
. i::spectic::J. ::::f ?6 c~assrooms conducted or:e e'Jer.i::g :..::-:
September 1990 reported 58% attendance fo:: ".=elf-study."
~Verl.:..::g

7. A third-year stude.'lt at ~eacher's University reported litt~e conb.ct ·..;it'.::
students outs:i.de her department or even from other ~rades withi::: :..t. She said
that ~ost of her activities were with her twenty classrrates. I':. was ::ot ;.:.:.ti:
the thirc year that she attended some elective classes offered wit::in the
:1epart:;;e.11t, ;:,ut she had ::.o cl asses wit!:. stude.11ts f::-om ether :;rades '--'~
depart:-:-:ents.
3.

:'..,oose class af:iliation characterized one eel lege where there were no fixed

cl ass::oorrs a.rid where ;:iy the seconc :/ear, students could choose f ::om

severa~

teachers i:J. sections and could choose between some electives. ~he c~ ass ;;as ::ot
;..;sual l~· togetter a.:.d held fewer parties and sports activities than they had the
first year. While classrrates all knew each other, they liked to ::ie with ::':r:i.e.'lds
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who were often in other departments. 1\..11 infor:ra~t, ~ho rJ,ad been the class rrlor..ito!.'"
during the first year, felt that, "there was no real cl ass concept after a
while."

9. Reports were usually mde to the political cou."1.Sellor [zhidaoyuan or
fudaoyuan] who was in charge of several classes, or the grade. The political
counsellor was the most important authority, enforcing regulations, keeping tabs,
and playing a key role in decisions about job assignment upon graduation. While
not always a Party :ilember, the political counsellor was, at least in theory, the
most direct representative of state and Party policy; a link between students
and the government.
10. The CYL, with a membership of approxi~ately 90% on each campus, also has a
bureaucracy which extends into each class and department. The CYL's goals are
more ideological t.han the student association, and it has a more direct :randate
as a link between students and the Conmunist Party.The Youth League was seen as
inconsequential to most students interviewed. ~-!any had :oined ~·· middle school
ar1d claimed litt~e i:wolvement beyond paying the montr.~y dues c: ::..ve fen.
ll. Especially in the higher grades (third and fourth years) and amor.g graduate

the party organization directly plays a role, organi=:..ng members and
study groups. Party members account for perhaps 3-4% of u.~dergraduates. In the
~arly 1980s, party membership among university students was at its ~owest since
1949, ~ess than 2°s at :rany campuses. Since 1984, the party concentrated on
recruiting more university students and by l986 rr.errbership rates of three to f cc:r
percent ;.iere report.ed on rrar..y campuses. (Rosen, 1990, 274-5). A'l'long Beijing
undergraduate students, party membership increased from 2. 5% i:i 1984 to 5. 5% in
1986 a.~d a'l'\ong ~eij:..ng graduate students ~embership increased from 23% to 32%
(Wang S. et al., cited :..n Rosen, l'.?91, 433).
st~dents,

12. For an idea of tr.e m.:rnbers of st'.lder.t c:::..cers ::::valved, s.t -:o:llprehensive
University with 5,500 cmdergraduates i::: fourteen depart:-:-:ents, t~e:re was a total
of 85 student leaders including 30 chairs and vice-chairs at :.he departmental
and college-levels. (':'here were actc:aEy 90 ~csiti.ons, :::ic:t several >::aders held
two posts concurrently within the department.)

13. The societies reported to have the most participants were Exploration a..~d
Sociology, ~oth of which were considered academic societies. In a 1990 student
.survey at Comprehensive University, the news association, youth economics forc:m,
sociology associat:..on, and exploratior. society were judged to !Je the most
successful.
14. One survey of students in

Shenya..~g :!:ct:ri.d that the most conmonly reported ;::::al
of participation in extra-curricular activities was to enrich their knowledge.
The researchers concluded that,
"This shows that today's college students are dissatisfied with tte
knowledge gair.ed from classes and text~ooks, and they wish to pass
through rrany J.:inds of avenues to increase their knowledge"
(Li & Dong, l987, 37).

:s
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2.5. A survey of Shanghai students found two-thirds expressing agreement to some
-:::{tent •..;it:h the "long-l:ve sixty" =~ogan. 2::.ly 2C 06 of the :.:~spondents expressed
:..:1te?:"est in their omi f:eld of study, 60% felt :._ t was only a steppi::-.g-stone C!:"
::o-so, a._;.d 10% expressed a 1ack of interest :n it. As b ·c:hat :-:-_oti 'Jated them to
study, only 9% chose the ~uest for knowledge. (Mao & Gong, 1987). In another
survey, only 7. 6% of st:1dents ohose perso:-..al inte?:"est J.s their :'".ajar :-;-,otivation
to study (Yu et a~., :986). ::: another Shanghai survey, the most conman responses
to :.::e question, ''ti.7hat do ::"ou conside:- to ;:;e ~~2 ~v;o~st ?::-o::~ 2YT'S in higher
education?" an1ong l3 possible choices were: "boring teaching methods," "backward
exa.i-ni::::ation methods," ":'......:11 ~ 2c:tures
.?.c.;.d "'::'.':ear:· ::_.:; .:;eparated from reality"
(Yang, 1986).
1 "

11

2.6. ':'he Chinese for T':"ahjong faction" and "':"OEFL :action" is a...-1 ironic political
play-on-words: rrapai for Marxist and tuopai for T!:"ostskyist. The popularity of
stc.:.dyi::g :or TOEFL, the test ::;f ~glish proficiency ?:"equired to ente?:" graduate
:;irograrrs in the U.S. a."1d Canada, is t::e most obvious sign of t:-.. e "going abroad
fever" [chucru.oreJ which has swept r:<ost campuses. In a 1990 published survey o:
st....:dents at Comprehensive University respondents classified tte.rn.selves into the
:::illowir:g "':ypes":romantic 32%;
':'CEFL 9%; card player lS%; studious 12%; other 31%.
,...,

::.:..i:orrral gr-ot:ps :-.=..~Je ~-eer.. a.i.1alyzed i::.. tem.s cf si~la::- categcr-:..es by YaI1g

2t al. (2.989) i::. a useful !::look on t=-:.e sociolos::z cf c:...."1:iversit~1 st:.:dents. ':'::.e
categories are:
polit:ical !:Jelief [~1arxist study groups~; '"' a'llt:.sement; "
::-:.endship; 4. academic a."':d 7.2ch..TJ.ica:; and :: . ::ene:Ei.:. -:~-pe C~~i::ess arld work].
':'hey cite a Wuhan s;.:rvey showing that 59.9% of student societies of a?:"e o: t'.-:.e
:ourth type and 27.4% are of the second t2'}_'.)e (pp. 49-50).
:'..3. S::-oadening their range o: ~:..;.cwledge 1.,;as the r.:....i1ber one p::-o!:Jlem for stude::ts
- :._ '.?87 .3urvey c: students :in Shenyang, a.11d "leaving campus to I!'.ake contact
:-:it'.: 2ociety" was ranked seco:-:d (Ya."1;;, :'..98S).
;;-:.iliL:::heC: 1~cok (one cf ?. t~Jer.t:.:·-"ol une "·.:'::--.:iversi t:.:· St"J.dents'
?!:":e!"'.ds, "series) C:iscusses t:-iis "r-eadi::-.g c!:"aze" on campuses whic:--. !:Jegan i:J. ':he
:'..'.?'30s. :::t analyzes each of tte :cl lowing popular c:::-azes: ~riet::sc::he, Sart:::-e,
?~2 1._:C:, ~~fas~c~..;, ·3.d.ve~t".J.:-e ::.:::ion, Qiong Yao-type romances, 2.11d, finally, ~-~ao
'.=..:iu, l991).
• 0

::-ecer.tl~·

=8. '!.":..:-::.0us

:::..~v"'eys :--~a"Je :::-:.-::"'vm s:.":.::!en:.s :.:] accept ~c·ve Cur:.~g c0~lege

years 3.S
In a SLl!"Vey o: S~:2::yarl£ ;3t":.::2:::..:, :.::e ~3j2::-: :.:· ~ :2 8%) saw
':::ir:..ching ~::e" as the c;;cal :=: love compared with 25% choosing "estc.blishi::-.·;
a farnily," 10% ":or comfort ruJ.d diversio::," a...!C. .:; . G~s "::::asua~" ~=-.:.. ~ Jo::g-, =._93; /
2 9) . ::: a survey o:: Sl:.anghai students, ~ ess than S% agreed with t::e '.: radi t:i onul
assessment that student rorrances interfered with studies 2~-:.d c..::e:::'.:.e::: studer:t.s'
:=....:ture. Over half -:f the ::-'3spcndent.s :'.:el t t::at other students' lave affairs were
3. ;_:;rivate matter which did not concern them (Mao & Gong, 1987).
I:1creased
~cc2p'.:.anc2 of pre-'"'.'.ari ta~ .:::ex as a p:~: vate rratter '.':as also been shown in several
S'J.rveys of college students.

::o~.al
11

a.11d heal thy.

1
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21. Control over student love affair-s by university authorities ranged from
:enie..'1cy and encourage.111ent t:::i prohi:!:;ition a.'l.d interference. Sexual :.:-elationships
were always prohibited a."1d c:::insidered as grounds for expulsion from the college.
':'here were cases :reported, however, of f eiral e st"...ldents who, after becorning
pregnant and r-eceiving a.~ abortion, were not disciplined.
22. ~ere are multiple motivations for students to engage b. work experience.
:n a survey of Shanghai students in which promoting contacts and understanding
of society were chosen by students as :reasons, but the survey report did ~ot
:.::icl ude other choices, such as making money, which rray have ranked higher. (Yang,
1986). :n contrast, in a survey of students at Shenzhen University, probably the
most entrepreneurial group of students in China, 81.3% chose "personal profit"
::ls the motivation for engaging in war~:, and 98% reported having work experie..'"lce
(~axuesheng, June, 1988, p. 30).
::3. ~rot .surprisingly, a survey of Bei j:.ng students :ou.'1d 7.l:at ~.est 37.udents
::-epor':ed ir.terest :..:-i sports, social pract:..ce, ct.:.l tural activities, ope;:i 1ect•Jres
and reports, and work-study programs. ::-i.terest :..:: y01..:.th : :-=ague J....-:d ?arty
?..ct:.,,.·:..::..es was ;-;'.'Jc!: ~ewer-, ~"1d pol:..:ical study r-anked at the bottc:n of ten
choices (Wang et al., cited in Rosen, 1991).

Englesberg:

Universi~

Students
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The Failure of External Science curriculum Models
in African Schools

Western schools were introduced to Africa during the
later half of the nineteenth century.

Since then schools in

which science is taught have sprouted everywhere in Africa,
including remote villages.

However many science educators

and researchers (Jansen, 1989, Ogunniyi, 1988, Jegede, 1982,
prophet, 1990) have come to the conclusion that the science
taught in these schools, in its various curriculum models,
have failed.
Many science educators and researchers portray the
colonial and post-independence science curriculum models
introduced to African schools as failures.

Ogunniyi {1986)

asserts that during the colonial period science was taught
in African schools like a "dogma rather than a systematic
inquiry"(p. 111.)

Similarly, Jansen supported by others

{Ogunniyi, 1988, Jegede, 1991) concedes that postindependence curriculum innovations including the
introduction of external science curriculum models to
African schools have failed.

After three decades of local

and international effort expended to change science
curriculum in African schools the present science education
in Africa is still textbook dependant, based on memorization
and tends to induce passivity in students.
However, there has been an element of success in the
science curriculum models introduced to Africa. These
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curriculum models were successful in two instances. First,
they were instrumental in institutionalizing the science
curriculum process in African schools (Ogunniyi, 1986.)
Second, with the introduction of external science curriculum
models in African schools science became popular (Jegede,
1982).

However, this paper is not about the sucesses of the

External Science Curriculum Models introduced to Africa,
rather this paper is about their failure. The aim of this
paper is to present the nature and characteristics of these
external science curriculum models (ESCM) and the reasons
for their failure, and to identify some of the future
directions that science education in African schools might
take.

I will attempt to address the colonial and post-

independence science curriculums, However I will give a
greater emphasis to the post-Independence science
curriculum.

External Science curriculum Models
In this paper an external science curriculum model
(ESCM) is defined as a comprehensive plan adapted from
science curriculums developed in countries outside Africa
inorder to improve science teaching practices, science
content or learning resources. The external science
curriculum models can be distinguished into two, depending
on the time periods that they were introduced to African
schools, namely: colonial and post-independence. The
colonial curriculum model instituted a method and a sequence
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of teaching science in Africa. The prefered method of
teaching science in the colonial era was the lecture method.
While, the sequence of teaching science comprised a syllabus
format in which primary and secondary schools taught
complimentary science topics (Ogunniyi, 1986, p.111)

In the

primary schools the science taught consisted of nature
study, hygiene, and agriculture.

While, in the secondary

school level, physics, chemistry, biology, general science,
agriculture and health science were taught. The science
syllabus in many African schools still follow this format.
The post-independence science curriculum models were, on
the other hand, selected to update the science content and
to effect a methodological transformation in science
teaching (Prophet, 1990, Ogunniyi, 1986).

The updating of

the science content involved the incorporation of the
theoretical developments in science into the science
curriculum.

While, the attempt at methodological

transformation tried to replace the prefered lecture method
of the colonial schools with various discovery and
integration methods (Prophet, 1990.)

Characteristics
Some of the external science curriculum models
incorporated in the curriculum projects implemented in
African countries after their independence in the 1960's are
shown in Figure 1, namely:

The Physical Science Study

Committee, the Biological Science Curriculum Study,
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ChemStudy, the Scotish Education Department Scheme and the
Nuffield Project.

Some of the main characteristics of these

curriculum models were that they emphasized:

(a) That

various discovery methods be used in science teaching;
That science teaching be learner centered;

(b)

(c) Students be

encouraged to develop observation and other process skills
of science; and (d) That students be encouraged to develop
language and communication skills.
These curriculum projects that tried to adapt external
science curriculum models were in many instances described
as integrated science using discovery methods (Prophet,
1990; Jegede, 1982.)

Morris(1990) in a UNESO publication

titled "Science Education World Wide" defines integrated
science as a science course in which the different
disciplines of science such as chemistry, biology, physics
and others are not distinct.

Integerated science has the

distinct advantage of avoiding repitition and emphasizing
fundemental unity in science.
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Fig. 1: An Example of an all Africa science curriculum
project, its goal and criteria and how it influenced
national curriculum projects that implement external science
curriculum models.
African Primary Science Project
(APSP)
Goal:
To develop processes of scientific thinking in children.
Criteria:
(a) Whenever facts are presented they should be
discoverable by students.
(b) Facts should be of critical importance to
understanding a principle.
(c) Content should help to show science proceeds through a
method of discovery.
(d) It must be cheap to show, cheap to find out,
economical in time as well as in money.
Countries: Ghana, Ethiopia, Kenya, Malawi, Nigeria, Liberia,
Sierra Leone, Uganda.
Planning: 1961 (MIT, Cambridge, USA;) 1965 (Nigeria).

The curriculum projects that were being implemented
in African schools were either a sub-regional science
curriculum project or a national project.

The sub-regional

projects were sometimes referred to as an all Africa
projects because the countries that implemented them
represented all the regions of Sub-Saharan Africa: East,
West, North and South.

The African Primary Science

Programme (APSP) in Figurel is an example of such a project.
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The sub-regional projects had an impact on the national
projects of the participating countries as well as the nonparticipating countries.

Figure 2 shows such an impact.

This same f igure2 illustrates the three way relatioships
between the external science curriculum models, the subregional curriculum projects and the national curriculum
projects.

The external science curriculum models impinge on

both the sub-regional and national projects, even when the
project is like Somalia's SCP which did not officially
endorse any given curriculum model.
Figure2 shows that there are three kinds of national
projects. First, a national project that adapts ESCM as
direct result of the implementation of sub-regional science
curriculum project. An example, is the Nigerian Integrated
Science Project (NISP) which was influenced by the African
Primary Science Project (APSP). The second category of a
national project is one in which the African country
directly adapted an ESCM. For example, Botswana,
incorporated aspects of the Scotish Education Department
Scheme (SEDS) in the science component of its Nine Year
Basic Education (NYBE) without collabration with other
African countries.
The third category of national science curriculum
projects, like Somalia's SCP of 1973, are conceived without
conscious attempt at adapting an ESCM.

However in this

third category of a national science curriculum project some
aspects of ESCM always trickles down to the science
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curriculum being developed (Younis, 1991).

This influence

of ESCM on a completly independent curriculum project comes
from the local curriculum developers' awareness about the
ESCM through their training abroad, their attendance in subregional science curriculum seminars or the advice they get
from expatriates in their midst.
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Figure 2: External Science Curriculum Models and their
relationship with sub-regional and national curriculum
projects.
External Science Curriculum Model
(Ex: PSSC, Chemstudy, BSCS, NP, SEDS)

Discovery Method

I

All Africa/ regional
Curriculum Project
(Example: APSP )

I

\

/
)J/________________
_,

~----------~-----------J I
NSC Projec II:
1
country adapts ESCM
directly
(Example: NYBE, Botsw.) \
\
I

NSC Project 1:
Country adapts ESCM as direct
result of a regional project
(Example: NISP, Nigeria)
/

.......

---~-.3J.----""\
NSC ProjectIII:
Country doesnot adapt ESCM
(Example: SCP, Somalia)
\
Legend:

------>
---~

/
/

-----indirect link
Direct link

National Curriculum Projects
NISP- Nigerian Integrated Science Project,
NYBE (IS)- Nine Year Basic Education (Integrated Science)
SCP- Somali Curriculum Project
External Science Curriculum Models
PSSC- Physical Science Study Committee
BSCS- Biological Science Curriculum study
NP- Nuffield Project
IS- Integrated Science
SEDS- Scottish Education Department Scheme
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How Curriculum Developers Know That ESCM's Have Failed

The main indicator that illustrates that ESCM's have
failed in African schools is the observed disparity between
curriculum intent and classroom practice (Prophet, 1990;
Ogunniyi, 1986).

Many of the stated goals of these science

curriculum models introduced to African schools were not
achieved in the classroom. For example, the stated goal of
the APSP (African Primary Science Project), to develop
scientific thinking in African students, has not been
realized.
Ogunniyi (1986, p.116) compiled some of these stated
goals, which are:

(a) The development of a spirit of

inquiry;

(b) The understanding of the valid views of

science;

(c) The teaching of problem solving using

scientific techniques;
literacy;

(d) Impartation of scientific

(e) Development of manipulative skills and

scientific attitudes; (f) The production of individuals who
are capable of participating in a socially useful and
productive activities;

(g) The production of citizens who

are better consumers of scientific products;

(h)

Accelerating of the development of potential and
technological manpower; and (i) Understanding of the
transformation of the environment.

Some of these stated

goals were not concrete or feasible, while the rest of them
were co-opted by the realities of the African classroom.
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For example, the goal of accelerating the development of
technological manpower was vague. The stated goal of the
production of citizens who are better consumers of
scientific products, on the other hand, is not a feasible
goal in the context of African schools given the absence of
scientific institutions that produce scientific products.
Other goals like the impartation of science literacy to
students has been co-opted by the realities of the
classroom.

Many African students who were exposed to the

external science curriculum models were not able: to achieve
an understanding of valid views of science; to acquire
problem solving skills or to develop a spirit of inquiry.
Teachers in Africa, on the other hand, failed to make
science the pref erred world view of most these students in
what prophet (1990) calls "an epistemological bottleneck''
(p. 14.)

This goal of making science as a concept

intelligible to students is in my opinion the most important
aspect of science to be taught in schools and at the same
time the best criteria for evaluating the failure or the
success of the science curriculum projects introduced to
Africa. The most important aspect of science is developing
an understanding of what science is, how scientific
knowledge is generated and how scientists work and think.
The realities of the African classroom co-opted the
intent of the stated goals of ESCM.

Some of these classroom

realities that co-opted the intent of those goals were:

(a)

The language of instruction problems (Okpala, 1988; Prophet,
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1990: Cleghorn, Merritt & Abagi, 1989:)

(b) The persistence

of misconceptions in students' conceptual frameworks about
scientific phenomena (Ivowi, 1984:) and (c) The financial,
manpower and social difficulties of a given school.
There are language problems present in teaching of
science in African classrooms.

Different kinds of problems

manifest themselves in both cases when the language of
instruction is foreign and when it is indigenous.

A foreign

language which is the medium of science instruction hampers
the students' understanding of science concepts (Okpala,
1988: Cleghorn et al, 1989). When science concepts lack
equivalence in the students' language the individual student
is obliged to organize a personal understanding that brings
together his or her concrete cultural world outside the
school and the abstract world being constructed through the
science lessons.

The use of indigenous language as a

medium of science instruction, on the other hand, brings
into the classroom preconceptions that are associated with
the students' culture.

For example, if the students'

language has no concepts equivalent to continous time, as
the case is in the Somali culture, then, in that case
students will have difficulty in understanding science
concepts that use time or the change of time in their
definition.
In the case of the persistence of misconceptions in the
students' frameworks about science concepts, it is something
that happens in science classrooms everywhere even in
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Western schoolsf However, in African schools these
misconceptions are not only the result of the science
teaching that goes in in classrooms, but also results from
preconceptions that students acquires from the cosmology,
supersitions and beliefs of their culture (Ogunniyi, 1987;
Jegede, 1991; Ivowi, 1984.)
The third reality that co-opts the realization of the
intentions of the ESCM in the classrooms of African schools
is the existence of financial, manpower and social
difficulties in these schools. These difficulties reinforce
and exasperate all the other problems teachers face in
implementing the curriculum.

African schools have

overcrowded classrooms, have personnel problems and lack
funds to purchase equipment and adequate textbooks.

When

the inadequacies of the teachers, lab equipment and
textbooks are combined with the limited tradition of African
schools in teaching science, the lack of support for science
in African communities and the large class sizes in many
African schools; then the failure of external curriculum
models is understandable.
Reasons
Three reasons have been put forward by curriculum
developers to explain the failure of ESCM's in African
schools.

These three explanations revolve around the

failure of curriculum developers to appreciate the context
of science education in African schools.

The first reason
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given to rationalize the failure of external science
curriculum models in African schools is that curriculum
developers have failed to anticipate administrative and
manpower problems faced by African schools (Jegede, 1982;
ogunniyi, 1986).
According to Jegede (1982) in an evaluation he did on
the Nigerian Integrated Science Project (NISP) there were
problems that were not anticipated initially that
contributed to the failure of the NIS Project.

These

problems were: a) The inadequacy of the training given to
the teachers who were to implement the course;

(b) The

inadequacy of the textbooks developed for the course; and
(c) The insufficiency of laboratory facilities and materials
that were to be used to implement the science course
developed from the external science curriculum model.

The

lack of equipment I am ref erring to in this last category is
not about the lack of sophisticated equipment that are found
in labaratories of western schools, but rather I am refering
to the lack of access to commonplace things like eye
droppers, rulers, weights, scales, or even such American
throw-away items like empty plastic containers, spools,
shower curtain magnets, and glass bottles. Such items could
be used in Africa as labaratory equipment for science
teaching.
The second reason given by African educators and their
international counterparts to account for the failure of
ESCM's in African schools is that curriculum developers
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failed to appreciate the cultural contexts of learning
science ( Hewson & Hamlyn, 1985; Prophet, 1990; Ogunniyi,
1988; Urevbu, 1987.)

Urevbu (1987) asserts that:

certain cultural elements in the African situation
may well impinge directly on the way with which an
African child can appreciate science.
(p. 11.)
There have been several studies done to investigate
assertions similar to Urevbu's statement above.

In many of

these studies the African traditional past and their
present culture have been investigated. For example, Horton
(1967), in an essay titled "African Traditional Thought and
Western Science", shows that the difference between science
and the African world view is one of perspective rather than
one of an ability to develop theories. He argues that
scien~ists

question scientific theories and demand

verification, while traditional "wisdom" in African cultures
are rarely consciously challenged. However, Horton
maintains that the " modern western layman is rarely more
open or scientific than is the traditional African villager''
(p. 187.)
Researchers have pursued studies that investigate the
students' preconceptions. For example, Ivowi (1984)
investigated the students' misconception about scientific
frameworks.

ogunniyi (1987) and Jegede (1991), on the

other hand, in two similar studies investigated the way
certain elements in the African culture such as traditional
"cosmology, beliefs and superstition'' impinge on the way the
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learner develops observational skills. The Jegede study
found "that students who exhibit a high level of belief in
African traditional cosmology made significantly fewer
correct scientific observations of biological structures and
processes" when compared with those with lower level of
belief in traditional African cosmology.
Researchers have pursued studies that investigate the
relationship between science and Afican languages and
African cultural metaphors.

Hewson and Hamlyn (1985)

investigated the implications of African cultural metaphors
for science education in African schools. They found that
the cultural metaphor for heat in Sotho language which is
spoken in Southern Africa is "agitated blood."

Hewson and

Hamlyn argue that "agitated blood" can be used to introduce
the kinetic theory of heat better than the caloric theory of
heat that always precedes the teaching of kinetic theory of
heat in African schools.

They state:

Our research suggests that Sotho students do not have
to learn and then unlearn caloric theory of heat
deeply rooted in Western thinking before being able to
acquire the kinetic view of heat. Rather, we suggest
that for these students, their everyday metaphorical
language, combined with their intuitive "prekinetic"
notions of heat provides adequate ideas to upon which
to construct the scientific conceptions
(p.

42)

Odhiambo (1988), in agreement with utility of African
languages in science education, recommends that science
literacy in Africa be achieved through nonformal means such
as: "oral and radio instruction, a powerful strategy in the
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relatively communal cohesiveness of the African society;
through plays and games; through poetry and song; and
through actually written texts" (p. 30)

I myself have

contemplated how science teaching can be rendered more
interesting by using proverbs, news-probing sessions,
riddles and other methods that Africans used to transmit
"wisdom" to their children.
The third reason given to explain the failure of ESCM's
in African schools is the lack of systematic curriculum
developmelopment and the resources for curriculum
development in many African countries (Hawes, 1979). Many
African countries do not have people with expertise in
curriculum development such that they can maintain and add
to the ESCM's they have adapted.

Forsberg (1989), who

worked in Somalia's Curriculum Development Centre, observed
that the training level of the Somali staff who worked with
her was low.

The theoretical curriculum frameworks were in

most cases prepared by expatriates and implemented by the
local staff.
Discussion
The External science curriculum models introduced to
African schools failed under difficult educational context.
The educational context in Africa is charaterized by:
(a) A curriculum defined by the textbook;

(b) Success

defined on memorization rather than understanding;
Narrowly defined goals or no goals;

(c) Shortage of

(c)
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supplies, equipment and trained teachers; and (d) The
lecture form as the form of instruction.
In the future, science educators in Africa will probably
develop curriculum models that take the learner and his and
her culture into consideration.

The development of such a

curriculum model might include the incorporation of an ESCM.
However, external science curriculum models can be made
compatible with learners' culture.

For example, the

Constructive Learning Model (Yager, 1991) and Science as
"Way Of Science Model" (Wirth, 1991)

are two curriculum

models that take the students culture into consideration.
The Constructive Learning Model holds that a learner
constructs his or her own understanding of science from his
or her prior knowledge.

The learner looks for patterns,

regularity and order in the events she or he observes by
relating new knowledge to what he or already knows. New
learning thus depends on the learners prior knowledge. In
this learning model, how students learn becomes important,
since the teaching of science is confounded by the fact that
students have well developed explanations for scientific
phenomena before they come to the science classroom.
The "Way Of Science" Model which has been taught by
Wirth (1991) in a New England college for about dozen years
compares science to other ways of knowing such as religion,
art or the learners culture. Wirth used the "Way Of Science"
Model to develop in his students an appreciation of science
and an ability to explain phenomena using basic scientific
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"facts" and "the unifying theories of natural science"(p.
248.)

In the "Way Of Science" Model students will be made

to confront their suspicions and antagonism of science.

It

also deals with philosophical considerations of science such
as what science is, the values of science, how scientific
knowledge is generated and how scientists work and think.
However, even if these science curriculum models are
introduced to African schools today they would not probably
succeed without the consideration of the harsh realities of
African schools. Many African schools are hampered in the
fulfilment of their mission by inadequate facilities, lack
of trained staff or lack of adequate funding.

According to

Guthrie (1986, p. 81), in a report titled" The current
research in Developing Countries: The Impact of Curriculum
Reform on Teaching", reform strategies can have an influence
on the classroom when they are well funded and teachers are
adequately trained.

In Africa only few pilot studies have

been known to be well funded, with the teachers used in them
adequately trained. In these few pilot studies it has been
shown that the external curriculum models can succeed.
Finally, in conclusion to the discussion above, a
curriculum reform strategies should be developed to make
science curriculums succeed in African schools. Such reform
strategies must take into consideration the learner's
culture and the harsh realities of African schools.

Such a

curriculum strategy must reiterate the notion that science
in schools should start from the classroom practices of
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teachers and students rather than an idealized notion a
scientific method. Science curriculum developers should
organize a science curriculum with concrete and feasible
goals that take the reality of schools into consideration.
I present here a format that might achieve such a science
curriculum, which is:
a) Develop a science curriculum model that considers the
culture and the prior knowledge of the learners;
b) Develop feasible and concrete goals for the
implementation of this curriculum model;
c) Train the teachers who will teach the course; and
c) Make sure that the curriculum project is adequately
funded. If the project can not be funded adequately, then
make sure that the teachers and the school administrators
are highly committed to the curriculum being initiated.
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INTRODUCTION

In recent decades, dismantling the historical mandate for large group,
teacher-centered instruction has been the goal of educational researchers
investigating interactive, learner-centered approaches to teaching.
impetus for this trend in the West has come from many sources:

The

the desire to

increase educational relevance and to enhance diversity in the classroom, the
call for increased teacher and student empowerment, the perceived benefits of
replacing competition with cooperation, and the need to inculcate in youth
ways of thinking and behaving that better enable them to take on responsible
roles in a democratic society.
Similar efforts at introducing progressive forms of teaching are being
made in non-Western countries, of which Thailand is an example.

Beginning

with the Educational Reforms of 1978, the attempt has been made to introduce
more learner-centered activities into the curriculum, a direct challenge to
the monolithic teacher-centered, "chalk and talk" approach to teaching that
has dominated the Thai educational landscape for centuries.

The Fifth

National Economic and Social Development Plan (1982-1986) further underscored
the need to implement a new curriculum with interactive and learner-centered
teaching as part of the delivery system.
Progress in the desired direction, however, has been slow.
1

Many

observers of Thai education report that the traditional teacher- and textbookcentered styles of teaching still predominate (Chantavanich and Fry, 1988;
McNabb, 1988; Watson, 1980); my own experience as a teacher and teacher
educator in Thailand during 1987-1989 confirms this (Graybill, 1988).

Why

have progressive approaches to teaching been embraced only marginally so far?
One reason is that, generally speaking, the process of educational change
itself is immensely complex and difficult to affect.

As a result, according

to Doyle and Ponder (1977-8), the life histories of innovation projects in
education are, more often than not, "records of disappointment and failure"
(p. 1).

Similarly, Adams and Chen (1981) refer to the "vexed problem" of

introducing change into educational systems; they suggest that, viewed in its
grandest perspective, educational reform is the problem of reforming a whole
society.

In other words, scale and magnitude are often the Achilles' heel of

change efforts.
Havelock and Huberman (1977) relate this analysis to developing countries
in particular.

In their view, many educational innovations in developing

countries involve a "major system transformation" (p.3).

Such programs are

typically ambitious both in the amount of time, energy, and material resources
invested and in degree of rapid and massive change expected.

Thus, in spite

of large-scale investments and expenditures, few innovations make a major dent
at the national level in the educational problem they were designed to solve.
This analysis is directly relevant to Thailand's attempt to overhaul its
traditional syllabus and to introduce a form of pedagogy that is at
loggerheads with traditional teacher-centered forms of teaching.
In the case of Thailand, the problem of the broad scope of change has
been exacerbated by the myriad underlying value asymmetries that accompany the
2

increased adoption of progressive educational ideologies.

My perception is

that socio-cultural dissonance is a major impediment to progress--that the
largely Western cultural assumptions underlying interactive and learnercentered teaching approaches are uncongenial to the prevailing Thai sociocultural milieu.

As one writer has put it, "Some observers of Thai education

are fearful that inadequate groundwork has been laid for the reforms" (McNabb,
1988, p. 1233).

That is, too little attention has been given to the cultural

change and adaptation that are required in the successful introduction of
progressive educational reforms in Thailand.
The purpose of this paper is to explore in a preliminary fashion the
clash of cultures endemic to the attempt to promote progressive, Western
educational values into the conservative Thai educational, with a view to
delineating a broad outline of how change might be effectively introduced.
will begin by describing the values underlying traditional and progressive
approaches to teaching and then demonstrate how dominant Thai socio-cultural
values reinforce the former value orientation and resist the latter.

I will

then briefly examine the relationship between schooling and culture, and
discuss where change might be initially targeted most effectively.

I conclude

by enumerating characteristics of effective inservice staff development for
change, with particular reference to dealing with cultural differences.

"EAST IS EAST AND WEST rs WEST":

A CLARIFICATION OF VALUES

Figure 1 provides a matrix for comparing the value orientation of
traditional teacher-centered forms of teaching on the left with the value
orientation of progressive forms of teaching on the right.
3

The values are

RELEVANT THAI SOCIO-CULTURAL VALUES
AND HISTORICAL REALITIES

VALUES AND ASSU~WTIONS UNDERLYING
TRADITIONAL TEACHER-CENTERED FORMS
OF TEACHING AND LEARNING

*

subject matter-centered

*

focus on product

historically close association
between Buddhism and education

knowledge as transmitted

*

teacher authority and control

*

prescription

*

strict adherenct to syallabus
and curriculum

.,...._ *

monks first teachers; veneration
of teachers

learner-centered

*

focus on process

homogenizing; students learn
same thing, in same way, at
same rate

*

learner empowerment and
efficacy

* innovation, risk-taking
~*

exam-oriented; "teaching for
testing"

* students passive

* knowledge as socially
constructed

OlllE- * kreng jai: respect for age and
people in authority
highly bureaucratic and centralized
system of education; teachers civil
servants

..,...__*
~

choei: calculated passivity,
detachment, resignation

* individualism; not inclined
cooperative activities

toward~

....__.. * Confucian influences

*

non-democratic, "military aristocracy"
form of government

FIGURE l

learners take initiative in
learning

;, cooperative

*merit making in Buddhism___,_

~

*

*utilizes learners' prior
knowledge and experience

...,.._ * doctrine of karma

*

*

...,..___ * schools originally in wats (temples)

*

*

-t- ''

VALUES AND ASSUMPTIONS UNDERLYING
INTERACTIVE AND LEARNER-CENTERED
FORMS OF TEACHING AND LEARNING

* promotes diversity

*

engenders democratic values

broadly paired as opposites, for example, "subject matter-centered" is
contrasted with "learner-centered" while "focus on product" is contrasted with
"focus on process" and so on.

While these descriptors are not absolute in

every case, they do underscore the profound differences which exist between
the two ideologies or paradigms of teaching and learning.
The middle column in Figure 1 delineates major Thai socio-cultural values
and historical realities; these are, broadly speaking, placed between the
relevant contrasting pair of value orientations.

Thus, for example, kreng

iai, the value of respect for age and people in authority, is related to the
values of "prescription" and "learner empowerment and efficacy."

The arrows

immediately to the left or right of the middle column of Thai values indicate
which educational ideology--traditional or progressive--that particular value
or historical reality reinforces.
In most cases, the Thai socio-cultural values and historical realities
enumerated clearly reinforce or support the values and assumptions of
traditional teacher-centered forms of teaching and learning.

The only

exceptions are the somewhat nebulous value of individualism in Thailand which,
on the one hand, would seem to correlate with the progressive values of
learner efficacy and initiative yet, on the other hand, reinforces traditional
educational values because of its non-cooperative nature.

Also, merit making

in Buddhism, which implies an element of personal efficacy and the ability to
affect one's karma, would appear to support learner initiative and empowerment
rather than passivity.
In developing a heuristic like Figure 1, one risks

over-simplifyin~

what

is a very complicated nexus of interacting cultural and educational forces and
values.

My purpose is not to engage in an exhaustive analysis of Thai culture
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vis-a-vis educational philosophy, but simply to show how Thai socio-cultural
values and assumptions almost exclusively support traditional ideas of
teaching.

What Figure 1 also makes clear is the broader reality of the

interpenetration of culture and education--a relationship which has impacted
profoundly upon the effort to enact a major shift in pedagogy in Thailand.
Failure to take into account the cultural element has resulted in widespread
resistance to the proposed change and, in fact, gives reason to wonder if such
wide-ranging change initiatives are even possible given the attendant clash of
cultures.

Before addressing this question it is useful to briefly examine the

intimate relationship between education and culture.

SCHOOLING AND CULTURE

One of the first major works exploring schooling and culture was
Sarason's The Culture of the School and the Problem of Change (1971); in this
book Sarason underscored the significant role the culture of the school plays
in the change process.

His central thesis is that every situation is embedded

in a history, a social context, a geography, and therefore people need to
explore contexts thoughtfully and carefully in discussing change in schools.
Attentiveness to context can help ground change in a real instead of an
imagined sense of the possible.
points out:

This is a continuous process, as Ayers (1988)

"Mapping contexts is not a single step in change, but is an

essential, ongoing process" (p. 40).
Two important questions immediately come to the fore in this discussion:
What is culture? and How does culture influence teachers?
first, there is considerable ambiguity:

With regard to the

Ost and Ost (1988, p. 50) remark that
5

"little consensus exists" as to the meaning of culture.

The range of

definitions of culture in the educational literature extends from "patterns of
behavior" (Harris, 1971) to "ideas or rules for the operation of behavior"
(Goodenough, 1957) to "the peculiar and distinctive 'way of life' of a group
or class" (Clark, et al, 1981) to "a 'tool kit' of symbols, stories, rituals
and world views which people may use in numerous configurations to solve
different kinds of problems'' (Swindler, 1986).

The thread that runs through

all these definitions is the notion that behaviors are merely an individual's
expression of a deeper underlying element of culture--that what people do is
an overt manifestation of the beliefs and values they hold which have been
shaped by the culture in which they live.
are in a sense relative:

It follows, then, that behaviors

What is considered acceptable behavior in one

context may very well not be deemed appropriate in another context with a
different cultural orientation.
Culture impacts upon teachers in significant ways:

It provides the

contextual clues necessary to interpret events, behaviors, words and acts--and
gives them meaning (Corbett, et al, 1987); it shapes a teacher's approach to
work and establishes the tone for all aspects of the teaching environment
(Feiman-Nemser & Floden, 1986); it defines the options of the teacher because
it frames what he/she thinks is possible--it is ontological in the sense that
it defines what is in the world, what exists and what does not exist
(Erickson, 1987); and it structures how teachers think--so much so, that
teachers come to value ends for which their cultural equipment is well-suited
(Sparkes, 1991).
Applying these insights on culture to educational change, it is clear
that teachers screen innovations through their existing cultural grid:
6

New

knowledge and skills must fit the individual's perception of teaching and the
teaching culture in order for them to be used effectively (Shulman, 1987).
Lortie (1975) argues that there is a natural tendency in teachers toward
"reflexive conservatism" because they have gone through a 10,000 hour
"apprenticeship" of observation as a student, and this apprenticeship is a
powerful shaper of teacher beliefs and actions.

Practices which run against

the grain of this apprenticeship and prevailing societal expectations of
education are thus likely to be met with resistance insofar as resistance to
an innovation depends largely upon the fit between a school's culture and the
proposed change.

That is, change is greeted with suspicion and reluctance

when expectations for behavior embedded in a new practice, policy, or program
do not coincide with existing conceptions of the way school life is or should
be.

For this reason, Ost and Ost consider the culture of teaching to be "the

single most powerful barrier to change" (1988, p. 55).
The preceding analysis suggests that culture is the prime mover in
education, that teacher behavior is largely determined by the school's culture
which itself is a reflection of the values of the wider culture in which the
school is situated.

Several contemporary writers, most notably Bowles and

Gintis (1976), have articulated this "reproductive" nature of education--the
idea that education's function is to reinforce and perpetuate the dominant
ideologies, roles, and processes of the larger society it serves.
and Gintis, the primary unit of analysis is economics:

For Bowles

Hierarchically

structured patterns of values, norms, and skills that characterize the work
force are mirrored in the social dynamics of daily classroom encounter.
Schooling in the U.S., for example, serves to produce students with the
attitudes and dispositions that render them docile and receptive to the social
7

and economic imperatives of a capitalist economy.

While Bowles and Gintis

might somewhat overstate their political agenda (in my experience, Chinese
students--who live in a decidedly anti-capitalist milieu--are considerably
more passive and "Jocile" than are most American students), they do make a
strong case fur recognizing the significant effects of culture on education.
Other writers see the "reproductive" view of schooling as bordering on
cultural determinism and decry the depiction of teachers as passive and
unreflective vessels into w.hich culture is poured.

Freire ( 1989) and Giroux

(1981), for example, maintain that teachers are not simply buffeted to and fro
by the dictates of culture; instead, they are active in defining and
redefining their culture and their circumstance within it.

As such, education

is seen as "transformative," as acting upon culture and changing it, instead
of being simply the conduit for perpetuating the status quo.

In many ways

Freire's and Giroux's critical stance expresses what ought to be the case
rather than what actually happens most of the time; their position does,
however, represent a compelling case for considering education to be the prime
mover in culture.
The truth of the matter, it seems to me, resides at the point where the
horizons of the two positions intersect.

It is possible to seek a middle

ground, to view the relationship between teachers and the culture in which
they work as dialectical.

In this case, the culture of teaching is both

reproductive and re-creative:

On the one hand, culture influences and shapes

teachers and defines the range of suitable ideologies and practices in their
repertoires.

Yet this influence is not absolute because teachers interact

with their environment and consciously (as well as unconsciously) create their
culture; culture is a human product.

Thus teachers decide whether to
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perpetuate cultural norms or to resist and change them.

When change takes

place in individuals through the efforts of education, that change slowly
comes to define the values of the larger culture as those
active members of society.

i~dividuals

become

If the relationship between teachers and their

environment is indeed dialectical, teacher change consists of attacking on two
fronts simultaneously--marshalling forces against the prevailing school
culture while also directing attention toward the knowledge, attitudes, and
beliefs of the teachers themselves.

It seems a daunting task; where does one

begin?

THE SEEDS OF CHANGE

Corbett, Firestone, and Rossman (1987) make a useful distinction between
"sacred" and "profane" norms in the school culture as a way of conceptualizing
how change might best be introduced.

Sacred norms in a school are those which

are foundational to staff professional identities and lend meaning to
organizational activity; as such, they are considered "unquestionably true"
and immutable.

Profane norms, on the other hand, operate on a more basic

level and define "how we do things around here"; they are susceptible to
change in the face of improved knowledge.

The absence of sacred norms would

create disorientation and would diminish professional identity.

Profane

norms, while occupying strategic positions in the day-to-day world, cannot
establish broad meanings as do the sacred.

"Together, both sacred and profane

norms define the existing ingrained patterns of behaving and believing in
school life'' (p. 38).

By understanding this distinction in school norms,

teachers' reactions to a variety of reforms make more sense.
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The implications for planned school change are clear:

Attempts at

changing school culture should be initially directed toward the profane norms
rather than toward the sacred.

While change aimed.at these norms might meet

with initial resistance, there is a good chance that over time the innovation
will be accepted as a viable alternative that is not threatening to teachers'
most cherished values.

On the other hand, inasmuch as attacks on the sacred

norms represent an assault on professional raison d'etre--on the cornerstones
of teachers' constructions of reality--they will fail, either quickly, in
outright rejection, or in time as the new norms are not really internalized.
The distinction between sacred and profane norms provides an initial inroad
into how pedagogical change might be introduced in the Thai school culture:
The change facilitator, in collaboration with Thai teachers, needs to identify
those aspects of the Thai cultural and educational experience that are
amenable to the introduction of progressive approaches to teaching, and then
build upon those footholds incrementally.
But what about the teachers themselves?
their attitudes, beliefs, and practices?

How is change best introduced in

Denis Goulet (1981), writing about

indigenous people and cultures within the context of Third World development,
suggests a methodology for introducing change which parallels the distinction
made by Corbett, et al., regarding the school culture.

According to Goulet,

every group has an "existence rationality" which assures existence and
cultural integrity, defends identity, and preserves harmony with its
surroundings.

The key to any sound change strategy is the recognition that

every existence rationality contains an inner core of values central to
identity and cultural integrity against which a frontal attack should not be
mounted in the pursuit of change.

Rather, change agents should initially
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focus on values on the otiter margins of the existence rationality that are
flexible and provide opportunities for gradual change.

When those initial

changes on the outer margins are adopted, it might then be possible to slowly
direct attention toward the core.
In the case of Thai teachers, this means identifying whatever
inclination, propensity, experience, or interest teachers have in favor of
progressive teaching as entry points into the adoption of these approaches.
The teachers then need to dialogue critically with the proposed innovation and
its underlying values so that alien cultural values can be reinterpreted to
suit the Thai cultural context.

In time, as teachers gain greater facility in

using progressive teaching approaches, those values closer to the core of
their existence rationality will hopefully be impacted upon in a positive
manner.

The goal is a teaching force in which there is an increasing number

of teachers fully committed to interactive and learner-centered forms of
teaching and learning.

While commendable, this is probably a distant goal,

perhaps even a "counterfactual" one in Habermas's sense.

Progress in the

desired direction will be slow, but it can be steady if a few broad principles
of educational change are taken into account in inservice training.

EFFECTIVE STAFF DEVELOPMENT FOR CHANGE

The preceding paragraph raised the question of the process of teacher
training for change.

According to Thomas Guskey (1986), it can be

hypothesized that the majority of staff development programs fail because they
do not take into account the process by which change in teachers typically
takes place.

In his view, staff development efforts typically first attempt
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to initiate change in the beliefs, attitudes, and perceptions of teachers in
order to gain some sense of commitment from them initially.

The assumption is

that a change in beliefs and attitudes will lead to specific changes in their
behaviors and practices which, in turn, will result in improved student
outcomes.
In Guskey's view,

although this traditional sequencing of staff

development activities helps make innovations more palatable to some teachers,
it seldom results in significant attitude change or strong commitment from a
majority of teachers.

Hence, student outcomes are not noticeably improved.

As a remedy, Guskey proposes an inversion of the traditional sequence.

He

advocates that inservice training start by changing teachers practices, which
will lead to improved student outcomes which, in turn, will result in a change
in teachers' attitudes and beliefs.

Remarks Guskey:

"Significant change in

teachers' beliefs and attitudes is likely to take place only after changes in
student learning outcomes are evidenced'' (1986, p. 7).

This model of teacher

change is predicated on the idea that change is a learning process for
teachers that is developmental and experiential; only after teachers see that
a new program or innovation enhances the learning outcomes of students is
significant change in their beliefs and attitudes likely to occur.
Guskey's "ordered" framework for affecting change in teachers' beliefs
and attitudes appears reasonable at first blush.

Yet, upon closer

examination, his argument seems to beg the major question of culture because
it holds only when there is reasonable congruence between a teacher's goal
orientation and his/her perception of the purpose of the staff development.
If there is no such congruence, then it is not likely the innovation will be
tried faithfully.

In the case of the reforms in Thailand, it is precisely a
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lack of such congruence which has lead to the problem in the first place.
Consequently, it appears that neither the traditional sequencing of inservice
activities nor Guskey's inversion are, in themselves, satisfactory.
In my view, the three aspects of change in teacher beliefs and attitudes,
change in teacher practices, and improved student outcomes should be seen as
standing in a dialectical relationship such that each interacts and impacts
upon the other two simultaneously.

In this case, their relationship might

best be conceptualized in terms of a spiral or a helix rather than a linear,
horizontal progression.

As such, problems of ideological congruence and

fidelity of implementation work themselves out in the dialectical movement of
the change process itself.

Effective staff development will recognize and

encourage this interplay.
A second characteristic of effective staff development for change is that
it acknowledges that innovations are not adopted and implemented precisely as
prescribed.

Berman and McLaughlin (1976), authors of the Rand Report on

Educational Change, suggest that "mutual adaptation" is a key element in the
implementation of an innovation.

In the process of mutual adaptation the

school culture is adapted to the innovation while, at the same time, the
innovation is adapted by the user to fit his/her particular circumstances.
According to Berman and McLaughlin, the knowledge, attitudes, and beliefs of
the user must be brought to bear in a problem-solving manner to smooth off the
rough edges of a new idea to make it fit appropriately into the target milieu.
Mutual adaptation can take many forms on the part of the user:

reducing or

modifying unrealistic project goals, amending or simplifying project
treatment, revising aspects of the innovation to better fit the prevailing
school culture, and adjusting the implementation timetable.
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Mutual adaptation

is of particular importance when dealing with cultural incongruence.

Thus

staff developers in Thailand should encourage teachers to adapt progressive
teaching approaches in such a way that they are more readily acceptable to
both teacher and student.
Mutual adaptation presupposes a third characteristic of effective staff
development:

the promotion of critical reflection in teachers.

Regarding

teachers as active agents in the change process by encouraging them to bring
their knowledge, attitudes, and beliefs to bear in the implementation of an
innovation, points to the importance of teacher reflection.

Reflection by

teachers upon their own knowledge and beliefs, upon the school culture, and
upon the demands of an innovation is vital to a productive change process
(Sparkes, 1991; Zeichner, 1981-2).

Teachers need to be encouraged to

critically reflect upon the cultural and theoretical assumptions underlying an
innovation and the relationship between those assumptions to their own beliefs
about teaching and to the extant school culture.

Without such reflection,

teachers easily become victims of their own personal histories, systematic
political demands, and ecological conditions, rather than making use of them
in developing and sustaining productive change.
Thai teachers need to be trained to reflect critically upon their own
presuppositions, values, and beliefs as well as upon the values and
assumptions embedded in their culture in order to transform both so that an
innovation--itself subjected to the same critical scrutiny--can be
successfully implemented and sustained.

Inservice teacher educators need to

encourage Thai teachers to think about the self-formative processes that
underlie their thinking, which will help them to reflect critically on the
constraints that limit the effective use of progressive teaching approaches.
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In this way, the positivistic uni-directionality of the change process as
traditionally conceived will be replaced by a more interactive and dialectical
process in which teachers, their culture, and the innovation itself are
subjected to the transforming power of dialogue so that a congenial fit
between them is reached.
Two further qualities of effective staff development emerge from the
foregoing:

Inservice training should be participatory and, hence, empowering.

The fact that teachers need to locate incongruencies and cultural dissonance
and take the initiative in adapting an innovation to suit their immediate
circumstances underscores the importance of participation and empowerment.
The theme of participation on the part of major stakeholders is a strong
undercurrent in much of the change literature.

As early as 1967 Asher wrote

that ''Individuals are more likely to change when they work on problems
significant to them and when they share in the problem solving decision'' (p.
13).

Likewise, Havelock and Huberman (1977, p. 194) posit that participation

among the members of a social system in the decision to adopt or develop an
innovation is "probably the most central issue in the process."

Applied to

pedagogical change, Guskey (1986, p. 6) makes the case most forcefully:
"Teachers should have input in the planning and development of new programs.
Their experience and expertise should not be ignored."
Participation in what Gitlin (1990) calls a "productive" model of change
(which, in contrast to a "consumptive" model, builds upon the insights and
experience of teachers instead of simply mandating change from the top) can
facilitate positive change in schools for several reasons.

First, it

acknowledges the value of practitioner knowledge; reforms can therefore be
directed by a knowledge base that reflects specific contextual constraints and
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possibilities.

Second, because teachers are seen as having important insights

and are consulted about the nature of the reform in question, they are more
inclined to direct their energies at the merits or drawbacks of the reform
than if they are excluded from the process.

Third, because a productive model

enables teachers to examine what they see as educational problems and
solutions, when they are given the actual power to implement policy changes
the reforms are less likely to be reshaped to fit within undesirable
traditional notions of teaching and learning.

In other words, adapting the

innovation to fit into the prevailing culture will be courageous and forwardlooking--involving some concomitant change in the culture itself--rather than
simple emasculation of the innovation to maintain the status quo.
Given the overall prescriptiveness of Thai education, it is not
surprising that the learner-centered syllabus and progressive forms of
teaching have been introduced in a largely external, top-down fashion with
little ownership for the innovation given to the major stakeholders, the
teachers.

As such, the resistance that has resulted is not surprising.

New

practices, especially culturally alien ones, cannot simply be grafted onto
existing educational structures.

If the progressive reforms are to take root

and flourish it is vital that, in the spirit of progressive education itself,
teachers be encouraged to participate in the conceptualization and design of
change; further, they must be empowered to adapt innovations according to
their perceptions and needs in the implementation process.

Only then can

genuine progress be made toward overcoming the cultural incongruence attendant
to promoting progressive teaching approaches in Thailand.

*

*
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LITERACY IN ETHIOPIA: A LONG CAMPAIGN WINDS DOWN

Susan J. Hoben
Bunting Institute
Radcliffe College

Ethiopia has had what is probably the longest continuous literacy campaign of any
developing country since the end of World War II. The purpose of this paper is to see what
lessons for future literacy efforts in developing areas can be drawn from the Ethiopian
experience. To do that I will first note some of the similarities and differences between the
Ethiopian situation and that of its African neighbors. Then I will briefly describe the nature
of this literacy campaign, and finally will examine its results: its sucesses, its major
problems, and the lessons it teaches.

Ethiopia, unlike most of Africa, has a millenial tradition of writing and of literacy, at
least for its clergy and secular elite. In the Coptic Christian highlands, the core of Abyssinia,
every parish church dotting the countryside had its school with a knot of youths reciting their
script and puzzling over the Psalms. Nevertheless, at the end of Haile Selassie's imperial
regime in 1974 the official literacy rate stood at only seven percent, although this reported
rate undoubtedly over-looked many traditionally educated literates, particularly in the Coptic
Christian heartland. Until the fall of the imperial government, Amharic, the mother tongue
of approximately 30 percent of the population and second language to a sizeable but
unmeasured proportion of the rest, was the official national language, the exclusive language
of elementary education and of local and national government.

The socialist military government that came to power placed high priority on literacy
and education; a preliminary literacy and national development campaign 1 in 1976 was
followed, in 1979, by a sustained literacy and basic education campaign, conducted in fifteen
"nationality" languages, teaching literacy, numeracy, and a smattering of improved health,

agricultural, and home maintenance practices. It is this campaign which continued for twelve
years, until the fall of the Mengistu regime this past spring.

Similarities and differences with other African countries
Similarities: Similarities between Ethiopia's situation and that of other African nations mean
that conclusions drawn from it may be applicable more broadly. Like many African
countries, Ethiopia started the fourth quarter of this century with a very low official literacy
rate, indeed lower than most of Africa. But like many African nations the country as a
whole was multilingual and multi-ethnic. Over eighty languages are spoken within Ethiopia's
borders; fourteen others besides Amharic are the first language of populations of over
100,000. 2

Like many literacy campaigns the world over, Ethiopia's was a major initiative of a
revolutionary government, mobilizing large segments of the population - students,
townspeople, peasants - in an widely accepted development effort. Moreover, as in other
parts of Africa., over a dozen of the languages designated for use in the campaign needed to
have scripts developed for them, despite the fact that Amharic has a writing system as old as
our own. This proved a demanding and time-consuming task for the small group of
Ethiopian linguists and scholars capable of undertaking it.

Differences: As a country with an indigenous literary tradition, though, Ethiopia stands
apart from most of its African neighbors. Differences that mark this case as exceptional gave
Ethiopia some initial advantages in its attempt to eradicate illiteracy - as well as some special
handicaps. Its long tradition of writing put Ethiopia in a privileged position to undertake
literacy projects. Because of this history, by the mid- l 970s Ethiopians had had considerable
experience not only with traditional literacy teaching but also with modem literacy programs
ranging from European mission efforts to the Unesco EWLP, all of which had trained
Ethiopian teachers, planners, and writers to undertake literacy work. By 1930 modem

presses that could use the Ethiopic script had been introduced in the capital. Half a century
later, over a dozen were solidly established, operating with trained and competent Ethiopian
staff.3 Addis Ababa, the capital, and Asmara, in the north, had numerous bookstores.
Traders carried books and papers to regional markets, even in the countryside. Unlike most
of the rest of Africa, this had been accomplished without the support of a colonial regime.

The Ethiopic script, a source of great national pride, was nevertheless in some ways a
handicap. Efficiently adapted to the sound system of the Semitic languages of Ethiopia it was
unwieldy as a script for languages that differed. As Table 1 shows, each character in it
represents a consonant and vowel combination, so each letter has seven variants for the seven
vowels of the Semitic languages spoken in Ethiopia. Many of the Cushitic and Omotic
languages have, instead, a system of five vowels with long and short variants, to which the
script had to be adapted. Typewriters for this script were ungainly machines, making local
low-cost dittoed written materials awkward to produce, although producing printed matter
was not difficult. (Computer programs have proved far more elegant and manageable, but
computers are still a rarity in Ethiopia's ailing economy.)

Finally, unlike Tanzania, which chose a single language, Swahili, for national
literacy; Somalia, which had only one major language; or west African campaigns, which
limited themselves to three or four; Ethiopia's new government, in reaction to earlier
suppression of languages other than Amharic, made the ambitious decision to use fifteen
nationality languages in its campaign. This policy proved predictably costly, not only
because of the difficulty of actually producing scripts and pedagogical materials for each but
also because it frequently ignored local demand to learn to read the most immediately useful
language, Amharic.
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The nature of the campaign
In its conception the Ethiopian literacy campaign was not atypical of other literacy
campaigns mounted by revolutionary socialist regimes. In addition to providing a vehicle for
mobilizing all classes of Ethiopians from modern city dwellers to the rural peasantry in a
common, popular cause, it also responded to the new government's interest in affirmation of
the rights of "nationalities" in the Marxist sense -- the rights of different ethnic groups to
promote their distinctive cultures and use their own languages. This policy was a deliberate
reversal of the imperial policy of mandating the exclusive use of Amharic to promote national
identity. But this policy, promulgated through centralized planning rather than responding to
immediate demands, eventually became another onerous government imposition rather than a
force for individual and group empowerment.

Campaign planning was strikingly thorough. The campaign's goal, embodied in its
mandate, was to eradicate illiteracy throughout the nation. Acknowledging the scope of this
task, complicated by the size and diversity of the population4 and the difficulties of transport
and communication in the mountainous terrain, planners initially envisioned a five-year
campaign of two "rounds" of courses per year which was to begin in urban areas and spread
in ever wider circles into the countryside, using three languages at first and adding others as
it went along. It soon became obvious that even five years was not long enough, and the
time frame was expanded.

The odd-numbered rounds, called "attack rounds," were mounted during the summer
rainy-season, the school vacation period, and made extensive use of twelfth grade completers
(who had completed their school leaving examination and were awaiting the results) as
campaigners. These young people had to earn a certificate for their participation as campaign
teachers before they could enter university or be legitimately employed. During the even-
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numbered "mop-up" rounds local volunteers were used: these included schoolteachers,
students, and anyone else who could read - local officials, priests, literate local residents.

The educational program consisted of three levels of three-month courses: the
beginners level; a second level at first called "remedial" but, in later years, simply
"intermediate;" and a "post-literacy" level. This third level was intended to reinforce reading
skills for increased retention. In principle an apt student might pass from the first level
directly to the post-literacy class by passing a simple literacy test. In practice, aside from
unschooled youths and a few highly motivated adults, most men and women needed to attend
a second round at the second level.

Teaching methods built upon the traditional way of teaching reading. In the first
classes the script was introduced on wall charts and learned through the age-old method of
recitation, though the order of introducing letters was modified to introduce the most
regularly formed symbols first. From the chart, students moved on to graded readers that
presented short lessons with accompanying line drawings on political and development topics
relevant to adults. The post-literacy course made use of functional readers covering similar
subjects. It included time assigned to be spent in reading rooms attached to the local literacy
centers. These were supposed to be stocked with up to a hundred titles in the language(s)
appropriate to the region. In fact, the reading materials were never produced. In nonAmhara areas these rooms, huts, or lean-tos generally contained the functional readers in the
local language and a meagre grab-bag of other materials in Amharic or even in English. In
Amhara areas, though the language problem was less acute, it is unlikely that rural reading
rooms' holdings were much better.

After finishing the literacy classes, completers were encouraged to continue on
through elementary school, preferably in night-school courses. It appears that this may have
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become more difficult to do as the campaign went on because of overcrowded elementary
schools, due to the growing pool of school-age children in the population as a whole. In any
case, all elementary school classes were conducted in Amharic. By 1991 plans were under
way to teach Amharic as a second language as part of the post-literacy course, and a text for
the purpose was in preparation.

The work of preparing scripts fell to the Ethiopian Language Academy in the Ministry
of Culture which, in tum, sub-contracted much of it out to linguists who were professors at
the university. Writing texts and training instructors was the task of Department of Adult
Education staff in the Ministry of Education. This ministry was also responsible for printing
and distributing materials. Coordination between these different agencies left much to be
desired at first; it improved over time.

Figure 1 shows the structure of campaign implementation, extending from the central
National Literacy Campaign Coordinating Committee (NLCCC) down to the local level. The
NLCCC was technically under the Department of Adult Education but in fact was the
department's main raison d'etre for years. Since the government's first organizational reform
had been to create a cell structure of peasant associations and urban dwellers' neighborhood
associations of remarkable penetration, the campaign used this as a scaffold for its activities,
as Figure 1 demonstrates. The main functions of the groups it depicts were logistic,
delivering materials and services to the literacy centers and coordinating activities through
information flowing back up to the central planners and suppliers. In addition to compiling
data through these structures the Department of Adult Education sent small evaluation teams
to conduct surveys in selected areas at the end of each round as a monitoring check on the
sometimes uncertain data routinely collected. In addition, one outside evaluation was
undertaken with support from the Canadian IDRC. 5 In addition to delivering inputs from
above, peasant association and neighborhood association literacy committees were responsible
6

for building or supplying shelters for the literacy center classes and reading rooms, housing
and feeding volunteers, and identifying participants and ensuring that they attended class. To
accomplish all this, these organizations often resorted to various forms of coercion.

It is essential to remember, in considering the costs of the campaign, that many of
them fell, unregistered, on the shoulders of local residents throughout the country. The
members of local peasant and neighborhood associations were obligated to build or supply the
classroom space and reading room for their local literacy center and also -to pay an annual tax
or levy to support the campaign. They had to house and feed the literacy campaigners who
came to teach during the rainy season. Since these directives came from higher
administrative levels, local "participants" had little choice in the matter. 6 Donor support, on
the other hand, was never high for Ethiopia's late and prolonged literacy and basic education
activities, which trailed those of Tanzania or Mali by over a decade and those of Somalia by
half a dozen years. 7 Yet coming in their wake, Ethiopia's elaborate, long-term planning
heeded the lessons of its forerunners about promulgating and sustaining literacy.

Results
The over-all results of Ethiopia's twelve-year campaign reflect its complexity. It took
about five years to coordinate the different government agencies involved in materials
production and implementation. It probably took about the same amount of time to get
instructor recruitment and supervision or materials distribution operating more or less
acceptably - and to reach the majority of illiterates eager to profit from the campaign. After
that point, though the campaign was better institutionalized, its spirit flagged. In the first
years campaign documents list unanticipated "over-enrollments" as a major problem, but it
was sometimes necessary to use sanctions to keep teachers "volunteering;" in the later years
sanctions were required to keep students in class.
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Successes: There is no doubt that the campaign had considerable positive impact on the
amount and climate of literacy in Ethiopia. Even though the official before-and-after
statistics are exaggerated both ways, claiming a rise from seven to 76 percent literacy (based
on the number of literates registered and certificates granted) over an eleven-year period,
there can be no doubt that, particularly in the growing urban areas, literacy has risen
considerably. The use of written Amharic has extended in consequence. Even the smallest
towns are full of hand-lettered signs on shops, streets, posters, buses and jitneys, and
government buildings, where formerly there were either none· or rare bilingual ones in
Amharic and English. In non-Amhara areas many of these signs and notices are in the local
language. Literacy is now among the job requirements for even the most menial of
government jobs. The postal service, once confined to provincial capitals, now has simple
offices in district and subdistrict towns, where each rural peasant association has its postal
box.

Developing orthographies in Ethiopic script for thirteen languages - Amharic and
Tigrinya needed no script planning - was an important activity and accomplishment of the
campaign. A few missionaries had ventured to write an occasional tract in local languages,
sometimes in Latin script, sometimes in Ethiopic script, but there had been little attempt to
standardize different transcriptions. By the end of the campaign, there was, at least,
concensus on how to represent the campaign languages in the national script. Which dialect
variants to use, and whether anyone found it worthwhile to learn to read most of them
remained open questions. In the case of at least one language, Oromo, some of the
complaints about dialect choice appear in reality to be veiled objections to using Ethiopic
rather than Latin script. Still, the first block of a foundation was laid; it remains to be seen
whether -anything will be built upon it.
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Problems: Any development activity that runs as long a course as the Ethiopian campaign
changes over time. The problems it faces also change. As difficulties that presented
themselves in the early years were dealt with, new ones emerged. An interesting feature of
the Ethiopian effort is that it went on long enough for us to observe this process and identify
underlying problems.

I have mentioned difficulties in coordinating activities between the Ministries of
Education and of Culture and the university, which led to much replication of effort,
reportedly resulting in first drafts of some primers that were unreadable even by their
authors. But by 1991, communication between the language experts in the Ministry of
Culture, the language coordinators in the Ministry of Education who wrote the texts, and
technical experts in the Ministries of Agriculture and of Health were routine. The text
writers were familiar with the script, and primers and readers were in their fourth and fifth
revisions, The main problem on the minds of this staff was lack of personnel to deal with
this ambitious coordination effort adequately - the agriculture "panel," for instance, consisted
of one person with other responsibilities as well.

Language problems also changed character over time. At first the main concern was
to ready the scripts in time for their planned use. Because the experts recruited for the task
also had other full-time duties, scripting fell behind schedule. It was not until 1986 that all
thirteen of the new scripts were useable. It was mainly after this point that the underlying
issue of acceptability of the written form of "nationality languages" became evident. Many
of these had considerable dialect variation but no one accepted standard, a situation
characteristic of some of the most widely spoken languages in the country. Despite the
language coordinators' best efforts to consult with speakers of different dialects in order to
"harmonize" the readers or, in some cases even to write glossaries of dialect variants at the
back of the books,

complaints about primers in the "nationality" languages never ceased. 8
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Up to the very end, some communities returned the books, asserting, "This is not our
language - maybe it's the way they speak it over in the next district, but not here! " It is not
clear, in retrospect, to what extent this objection was also the only acceptable way to reject
mother tongue materials completely.

The language question was further complicated because the decision to teach in fifteen
languages was tightly linked to political principles held by the central government. As a
result, policy emanated from the capitol rather than responding directly to local demand, and
crucial research questions - how many Ethiopians speak Amharic as a second language, and
which language would they choose to read - were politically unaskable. Toward the end sets
of Amharic primers and local language primers were both sent to non-Amhara areas, based
on the request of the local organizers, but no data were ever recorded about how many
people studied in each language or how many learned in their mother tongue.

Defining an appropriate learner population also posed problems that shifted over time.
Understandably, not every illiterate in the country was likely to benefit to the same degree
from three-month intensive courses in reading. At first, the upper and lower ages of those
required to attend were adjusted - downward from 60 to under 49, and downward, too, from
ten to eight, to make campaign classes available to the out-of-school children - who proved in
the end most apt to profit from instruction. No one who wanted to study was excluded by
these changes; it was merely that people outside the limits, along with the handicapped and
visually impaired, were not required to attend. But after five years or so, most people who
really wanted to learn to read but had never had the opportunity before the campaign had had
their chance. By the end, peasant associations were reduced to herding the same "hard-core"
illiterates into class, round after round, a situation that both learners and instructors found
dispiriting. In the final years national campaign administrators were hoping, in fact, to
reorient their efforts toward unschooled youth, the most teachable and enthusiastic group.
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The inability of the formal schools to expand enough to accommodate more than a third of
the school-age population virtually guaranteed a group large enough to keep a program
running for years.

Some problems remained with the campaign for its whole course, improving over time
but never disappearing. One was the timing of the "attack" rounds, in which students served
as instructors. These rounds were mounted during the rainy season, since that was the time
of school summer vacation. The weather made living and teaching conditions unpleasant and
supervision difficult at best. Though the problem was recognized early on, over twelve years
no alternative was found.

Lastly, the attempt to sustain literacy through establishing reading rooms set up within
the campaign structure proved too expensive to undertake successfully. These places were
often unpleasant to sit in, rarely open, poorly lit and poorly stocked. The exceptions were
generally previously existing libraries, in schools, for example, that were converted to the
campaign's use. Paradoxically, the very government that promoted literacy also imposed
censorship, clamping a lid on publication during much of the campaign's course. By the end
of the campaign fewer hooks were being published than in its early years.

Lessons and issues: Because the Ethiopian literacy campaign was so carefully planned and
of such long duration, reviewing its course highlights contradictions inherent in it.

The first of these pits sustained and thorough planning against a campaign ethos.
Ethiopian planners clearly took seriously the lessons of earlier literacy work, designing staged
use of the mother tongues of nearly 90 percent of the population and incorporating ways of
following up initial learning to sustain literacy in their over-all plan. Mounting this activity
as a campaign allowed them to mobilize internal and local resources without which costs
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could never have been met. Yet the will and enthusiasm that makes campaigns such effective
vehicles for nationwide development efforts has to be considered a short-term phenomenon.
Despite the fact that nothing was quite working right yet, the first years saw classes flooded
with men and women who had waited all their lives for this chance. Their eagerness
energized the young instructors sent out to teach them, armed only with a few days' training,
a primer, and memories of their own schooling. Ex-campaigners from early rounds recalled
all sorts of tribulations but brought back a keen sense of excitement and accomplishment. A
decade later, the memory of trying teach bored, unwilling, and unruly adults left instructors
bitter.

A second contradiction lies in central planning for individual or local empowerment,
exemplified, in this case, by the "right" to use one's mother tongue for literacy. The kind of
Marxism espoused by the regime underlay both the assertion of nationalities' rights to selfdetermination and the top-down planning by decree and by experts that set about providing
literacy for them. The amount of high-level effort that went into preparing scripts and
primers that nobody wanted and nobody claimed is daunting. What if the central committee
had simply identified the resources and let it be known that any group wishing to use their
mother tongue should make their wants known - first come, first served? Clearly there
would have been several ethnic groups (one of which already had a script) that would have
signed on. But not fifteen! Such a strategy would also have permitted planners to engage
communities in writing, producing and disseminating reading materials in their own language
to reinforce literacy, in return for getting their script and primers. But, under the prevailing
political circumstances, such a suggestion was inconceivable. At all events, by the last stages
of the campaign it was clear that the groups for which all this scripting was intended
disavowed ownership of much of it, and many still strongly preferred to learn to read
Amharic. 9
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Thirdly, there is a strange disjunction between the government's attempts to seize
control of all printing and publication, to impose censorship which further suppressed
publishing, and to promote literacy at the same time. If this campaign's lessons about
sustaining literacy teach us anything, it is that a campaign restricted to the resources of
government ministries cannot do the whole job of reinforcing literacy. Ethiopia does not lack
authors and would-be publishers keenly aware of the potential market and capable of meeting
its demands. But these people were silenced by economic and political decisions of the
central government. Greater freedom of speech and subsidization of publishing would have
created a far more enduring climate for literacy than reading rooms that could not be properly
supported.

Fourthly, looking back at the amount of effort and resources poured into this
campaign and comparing it with the state of formal education, we must ask whether some of
these resources might not have been better spent on expanding and improving primary
schools. This study can only raise the question, not answer it.

Finally, looking beyond education to national development, there is the broader issue
of the impact of this attempt to foster ethnic pride and self-determination. Has it weakened
the sense of nationality, of Ethiopian-ness that had been developing under Haile Selassie?
Will it contribute to a stronger sense of pride in origin or to an eventual fragmentation of
Ethiopia. Now that the regime responsible for this campaign has ended, the future will reveal
its political and social impact.

Notes

I.

Known as the Development through Cooperation Campaign (Amhr: Idjet beHibret
Zemedui).
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2.

Cf. M. L. Bender, et. al. Language in Ethiopia, London: Oxford University Press,
p. 13. 1976.

3.

Hans Zell and Carol Bundy, The African Book World and Press: A Directory, p.
486. Oxford: Hans Zell Publishers. 1983.

4.

Thought to number 32 million in 1979, Ethiopia's population was found by the 1984
census to be, in fact, at least 42 million.

5.

Three parts were planned for this evaluation: a rural study, an urban study, and a
study of post-literacy participants. Only the first two were actually done, leaving the
study incomplete regarding the most successful literacy learners. The Ministry of
Education, calling the study "too negative," never approved or released the two
completed reports.

6.

Cf. Last, G. C., 1989. The Ethiopian National Literacy Campaign: Retrospect and
Prospects 1979-1989. Addis Ababa: Ministry of Education/NLCCC.

7.

UNESCO supported initial planning and study tours for officials involved in the
campaign. UNICEF, SIDA, and Canadian donors were the main outside contributers,
but the total amount of support was still very small compared to the national resources
dedicated to the effort.

8.

This situation was particularly characteristic of Oromo, the mother tongue of
approximately a third of the population of Ethiopia. Language and dialect difficulties
are the subject of an excellent paper by Mammo Kebede Shenkut. "Some Impacts of
Dialectical Differences on the National Literacy Campaign of Ethiopia (A
Sociolinguistic Approach)," Addis Ababa, January 1988.

9.

Trying to find out how many people were actually bilingual in their own language and
Amharic meant asking a politically unaskable question, so the appropriateness of
teaching other speakers to read Amharic is impossible to determine.
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Table 1: The Ethiopic Syllabary Script (Fidel)
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Figure 1: The Structure of the National Literacy Campaign
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INTRODUCTION OF THE COUNTRY
Without some basic knowledge about the country's geography, economy, and the people, it
is very difficult to talk about the development and education in Nepal. Nepal has one of the
most complex geographical features in the world. Within a distance of 120 miles from south
to north, the elevation rises from 300 feet to over 29000 feet from the sea level. As the
topography changes, so does the economy, people's lifestyles, and the development activities.
Fo this reason, I have provided below, a brief introduction of Nepal.
Nepal, the only Hindu country in the world, is located in the South Asia sub-continent,
south of the Tibet province of the People's Republic of China, and surrounded by India on
the east, west, and the south. It is about 500 miles long and 120 miles wide covering nearly
55000 square miles in total area. Nepal is a mountainous country with almost 80% of its
territory covered by mountains. The other 20% is plains in the south and river valleys in the
middle mountain ranges. Nepal can be divided into three major ecological and topographical
zones. They include the Himalayan mountain region in the north, hills in the central, and
the plains in the south. The great Himalayan range runs through the northern part of Nepal.
Eight of the world's ten highest mountain peaks are in Nepal. The world's highest
mountain, Mt. Everest, lies on the border of Nepal and Tibet. The Himalayan region is very
sparsely populated. People there depend on basic agriculture and animal husbandry.
The central part of Nepal is covered with the mid range mountains which go up to three
thousand meters. Almost 60% of the country's rural population live in this region, where
only 30% of the land is cultivable (Seddon, 1987). This has caused a high dependency ratio
on these cultivable lands. There are many fertile river valleys found in this region and the
majority of the mountain populations concentrate around these valleys. One of them is the
Kathmandu valley, which is also the capital city of Nepal.
The southern plain, called the Terai' region, is very densely populated, concentrated more
on the eastern part of the country. The southern border with India is almost completely open
from both sides. People from both countries are allowed to travel back and forth without
any government documents. It is very common to find Indian nationals living permanently
on the Nepal side and vice-versa. Although the open border situation is almost unavoidable
because of the historical, social, and religious relationships between the people of the two
countries, it has caused problems to both sides in terms of immigration, employment, and
land ownership. The problems seem to hurt India less than Nepal because of the huge
difference in the size of the two countries.
Nepal is predominantly an agricultural country. More than 93 percent of the population
depend on agriculture, which contributes 65 percent of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP)

'Terai region is the low land similar to the plains of the Ganges river in India. The land
is very fertile and most of the country's big industries are located in this region.
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and accounts for 85 percent of the export trade (Poudyal, 1983, p.2). Being a land locked
country and having the giant neighbor of India on three sides, Nepal's import and export
trade is mainly dominated by India. Until recently, about two thirds of Nepal's trade was
with India alone and the current figure stands at about 50%. Land locked countries face
problems in terms of transit facility, but Nepal's situation is unique and of a different nature
than other land locked countries in the world. The only alternative Nepal has in this case is
to negotiate with India, even if the negotiated conditions are not fair.
Nepal has been one of the poorest countries in the world for a long time. In 1971, the
United Nations declared Nepal as one of the 'least developed' countries in the world, and
since then it has remained in the same category. The situation shifted towards improvement,
but the improvement primarily depends on foreign aid and loans received through
multinational institutions like the World Bank and the Asian Development Bank. Every year
the national budget has a deficit causing more and more dependency on foreign aid and a
higher debt. Nepal's total external debt in 1970 was only 3 million dollars and that amount
reached 902 million dollars in 1987. In terms of official development assistance, Nepal
received 181 million dollars in 1981. That assistance increased to 345 million dollars in
1987 (World Development Report, World Bank, 1989).
When the national budget of a country remains deficit-ridden for many years, the
government becomes unable to provide basic services like health, housing, and education.
Although the Nepal government has stated in various development plans that its main goal is
to increase the Gross Domestic Product (GDP), and provide basic services to its people, the
goal has yet to be met.
There has been a tremendous change in Nepal within this last two years. The Panchayat
System', which ruled the country for about thirty years, has been thrown out of power by a
people's revolution. The monopoly and stronghold of the King and his family has been
considerably diminished. Under the new constitution passed after the revolution, the King is
only a constitutional monarch and political power has been given to the elected Prime
Minister. Less than a year ago, Nepal held a free election for the first time in about three
decades. The Nepali Congress Party, which is based on democratic principles won the
election and have formed the government. This new government is currently going through
major changes to remedy the situations created by the past political system.
There was also a big dispute between Nepal and India about two and a half year ago
regarding their trade and transit treaty. The two countries could not reach to an agreement
which caused straneous situation in their relationship. This situation continued for about nine
months, which caused high consumer goods inflation. Even before this situation, the annual
inflation rate was going up every year. During 1965-80 the average inflation rate was 7.8

'Panchayat System was a brainchild of the late King Mahendra Shah, who banned all
political parties in the country and took all powers into his own hands. Although he called it
a democracy, freedom was very limited under this system.
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percent, which went up to 8.8 percent during 1980-87 (World Development Repor 1989).
Timber, a substitute for daily fuel, has been extensively destroyed. Nepal was already facing
a serious deforestation problem and the recent cutting of trees has worsened the situation.
Experts believe that the recent destruction of forests is going to adversely affect Nepal for a
long time. After the revolution, the transition government of Nepal and India were able to
reach to an agreement regarding their trade and transit treaty, but the inflation has not gone
down.
THE EARLY DAYS OF EDUCATION IN NEPAL
Nepal was in the hands of the Rana Dynasty, for 104 years until 1950. During this
period, a limited number of educational facilities were available, but they were strictly
reserved for a very few selected group of people. Expansion of education was considered as
a threat to the people in power. There were strict regulations for opening schools and the
establishment of other forms of educational institutions. At times, people who demanded
education and tried to work as teachers were jailed and punished. Until 1950 Nepal did not
have any organized system of education. The country was in total darkness.
The Rana Dynasty was overthrown in 1950 and democracy emerged as an uncertain
system of government. People were uneducated, so the meaning of democracy was unclear
and confusing. The intellectuals at the central level strongly realized that until people were
educated and informed, any form of government was not going to work. With this strong
realization, the government of Nepal established an Education Board in 1952. At that time,
the immediate responsibility of the board was to do some research, and supervise and expand
the existing educational facilities in the country.
During the 1950s, education in Nepal was poorly organized under the supervision of the
Ministry of Education headquartered in the capital city. No scientific, specific data were
found about the status of education in the countryside. The only available data were about
the institutions in the capital city of Kathmandu. The curriculum of some schools were
under the supervision of the University of Patna in North India. Nepal didn't have a
University of its own.
THE NEPAL NATIONAL EDUCATION PLANNING COMMISION (NNEPC)
In a November 1953 meeting, the board suggested to the government that a National
Education Planning Commission be formed. The members and the chairperson of the board
realized that a uniform education system for the whole country was needed and that without

'Rana family ruled Nepal for 104 years. They had a hereditary system of becoming
Prime Ministers of the country. The total and ultimate power was with the Prime Minister
and his family. No development projects were initiated and the capital was out of touch with
the rest of the country.
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careful planning, such uniformity could not be provided. The suggestion was taken very
seriously by the government and they moved into action very quickly. After lots of
consulting with educators and leaders from various walks of life in the country, the
government appointed a Nepal National Education Planning Commission in 1954. The
commission had a serious and difficult task ahead. Since the country was just freed from
more than a century long dynastic rule, and people were totally uneducated, to find an
education system that would meet the needs of the whole country was not easy.
The commission demonstrated integrity right away. It created and assigned tasks to
several sub-committees, mainly to deal with administration, curriculum design and
development of teacher training programs. The commission also sent questionnaires to
educators all over the country asking for suggestions. In summary, the task of the
commission was seen as two-fold. One was to complete a survey of the existing status of
education in the country and the second was to come up with a scheme for a national system
of education to be implemented in the country.
After a year of hard work, the National Education Planning Commission submitted its
report to the Ministry of Education in March of 1955. The report included extensive
research on how people felt about education and the kind of system the country needed. It
came up with about 14 recommendations. The commission submitted some very specific
schemes, for how primary, secondary, and higher education needed to be planned and
managed. It pointed out that scientific data collection in the country was needed in order to
plan and provide necessary educational services in the country. Without accurate data it was
very difficult to assume what kind of services existed and what other kinds of services
needed to be planned.
The commission also stressed the need for universal primary education and the opportunity
for adults to become literate. A free, tax supported, single system of education throughout
the country was recommended. It recommended that a five year curriculum for primary and
another five year curriculum for secondary education be developed in order to serve the
educational needs of the country. The recommendation also included the need for vocational
education to fulfill the necessity of technical manpower in the country. One other important
suggestion of the commission was to create a national university for the country. Until 1959,
Nepal was without a university in the whole country. Most people went to India for higher
education.
The commission realized that the problem not only lay in the formal sector of education.
Although unscientific, an estimate in 1950 showed that only 2 percent of Nepalese people
were literate. It was evident that there was a huge crowd of illiterate adults in the country.
Parents had to be informed first about the need of schooling in order to send their children to
the schools. In a society like Nepal, where traditional values are always important and they
play a major role in all walks of life, the parents had to agree to what the educational
planners were going to say. For this purpose, the commission also recommended a strong
adult education program.
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The commission also realized that community participation in educational activities was
absolutely necessary in order to successfully achieve the goal of the education system. For
financial purposes also, community involvement was a must. A recently emerging country
like Nepal was in no position to afford education all by itself. Another reason to bring in
communities to the educational environment was to offer them the opportunity to participate
as insiders in the educational process.
Among other important recommendations, the commission pointed out the need for a
teacher training institution, establishment of an instructional materials development center,
and better administrative organization of the Ministry of Education. Most important of all,
the report of this commission was the first detailed official document in the history of
education in Nepal.
During and after the submission of the commission's report, many innovative educational
activities were launched in many parts of the country. In the early stages, the United States
Operations Mission (USOM) played an important role in providing financial and technical
assistance to the Ministry of Education. Several groups of Nepali educators were sent to the
United States for training and professional education. During these years, the University of
Oregon contracted with USOM for most of the educational activities in Nepal.
By the time the commission completed its report, there were quite a number of schools
opened throughout the country. The need of education for development was being realized
by both the political leaders and the people. The following figure shows the growth of
education during this time.
Figure 1
Growth of Education in Nepal 1954-1961
Number Of Institutions
Levels of
Education

1954

1961

Student Enro 1'.lmen ..._I
'- i
1954

1961 II
I

I
I

Primary

921

4165

26:86

240000

Lower Secondary

316

**

33408

**

Secondary

83

590

12697

62000

Higher

13

33

1316

5143

1333

4788

73607

307143

I

Total

I

Source: Ministry of Education, The first five year plan 195660, and second three year plan 1962-65.
Nepal National Education Planning Com.nission Report.

**

Combined with primary and secondary levels.
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As we can see, the number of schools and student enrollment were growing rapidly, but
there were no formal teacher training colleges in Nepal until 1956. Before this, the only
institution which provided short term training to teachers was the National Teacher Training
Center established in 1954. This center was providing 2-3 months of training to teachers and
sending them out to different parts of the country to open new primary schools. But the
majority of teachers were running the schools without necessary job training. A major step
toward strengthening teacher education was taken in September of 1956 when the College of
Education was established under the Ministry of Education. The college was authorized to
grant a Bachelor of Education (B.Ed.) degree. The process of establishing a National
University was also underway and the College of Education was to be part of the National
University at a later date.
THE TRIBHUV AN UNIVERSITY
Although the idea of a National University was initiated for the first time in 1948, by the
Rana Prime Minister Mohan Sumsher, the idea never materialized into action. The strong
proposal of the National Education Planning Commission then played an important role in the
emergence of a University system in Nepal. In 1956, a University Commission was
appointed under the chairwomanship of The Senior Queen Mother. The name for the
university was selected after the name of the late King Tribhuvan. In the developmental
stage, the University Commission worked closely with its own government, the USOM, and
other related agencies like UNESCO, Indian Aid Mission (IAM) and Great Britain. The
Tribhuvan University Act was drafted by the commission and the act was approved by the
King on May 29, 1959. Finally, the Tribhuvan University was born with the promise of
providing quality higher education in the country.
It should be noted here that a university system in Asian countries is somewhat different
than it is in western countries. In Nepal, Tribhuvan University controls all the other colleges
and campuses in the country. Although a student might be educated on a certain campus, the
degree is awarded from the University. In other words, higher education is highly
nationalized in Nepal, making one university an umbrella institution.

THE POLITICAL CHANGE OF 1960 AND ARNCE
Although all these educational activities were happening between the period of 1955 to
1960, the country was going through stressful political turmoil. Different governments
changed in a short period of time. The disagreement between the several political parties
created instability and disorganization in the country. The educational activities were
affected and occasionally disrupted by this political scene (Wood, 1987, p.161). As a result
of this, the Nepal National Education Planning Commission's report, which was considered
an important step towards the development of education in Nepal, was never implemented.
There is no doubt that many educational developments in the country were influenced by this
report, but there was no government agency which undertook responsibility to plan the
education system as recommended by the commission.
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A major change in the structure of government occurred in December of 1960, when the
king utilized his constitutional power to dissolve the 18 month-old government which was the
first ever elected government in the history of Nepal. A year after that he introduced the
partyless political system called "Panchayat".
The evolution of Panchayat democracy in the country brought a new spirit of development
in all areas. Strong promises were made by the political leaders, and the king introduced
many development projects. The government formed a new educational planning committee
in 1961, called All-Round National Committee on Education (ARNCE), which acted
independently and started its work from scratch. But this new committee did not do anything
spectacular. Some of its suggestions were utilized in some sectors of education but no major
initiative was introduced. The committee's recommendation of a new education structure
was never implemented.
Later in 1962, a two person UNESCO mission was formed which took some of the
recommendations from the 1956 National Education Planning Commission's report. The
nation was introduced to a centralized system of education. The education structure
consisted of 5 years of primary education, 3 years of lower-secondary education, and 2 years
of secondary education. The university had already set up its system of 2 years of
Intermediate Degree after high school graduation, another 2 years to earn a Bachelor's and
an additional 2 years for the Master's Degree. Many educators were educated in India so the
system in Nepal was very much influenced by the Indian system of education. Also, the
Nepalese education system had to be similar to that of the Indian system for accreditation
purposes. Many Nepali school graduates had to go to an Indian institution for higher
education. In particular, engineers, and medical professionals were educated in India. The
Tribhuvan University in Nepal was still in the preliminary stage and there weren't that many
colleges established under it.
Significant progress was made during the sixties in terms of enrollment and the building of
new schools throughout the country. Educational developments in the urban areas were more
rapid than in the rural areas. Although accurate and scientific data is not available from year
to year, some data was collected by the Ministry of Education. Statistics showed that during
the five year period 1964-69 student enrollment went up by 33.5 percent at the primary
level, 69.7 percent at the secondary level, and 134.4 percent at the tertiary level (Gurung,
1972 p.13). The tremendous increase of enrollment at the higher education level indicates
the government's goal to produce more highly educated citizens.
There was also a considerable increase in the number of high school (SLC)' graduates.

'School Leaving Certificate (SLC) is the national examination conducted by an
examination board at the central level. Every student in Nepal must pass this examination in
order to graduate from the high school. The examination is conducted once a year
throughout the country.
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The number increased from 1,811 graduates in 1963 to 8,387 in 1969, an increase of 463
percent in a seven-year period. This increase in high school graduates put a lot of pressure
on the higher education institutions for accomodating increasing enrollment. This also
resulted in an increase in the number of college graduates. A total of 6,063 students
graduated from colleges in 1967 and that number reached 10,887 in 1969, which was a 64.8
percent increase in two years, or 16.2 percent annually (Gurung, 1972, p.13).
All kinds of development thrived after the liberation from the Rana dynasty in 1950,
growth in education sector was also very rapid. The figure below indicates the increase in
student enrollment and number of educational institutions between the period of 1961 - 1970.
Figure 2
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The country's school curriculum was centralized but the administration of schools was
decentralized through local units of government and community participation. The local
communities also played an important role in the financing of school buildings. In fact, land
for the school buildings and materials to build the buildings was the responsibility of the
community. Each school had a School Coordination Committee which was a very powerful
body in the administration of the schools. The committee could hire and fire school teachers
and also approved the salary scale of the teachers. The committee was usually made up of
local political leaders, social activists, parents, the Headmaster of the school, and a
representative from the teaching staff. The power of this committee was often criticized by
educators because it brought unnecessary local politics into the schools. The Headmaster,
who was responsible for academic aspects of the school, had no power to do anything to
his/her teachers. In many instances, the teachers were loyal to the Coordination Committee
rather than to the Headmaster, thus neglecting their teaching quality. Often, teachers were
hired based on their local political alliance rather than their teaching qualification.
Although student enrollment and the number of schools were increasing in the country,
Nepal was not able to produce the mid-level technicians that it needed for many development
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Although student enrollment and the number of schools were increasing in the country,
Nepal was not able to produce the mid-level technicians that it needed for many development
projects. The curriculum in the schools and colleges were dominated by general subjects and
were similar to that of Indian institutions, which also was derived from the British education
system. The country was lacking technicians while college graduates with general education
majors were unable to find adequate jobs. Unemployment problems for these graduates had
begun to appear.
In summary, the decade of 1960 was a time for grassroots development for education in
Nepal. Planners and educators throughout the country had learned many lessons from their
first hand experience. Expansion of education seemed rapid in total numbers, but many
remote areas in the country lacked educational facilities. Government officials, political
leaders, and educators, were looking for a change in the education system which would
provide more equitable education for all in the country. Also, the system had to produce
much needed manpower for the country, especially mid-level technicians. A massive change
was anticipated in the education system of Nepal.
THE EVOLUTION OF THE NATIONAL EDUCATION SYSTEM PLAN (NESP)
In 1971, the NESP was introduced in Nepal. The main notion of this plan was that
education should work for nation building. This new education plan was designed to bring
about change and progress in education, which the previous education system ('Old
Education' as educators called it) was not able to do. This new plan also came with concrete
national curriculum for schools, which the planners said were relevant to the developmental
needs of the country. In the Preface of NESP, it stated that:
The Plan is primarily aimed at counter-acting the elitist bias of the inherited system of
education by linking it more effectively to productive enterprise and egalitarian
principles .... The Plan calls for unifying education into the one productive system that
serves the country's needs and aspirations. The concept of education as an end to
white-collar jobs is being replaced by a new concept that regards education as an
investment in human resources for the development of the country. (National Education
System Plan, 1971).
NESP came up with some clear goals and objectives for the education sector. They can be
summed up as following:
1. To produce loyal citizens to the nation, monarchy, and national independence. To make
citizens aware of their rights and responsibilities under the Panchayat Democracy System.
2. To develop, preserve, expand, and extend the learning of science and technology and
provide skills that are necessary to address the needs of the country.
3. To reverse the present inverted ratio of manpower through a planned approach, bringing
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all technical, vocational, and general education and training programs under one integrated
structure for concerted and coordinated effort.
4. To preserve, develop, and promulgate the national language and literature, culture and
arts.
5. To rationalize education into a productive system that meets the needs and aspirations of
the country.
6. To inspire citizens for moral integrity, creativity, awareness, self-reliance, discipline, a
scientific approach, and appreciation.
Clearly, NESP was an answer to the imbalance of general education graduates from
schools and colleges during the sixties. The system was a total turnaround in terms of school
curriculum. The major focus of the system was on vocational and technical education. The
Human Resources division of National Planning Commission' always identified a shortage of
middle and high-level technicians in the country. NESP's main focus was to expand the
vocational and technical schools along with general education.
Along with the regulation of NESP, the National Education Committee (NEC) was formed
as a policy formulating body for the education sector as a whole. In the initial stage of
NESP, NEC was the highest government agency monitoring the new system. This
committee's chairman is the Minister of Education. The Vice-Chancellor of Tribhuvan
University and the Secretary of the Ministry of Education and Culture are ex-officio
members. A full-time member Secretary is nominated by the king to head the secretariat.
Although this is an autonomous body, most of the staff :nembers in the committee are
members of the Ministry. From the beginning of it's inception, NEC's main responsibility
has been to monitor, implement, and evaluate the education policies in the country.
Although there have been several changes in the education system, the NEC still plays an
important role to the Ministry of Education and Culture in guiding national education policy.
Quantitatively, the growth of education in Nepal since the regulation of NESP has been
remarkable. The number of schools at all levels and the enrollment rate have gone up very
sharply. Although the National Education System Plan has gone through numerous changes
over the years, and may look very different now than the original plan, it has certainly raised
a wide spread consciousness about education among the general public. The following figure
illustrates the rapid expansion of education during 1970-80 period.

'The National Planning Commission is the central body for all kinds of development
planning in the country. The commission is headed by the king himself.
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Figure 3
Growth of Education in Nepal 1970-80
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Education
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Source: Ministry of Education.
National Planning Commission Reports.

*

Combined with Primary and Secondary Levels.

NESP placed emphasis on producing more trained teachers in the country. In the
beginning there were very few trained teachers and the plan provided in-service training
opportunities to teachers and some pre-service opportunities to people who wanted to become
teachers. But without enough teacher training institutions and facilities, it was beyond the
scope of NESP to fulfill the demand for trained teachers in the country. There were enough
people who were qualified to become teachers with their education degree, but they were not
adequately trained to become teachers. The following table shows the status of
trained/untrained teachers in various levels of education in Nepal.
Figure 4
Teachers in Nepal
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I
I
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According to the table above, the supply of trained teachers in primary and lowersecondary levels has been below 50 percent for many years. The situation seems to improve
little at the secondary level, but after 1981 the percentage of trained teachers went down
every year. At all levels, the percentage of trained teachers went down after 1981. The
reason for this pattern might be that during 1977-81, when the NESP was still in effect,
teacher training activity was proceeding rapidly, so the number of trained teachers was
growing. When NESP began to fade, the production of trained teachers also went down.
When I reflect on my own experience as a teacher during this period under the NESP,
they were years of confusion for me. As a teacher, I assumed that my main responsibilities
were effective teaching and making sure that learning was happening in the classrooms.
There was no way to evaluate this and assure myself that I was doing an effective job. I was
expected to do a job which I was not trained for. I can remember, for instance, I was
teaching English language without any training in English teaching. Another example is even
worse. I was asked and assigned to teach Science in a lower secondary grade, although I did
not come from a Science background and knew very little about the subject. During the
three years of my tenure as a teacher, I remember the School Supervisor coming to my
school only twice, and never into my classroom. I was completely unfamiliar with the only
teaching materials I had, the textbooks.
The spirit and promise NESP had in the beginning years could not continue after its first
phase of implementation 1971-76. It was mainly because the system had too many flaws and
the expectations were unrealistically high. The government could not keep up with the
promise to finance education, as the system demanded more and more funds every year. As
a result, the main objective of the NESP, expansion of vocational/technical education was cut
dramatically. Later, in 1981, the government decided to eliminate the compulsory vocational
curriculum from secondary education. They were kept as an optional subject in some
schools. This was done because there was a scarcity of qualified and trained teachers to
teach these subjects, and also the high cost involved in instructional materials.
NESP could have been a successful program if it was carefully planned and implemented.
It provided a new avenue in the field of Education in Nepal, but the overly unrealistic
expectations and unpreparedness of the government to carry out such a large scale program
could not take that avenue very far. It was lost before it could provide some good results.
The government estimate in terms of cost, and the instructional methods used, was wrong.
Necessary trained teachers were not available and the government was not able to continue
the teacher training program fast enough. This caused the internal efficiency and the quality
of education to be very low. Critics say that the average performance of high school
graduates under the NESP was far below that of graduates from the old system. Although
students came out of the schools with vocational degrees, their lack of skill did not help them
to get a good job. Because of this, the quality of the labor force was also going down.
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EDUCATION AFTER 1980 AND THE CURRENT SITUATION
Beginning of the eighties was a continuation of what was left of the failing National
Education System Plan. The main ingredient, vocational education, was no longer the focus
of the education system. All vocational subjects were made optional in schools. However,
NESP still remained as a changing force in the development of education in the country, just
because there was no other alternative. The government did not have resources, and so, was
not able to come up with another large scale program to fix the problems of NESP.
As the NESP's objective to produce low-level technicians through vocational schools
failed, the National Education Committee developed a new scheme called the "Technical
School Plan". The main objective of this plan was to establish specific technical schools in
various parts of the country. In order to formulate short and long term policies in this area,
a national committee was formed under the chairmanship of the Minister of State for
Education and Culture. The members in the committee included representatives from the
National Education Committee, Ministry of Education, Department of Labor, Cottage and
Rural Industry, Health, Agriculture, and Livestock.
There were at least 6 technical schools opened under this plan. The main difference
between these schools and the previous vocational schools were that previous!y the vocational
schools were not totally independent. Previously, General Education courses were also
taught in the same school, but the new technical schools were designed specifically to train
people in the areas of health, agriculture, mechanical training, and electrician training.
Although these schools helped a little to produce technical manpower, the plan could not
expand throughout the country.
One of the noticeable events of this decade for the Education sector was the King's
announcement of Basic Needs Program in December of 1985. The King, in his
announcement, said:
Let us pledge that we in the remaining years of this century will be able to shake off the
poverty imposed on us by our less developed economy and that by the year 2000 A.D.
we will be able to achieve a standard of living which is adequate to lead a life with
human dignity from Asian standards. It is true that the objective of providing for all
Nepalese the basic needs of food, clothing, shelter, health, education, and security is a
difficult goal to achieve but no matter how awesome .the task is, let us ensure a firm
political commitment through a systematic planning, programming and follow-up. In this
context, my government will create working groups in the government and in the
National Planning Commission to realize these goals. (King Birendra of Nepal,
December 16, 1985).
The Basic Needs program identified universal primary education as a basic need for the
people. The program has targeted a 100 percent enrollment of school aged children in the
primary schools by the year 2000 A.D.
The Ministry of Education and Culture has prepared a comprehensive program guide on
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how to achieve this goal. However, looking at the resources available, the ambitious goal of
universal primary education by the year 2000 seems to be unrealistic. It is projected that the
number of 6-10 year old children will be 292,8984 by the end of this century. In order to
achieve the 100 percent enrollment goal, the enrollment of boys must increase by 21 percent
and girls by 157 percent (IEES, Nepal Education and Human Resources Sector Assessment,
1988).
The Ministry has launched some incentives to attract children to the schools, such as free
education up to grade five and free textbooks up to grade three. In order to promote girls'
education, the Ministry also provides free textbooks to girls up to grade five in remote areas.
In addition, the Ministry of Education has been promoting privatization of primary schools.
But, these small incentives will not be sufficient to achieve the goal of universal primary
education.
There is also a big problem in training the teachers necessary for primary schools. The
Basic Needs document projects that a total of 88,565 teachers will be needed by the year
2000 A.D., of which 63,765 will need to be trained. This means that about 5000 teachers
per year need to be trained. Currently, the teacher training colleges and other projects have
a capacity to train only about 2000 teachers (IEES, Nepal Education and Human Resources
Sector Assessment 1988). The Radio Education Teacher Training (REIT) project can reach
about 1000 teachers a year through distant teacher training, but this number has to be
increased in the future.
With the current changes in the political picture of Nepal, most of these planned activities
have been either halted or being reviewed by the new government. The role of the King has
been reduced drastically, so the future of the Basic Needs program is uncertain. The desire
to provide basic needs to every citizen in the country is a noble one, but without necessary
resources, careful planning, and effective implementation, the desire is becoming just another
political slogan. As a matter of fact, it is questionable whether the King was aware of all the
consequences before he made the announcement of the Basic Needs program.
THE CURRENT SITUATION
The development of education in Nepal since its conception in 1951 to toady is considered
as rapid growth. Nepal has made considerable investments in education, allocating 9 .5 % of
total government expenditure to education in 1980/81, which increased to 9.7% in 1981/82
and 10.5 % in 1982/83. The expenditure increased even to 11.0% in 1983/84 (National
Planning Commission, Government of Nepal) but decreased slightly in recent years with an
average of 10%.
There is no question that Nepal has come a long way in terms of education development.
The quantitative progress of education since 1950 to today should be considered significant.
However, the quality of education is questionable. This also has been true in many other
developing countries, that quantity has been emphasized more than the quality.
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The following table should be helpful in order to understand how the country's education
has come to today's situation. The figure shows the progress in the number of schools,
enrollment, and teachers.
Figure
s
Progress of Education in Nepal (In Actual Numbers)
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The achievement in student enrollment and the increase in the number of schools is
remarkable. The enrollment ratio in primary, lower-secondary and secondary levels by
1984-85 had reached 78 percent, 34.5 percent, and 24 percent respectively (IEES, Education
and Human Resource Sector Assessment, 1988, p.2-34). Looking at the number, only about
72 thousand students in the country were enrolled in the secondary and primary levels in
1953-54, which reached to more than 2.3 million by 1984-85. The number of schools at all
levels were increased from about 13 hundred to more than 16 thousand in the same period.
The literacy rate in Nepal was only 2 % in 1951, which went up to 23.26% in 1981 and is
estimated to be about 33 % today. There is a big gap between the male and female literacy
rate. According to the 1981 census in Nepal, 33.9% of males were literate, whereas the
figure was only 12.04 % for female (Planning Division, Ministry of Education and Culture,
Nepal, 1987). Although the literacy rate is going up in total numbers, two thirds of the
population still remain illiterate.
As schools are growing, the number of teachers are also increasing every year, but the
heavy bulk of untrained teachers remains a serious problem in the system. Student
enrollment has increased considerably, but only 25 % or less of those taking the SLC pass the
examination. Drop-out rates are high, especially in the primary and early secondary levels.
Financing of schools has always been a big problem in the rural areas. The equity between
male and female enrollment is still a problem and this problem is even bigger in the rural
areas. There are some continuing serious problems in the system.
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ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE OF EDUCATION

The administrative structure for all levels of education is the same. Policy making,
implementation strategy, and decision making are highly centralized. However, school
operation at the unit levels are decentralized, providing management power to local
authorities. The following chart illustrates the administrative structure of education in Nepal.
Figure "
current AdministratiYe Structure
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National Education Committee (NEC) is responsible for policy making and advising
Ministry of Education and Culture (MOEC) in other education-related matters in the country.
MOEC implements the policy devised by NEC and controls the education system as a whole.
It provides direction to 5 regional directorates which are responsible for coordinating the
educational activities in their respective regions. Each district has a District Education
Office which oversees and carries out the educational programs set forth by the Ministry.
Also at the district level is a District Education Committee which is responsible for planning
and organizing school operation in the district. The committee also decides on the site for
new schools in the district. Recent change in the system has created the Teacher Selection
Committees (TSC) on an ad hoc pasis, which looks for potential teacher candidates. This
creation of TSCs has eliminated the previously existing District Education Commissions.
Each school has a School Management Committee, which is a powerful administrative
body. The committee used to be headed by the local Pradhan Panch• until very recently.
But the current change in the political system has eliminated the post of Pradhan Panch.
There should be some more changes coming forth in the near future. The SMCs also
included social workers, a teacher representative, and parents. The school Headmaster
served as ex-officio member secretary. This Committee handled the selection and evaluation
of teachers. The Committee was also responsible for gathering funds from the community to
run the schooL

'Pradhan Panch is an elected political leader in the village level.
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Tribhuvan University (TU) is responsible for providing higher education in the country.
Although technically part of MOEC, T.U has its own management structure and is
autonomous in practice. The King himself is the Chancellor of the university and he
appoints a Vice-Chancellor who is officially the highest ranking person at the university.
The university controls all colleges and campuses across the nation.
The Ministry of Education and Culture is another part of government bureaucracy. The
government policy of transferring its employees from one ministry to another, without
considering the educational background of the person, creates problems in finding suitable
educational administrators and educators. Many administrators do not have related
background training and experience in education.
Below, I have tried to summarize the current status of primary, secondary, and higher
education in Nepal. Some opinions reflect my own experience in the country and some are
based on discussions with MOEC officials who have visited the United States from time to
time. Some recent data are presented which officially comes from the Ministry of Education
and Culture.

PR™ARY EDUCATION
Primary Education is a major area of emphasis for the Ministry of Education and Culture.
Nepal has set a goal of providing universal primary education by the year 2000 and the
government is working hard to achieve this goal. When primary education was made free in
1975, the growth in student enrollment between the period 1975-81 was remarkable. There
was an annual growth rate of 11 % in this period. In recent years, the growth rate has
slowed down to seven percent average. The reason for this might be the absence of new
incentives by the government.

a

The primary education sector receives a comparatively larger share of the education
budget. Of its overall education budget, the Ministry allocated 35.26% in 1984-85, 34.65%
in 1985-86, 36.32 % in 1986-87, 38.37% in 1987-88, and 43.6% in 1988-89 to primary
education. It will require more funding in the coming years as the government has set the
goal of providing universal primary education by the year 2000 A.D.
In the seventh plan (1985-90), MOEC has a target of opening 1000 more primary schools
and adding about 13000 more teachers. The government will continue to provide free
education up to 5th grade and distribute free textbooks to 3 grades. The plan is to enroll 87
percent of the school-aged children (6-10) by the end of 1990 (National Planning
Commission, The Seventh Plan).
Recently, the government has been promoting the opening of private primary schools.
Private schools are operated and managed by local resources only and recognized by the
government. This new incentive of the government seems to be working mainly in the urban
areas. The data show that there was a 93 % increase in private primary schools from 1984 to
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1985 and the student enrollment was increased by 233% for that year alone. Also, there was
a 402 % increase in teachers of private primary schools for that period (IEES, Education and
Human Resources Sector Assessment, 1988).
Private schools are getting popularity because of their English medium of instruction.
English is introduced in the first grade and parents have a certain attraction to that. Private
schools do have to follow the government set curriculum to some extent but are also allowed
to add their own.
Although girls' enrollment has increased remarkably over the past years, it is still a
challenge for the government. By 1985, 30 percent of the total primary enrollment was
girls. The percentage was slightly better in the urban areas, which was 34 %, but
considerably low in the mountain and hill areas coming down to 13 %. The government has
introduced several incentives to promote girls' enrollment. For instance, girls receive
completely free primary education, including textbooks, in the rural areas. The government
also plans to increase the number of female teachers.
If the government is to enroll 100% of the primary school age children by the year 2000,
the annual enrollment growth rate has to remain at about 3.26 percent over that period
(IEES, Education and Human Resource Sector Assessment, 1988). The annual enrollment
growth rate has been declining in recent years. In 1982-83 the enrollment growth rate was
8.0%, which declined to 4.3 % in 1985-86. The drop-out and retention rate also has to
decrease significantly. The government's goal might be overly optimistic and may not be
achieved by the targeted time.

To raise the quality of primary education, the government needs to provide more trained
teachers. In 1985, only 32% percent of the total primary teachers were trained and 27%
percent weren't even qualified (MOEC, Educational Statistical Report, 1986). Although the
government policy requires all primary education teachers to hold a minimum of the SLC
degree, there are still many teachers without the minimum requirement. When candidates
with the SLC degree are not found, schools are still hiring underqualified teachers. In order
to decrease the repetition rate in the first grade, the government also has to think about
developing pre-primary education.
The aim of providing universal primary education is admirable, but the task has yet to be
done. Given the present situation and the pace of progress in the country, it is almost certain
that the project will fall behind schedule. Strategic planning and some careful
implementation criterion should be established in order to achieve this great goal.

SECONDARY EDUCATION
Secondary education in Nepal has grown very rapidly and gone through many changes
over the past two or three decades. Since the regulation of NESP in 1971, there have been
four structural changes, including the recent one. Until very recently, the lower-secondary
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level of two grades (6-7) existed, in which a student had to attend before enrolling in the
secondary level. In fact, the merging process of lower-secondary grades into secondary
schools is still in progress at the present time. With this new change in the system,
secondary education will have five years of schooling.
By definition, the main objective of secondary education is to prepare the students for
higher education. It also has to provide some base knowledge and a solid ground work for
people who are planning to enter the institutions which produce mid- level professionals.
The NESP in 1971 had not mentioned any specific objectives for the secondary sector.
About fourteen years later, on 1985 Education Day, the National Education Committee
presented nine objectives for secondary education. They are following as stated in the IEES,
Education and Human Resources Sector Assessment:

* to generate respect for

labor
* to prepare productive citizens for national development
* to develop faith in God, loyalty to the country and King
* to develop a sense of discipline
* to enable students to opt for a higher education major with the provisio of a wide
variety of subjects to choose from
* to lay the foundation for higher education
* to develop high level qualities like self.-:reliance, honesty,
cooperativeness, world brotherhood, and responsibility
* to bring about national integration by harmonizing
different economic and social interests
* to strengthen national solidarity by integrating multi-cultural traditions and by bringing
about uniformity in the intellectual tradition (CERID, 1985, NEC, p.24)

Although the number of secondary schools has gone up remarkably over the past several
years, the pressure in terms of space in this sector is still very high. The announcement of
the government to provide universal primary education by the year 2000 will put even more
pressure on secondary enrollment in the coming years. After the completion of five years in
primary school, secondary schools have to be ready to take on the overwhelming number of
students. Therefore, the government must start thinking about increasing secondary
education facilities, in coordination together with the universalization of primary education.
The share of the education budget that secondary education receives seems to be
decreasing in recent years. Secondary education was allocated 15. 93 % of the total education
budget in 1984-85, which decreased to 15.22% in 1985-86, 15.30% in 1986-87, 13.27% in
1987-88 and an even lower 12.9% in 1988-89. Budget allocations need to be carefully
examined.
The problems in secondary education are similar to the ones in other sectors of education.
Although the growth of secondary education is seen in terms of numbers, quality is still a
very big issues. Whether it's the defect of the evaluation process or the poor quality of
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teaching in schools, three quarters of the students who take the national examination (SLC)
do not pass the secondary level. Students completing the 10th grade curriculum are not just
passed on to take the SLC examination. They also have to pass a pre-SLC test in their own
schools. The standard of the pre-SLC test is believed to be comparable to that of the SLC.
So, the students are screened out as much as possible before they take the SLC examination,
but still the passing rate is only about 25% average. Critics say that it's the defect of the
SLC examination process rather than the students. There has been some discussion lately
about the credibility of SLC. The recommendations include that SLC should be a screening
device for entry to higher education. Thus, it should be taken as an entrance examination
into higher education, rather than a graduating requirement for secondary level. Some
suggest that the pre-SLC examination should be enough criteria to complete the secondary
level. The pre-SLC examination may need some coordination, but that can be done on the
district or the regional level.
Normally, secondary schools are provided 50% of their operating cost as grant-in-aid by
the government. But the result of the SLC examination has a direct impact on this aid. If a
secondary school fails for three consecutive years, to pass at least 15 percent of its students
taking the SLC examination, then the school does not receive any government funding. This
condition is exempted for schools in the remote regions. The government made this policy
hoping to improve teaching in the secondary schools. As a result, schools are taking some
very strict measures in their pre-SLC tests and sending only a few students for the SLC.
Quality of teaching in secondary schools has always been a major problem in Nepal.
Without proper supervision it is very difficult to say how teaching is going on and what kind
of teaching methods are being applied in the classrooms. The other major problem lies in
the overwhelming number of untrained teachers. In 1985, only 53 % of the total teachers had
some kind of training.
In the very near future, secondary education will have another major change in its
structure. The proposal of the 10+2 system has already been approved and is in the final
stages for implementation. That system will create 2 more years of higher secondary
schooling. How and who will teach those +2 grades is still not clear and there are
numerous issues with this new plan. Teacher qualification, curriculum, funding, and
availability of facilities are some of the major issues.
HIGHER EDUCATION
Higher education in Nepal is the sole responsibility of Tribhuvan University which is
located in Kathmandu. The main objective of higher education is to produce middle, upper,
and highly specialized manpower for the country. The university has ten different institutes,
5 in technical, 3 in professional, and 2 in general fields. Technical institutions contain 5
fields of studies, which include engineering, medicine, agriculture, forestry, and science and
technology. The professional institutions are comprised of education, management, and law.
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The general institutions have two fields, humanities and social science, and sanskrit7.
Under these different institutions, there are 122 campuses in the country and all those
campuses follow the same centralized curriculum. At present, the University offers 4
different degrees; a 2-year Intermediate certificate, 2 years of Bachelor's, 2 years of
Master's, and the Doctorate degree. The two-year Intermediate Certificate will be replaced
after the regulation of the 10+2 system in secondary education.
There is also a proposal that the Bachelor's degree be a required 3 years of education.
This proposal is part of the 10+2 system making it 10+2+3. So it is likely that the
Bachelor's degree will require 3 years in the near future. After the NESP regulation in
1971, the Master's degree required 2 years of course work and one year of field experience
(National Development Service), essentially making it a three year degree. After the
suspension of the NDS program in 1979-80, again the Master's degree became a two year
degree. In the recent restructuring proposal it is suggested that the Master's degree be made
10+2+3+3.
The university shares a major portion of the government expenditure in the education
sector. There has always been controversy regarding the university share of the education
budget and the equity issue in education. The university accounts for less than 3 % of the
total education sector enrollment but still shares more than a quarter of the whole education
budget. Until very recently, the university used to use one third of the country's education
budget. In 1984-85, 33. 74 % of the total education budget was allocated to Tribhuvan
University, which continued to be 33.41 % in 1985-86, 28.42 % in 1986-87, 23.37% in 198788 and 21.3 % in 1988-89 (Educational Statistics of Nepal at a Glance, MOEC, 1987). The
other equity issue is that the University fees are just slightly more than the secondary school
fees in the rural areas. It is also notable here that on top of the school fees that parents have
to pay, secondary schools are funded by the communities in the form of building
construction, fund raising, and other activities. If the government wants to distribute the
limited resources to other sectors of education, it has to seriously think about cutting the size
of the university.
CONCLUSION
If a new structure of education is designed just because the previous one is not working,
then the new system needs to be carefully planned and effectively implemented. In the
recent history of Nepal's education system, most changes have been made in order to
confront the problems of the old system. But in the recent past, the new changes seem to
deteriorate the situation even more. Educational policy makers in Nepal need to learn a hard
lesson from what happened with the National Education System Plan of 1971. The plan was

Sanskrit is one of the oldest languages in the world. The national language Nepali
comes from sanskrit. There is also a separate Sanskrit University in Nepal.
1
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a risky experiment, an overly optimistic and unrealistic scheme.
For many years, like other developing countries, Nepal also has struggled around the
issues of quantity versus quality of education. The issue is not that one is less important than
the other. Rather, an educational challenge to acquire both. Educational opportunity should
be available to all school-aged children. Expansions of schools needs to be promoted.
Additionally, the quality of education should be maintained with high standards in order to
produce skilled manpower needed for the development of the country.
The Basic Needs Program introduced in 1985 seems like just another political slogan. In
order to achieve the goal it has set, the program will need strategic long range planning and
careful implementation techniques. So far, the program has not achieved the goal it should
have achieved by now. Since the introduction of the program, the country has been facing
very hard financial and political crises.
The country's political system also plays an important role in the development of
education. Although the Panchayat System seemed dedicated to expand the education in the
country, many flaws of this system were reflected in the education sector also. Under this
political system, the education sector was not free of government bureaucracy, and increasing
corruption.
If examined critically, the structural changes that have taken place in the education system
of Nepal have flip-flopped many times. The recent decision of the government to make 5
years of primary and another 5 years of secondary education takes the country back to 1955
when the Nepal National Education Planning Commission (NNEPC) had recommended the
same structure. The recent approval of ~he 10+2 system reminds one of the report of the
All-Round National Education Committee (ARNEC) of 1961, which had identified and
recommended more than 10 years of secondary education.

NESP, in it's first phase during 1971-1976, introduced a semester system in the higher
education sector, which did not last long. Since the semester is demolished, the structure of
higher education is once again very similar to what it used to be during the sixties.
It would be harsh to say that education in Nepal has gone backward, but if the facts are
carefully examined, the country has wasted and lost many years. The education sector is still
struggling through the same issues that are similar to those of the fifties and the sixties.
Issues like the need of a good teacher training institution, development of a curriculum
suitable to produce the needed manpower, and raising the quality of education have always
been there. After 40 years, today the country is still looking for an education system which
will serve the needs of the people and the country. The new political system, which is less
than a year old, will not be able to turn around everything overnight, but if political stability
is maintained and the economic conditions are improved, education development may well
move in a successful direction.
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Introduction
Video is hardly a new technology in education nor has its use been
restricted to industrialized countries (Alvarado, 1988).

It is well known to

many educators since 1969 when the first EIAJ standard, black and white "pot'tapak" video tape recorders and cameras became available on the mass market. Recent
advances in design and falling prices have again pushed video into the mainstream
current of educational technologies along with computers, another technology
influencing program designers. Video, as recordable videotape and as digita:
interactive laser disc media, is certainly a key player in the "information
revo l u ti on" .
Coincidental with the evolution of video technology as a communications
tcol in education are participatory communication strategies in education and
extension programs.

A desire to not let technology dominate the expression of

indigenous knowledge - and the constraints of limited funding - has also led
practitioners to use decidedly non-technologically dependent forms of media such
as traditional drama, dance, music, and visual the arts.

Experience with these

media forms have generated much interest over the past two decades and have shown
great potential for involving community audiences in develooment activities.
Partly due to trends in the electronics industry, particularly the tall-ng
prices offered to non-professional markets and the increasingly simplified design
characteristics of the technology itself, video is now a common component to be
found in many existing and proposed educational development projects.

As with

computer technology and other audio visual aids however, knowledge about +.he
actual

use of the hardware has not kept

educational

activities.

Characteristics

pace with its inclusion
of

the

media

suggest

in

new

certa111

possibilities which must be explored if a larger understanding about the effects
of such technology on educational projects and their participants are to emerge.
One such possibility involves the combination of video as a recordable media with
more immediate, event-oriented popular media such as village drama.

This

pape~

describes one such attempt to combine two forms of communication; Video fieid
production of a scripted "movie" and popular participatory village drama.
Preceding the case example is an exploration of relevant issues on the use of
technology in education and development communication.
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Media, education and development.
The past two decades have seen the introduction and growth of many types
of education and extension projects aimed at fostering more participation in
development.

Development educators working in extension based sectors such as

agriculture and health have recognized that simple diffusion models which sought
to disseminate technical information from research centers and laboratories to
the rural or urban recipient were not being effective (Davis-Case/FAO, 1989).
Models of participatory education and extension broadly hold that education and
development processes directed at rural or urban populations require their
participation

in a two-way exchange of

involvement,

while

development,

empower

legitimizing
community

knowledge and

resulting
members

to

actions
resolve

information.

aimed

at

conflicts

Such

prc-sociai
inherent

in

traditional and modern aspects of their societies.
The use of various types of media hardware to faci 1i tate communication has
a lengthy history and wide geographic application.

In general, the use of auaio

visual

on

devices

communication.

has

followed

practices

based

well-known

,nodels

of

While development communicators were concerned in the 1960s and

1970s with the appropriateness of various media technology and "locus of ccnt;-ol ·
(Evans, 1976), the style of communication remained basically one-way or "limited
interactive" in the sense that communicators focused more intentlv on effective
ways of using the media to present knowledge through pre-packaged ana designed
software.

As

new

approaches

participatory models of

rural

to

communication

development,

emerged

communicators

1n

tandem

with

began using

t~e

available media and searching for new media forms which would heip faci ii tate
development efforts; Forms which would basically hand over the process of cnange
to those most immediately involved.
Included in some of the newly discovered, or rediscovered, media forms
were popular and indigenous folk media such as song, dance, story-telling or
"oral literature", and drama.

Folk

media,

or

traditional

media

as

it

is

sometimes known, is one type of media form which blends well with participatory
approaches since the media comes from indigenous and already understood forms of
communication. The use of performance oriented folk media in development efforts
is

becoming

an

accepted

communication
3

component

in

many

oroj~cts.

--he

participatory nature of these media re-inforce the communication goals which aim
at involving rural (and urban) people rn "self-determined change" (Davis-Case,
"Theatre for Development" is an example of an approach which uses

1989).

improvised drama and community discussion to raise awareness and stimulate action
plans for specific development outcomes such as improving community sanitation
(Kamlongera, 1988). Such popular theater activities with pro-social development
messages are already being used in numerous projects and communities around the
globe.

In Malawi this approach is well known in the health sector.
Photography, film, and video in particular are other media forms wnicr1 have

lent themselves, with various degrees of success, to field based communicatior
and development activities. Falling prices in video technology has re-introducec
video to budget minded development planners as they learn about easier to use,
less

expensive

models

of

video

cameras

and

recorders.

This

increased

availability with improved and proven adaptation to rugged field conditions in
many rural areas (Calvelo Rios, 1989) has led also to the emergence of this
medium in many development communication activities.
Linking Drama and Video Production
,As

early TV broadcasting was live, theatrical productions were a naturn

target for prngramming.
the studio.

They were rehearsed and could be easily controlled 'n

With the advent of videotape recording, set location and s-:::udio

acting became a mainstay of video programs.

Long established routines for cinema

film production remained part of the television broadcast industry . .At the :ithetend of a media continuum from such control led and rehearsed productions are
process" events where final performances are not an end unto themselves bui:: a
means of achieving certain patterns of communication with an intended audience.
At this far outpost of communications strategies the line between "perfcrmer'
"audience"

is often blurred;

the curtarn between

ar~d

the performed stor-v :ma

immediate reality dissolves.
Because the issue of control is central to the use of the technology, video
has tended to gravitate towards both ends of this continuum. Typi ca 11 y it is
either used as a tool for acquiring visual images and sound fer finished stories
with closed endings or it is used as a participatory communications tool,
4

allowing the expression of unknown realities through visua·1 and aud10 content.
If such approaches are not mutually exclusive then there ough1 to be a region
somewhere in-between where popular theatre, or any participatory communications
activity, can work along-side of a more traditional media production process; An
area where the advantages of both approaches can be realized to the benefit of
those involved.
The following case example begins to explore this area.

It describes what

happens when you try to bring these two different approaches to communications
together in a single production.

One approach employs well known techniques for

film production - with a hierarchical arrangement of participants - while the
other draws on participatory drama techniques characterized oy open-ended
dialogue coupled with community action.

The first approach typically focuses on

the final product as the goal of the activity while the second engages a process
as

a

means

of

involving

participants

in

communication

about

their

own

surroundings and community life.
POPULAR DRAMA AND VIDEO PRODUCTION IN MALAWI
The Country of Malawi

Malawi is a land-locked country in the south-central region of Africa.

It

is a long narrow country running north to south along the western shore of iake
Malawi, the southern most of the three great lakes

Africa's rift val lev.

in

Dependant on overland trade routes to seaports, Malawi nas suffered economicaily
in the past decade as a result of the prolonged civil war between rightist REN/I.HO
rebel

forces

and

the

formerly

neighboring Mozambique.

quasi-Marxist

FRELIMO

government

army

The conflict has disrupted overland travel by train

in
o;~

road to the nearest harbors forcing overland trade long distances up from South
Africa

through

Zimbabwe

and

Zambia or

down

from

Tanzania.

The

added

transportation cost and the influx of massive numbers of Mozambique refugees has
crippled the economy which relies primarily on the foreign exchange earnings of
the country's tobacco and tea crops.
Education in Malawi is fairly typical of most countries in Africa being
comprised of primary, secondary and tertiary systems heavily dependant on exam
based matriculation.

The government supports a University wnich is composed of
5

four constituent colleges; Bunda College of Agriculture; Chancellor College which offers a Liberal Arts and Science curriculum and is the sole secondary
teacher training college as well; The Polytechnic in Blantyre; and Kamuzu College
of Nursing - which maintains a number of campuses and training centers around the
country.

In addition to these there are a number of primary teacher training

colleges, a College of Natural Resources, College of Forestry, and the Malawi
Institute of Education which is a primary teacher training and cur·riculum
development center.

Most of the above institutions have been either built

completely or are heavily subsidized through World Bank loans,

u~,JESCO

project

grants, or through bi-lateral aid programs.

Video in Malawian Education.
Although the nation has no broadcast television system as of this wr1ting,
video technology is known through the ubiquitous VCR found in many homes of the
well to do and through video cameras and recorders which have been provided to
numerous institutions and organizations throughout the country.

Video was first

brought into the education system in 1974 through a grant from a tobacco industry
foundation

which

has

indeoendence in 1965.

supported

a

number

of

education

activities

since

This early equipment was comprised of portable, black and

white, reel to reel video tape recorders, cameras and related cables, monitors
and switching gear.
In

a

period

of

expansion

of

the

tertiary

education

system,

more

sophisticated video technology was added to be housed in a purpose built
facility.

The generalized rationale for this input at the time was ''to improve

the quantity and quality of secondary teacher training". The Audio Visual Centre
at Chancellor College was completed in 1984 as part of the third IDA educat1on
sector credit.

A small complement of audio and visual

included in the initial equipment package.

teachiny aids were

Far outweighing these however both

in cost and quantity are an inventory of video production equipment.

The

building design is based on commonly accepted TV and video studio specifications.
There is little doubt, based on documents from the International Development
Association and correspondence between the Estates Development Officer· for the
University and a UNESCO advisor that what was desired and eventually built at the
current site was a video production facility (Mccurry, 1991 ).
6

While video was intended and had been used to support particular exercises
in the teacher training program, other uses began to emerge.

By 1988 video haa

become a familiar tool in various development activities around the country.
Such uses as documenting village community development activities and production
of simple training materials for extension work are becoming wel

1

known parts of

the education and development landscape of Malawi. At the center of much of this
activity was the Audio Visual Centre at Chancellor College which offered training
to

participants from various non-government

organizations and

housed

the

equipment necessary for producing professional quality video material.
FAO/UNDP Project MLW/86/020 '"Assistance to Forestry Sector - Malawi"
Under a joint agreement signed in 1986 the government of Malawi anrJ the
Food and Agriculture Organization of the UN have worked to strengthen the
forestry sector of the nation.

Inputs into the sector have included numerous

overseas training opportunities for Malawi Department of Forestry offic1ais,
custom designed database and management software, computers, a Community Forestry
component which exemplifies good community forestry practice through a number

01'

model village projects, and inputs to strengthen the training of the forestry
field extension staff.

In this latter input, audio visual equipment, includ1ng

some video gear and two expensive, audio visual equipped "'(oyota Land cr-uisers
were donated to the department.
A Video Approach to Forestry Extension
The chief project officer initiated a "media approach" to extension wh·cr'
would involve the development of what came to be viewed by project adminisuators
as a "feature film" on the effects of rapid deforestation which is taking place
in Malawi.

The project developed a script described in the fol lowing brief

synopsis:
A rural farmer, who is also headman of his village, and his famil:1
are visited by a wealthy uncle from one of the urban areas.

The

uncle persuades the farmer to turn the surrounding woods into quick
profit to better himself and his family by cutting available forest
land and selling the trees to him to be re-sold (at even greater
profitJ as fuelwood in the city. Years of this practice results in
7

the devastation of available woodlands surrounding the v11 lage.
When a group of hungry, desperate tree cutters approach one of the
remaining "sacred" trees in the village, a retired school teacher is
killed as he struggles to protect the tree from the axe.

In a state

of mourning the villagers seek the advice of an elder who advises
the making of a ritual sacrifice to appease the spirits.

After this

fails, and the village is at the point of starvation, Forestry
Department extension agents, having heard of the dilemma, arrive to
advise the villagers on proper extension methods to conserve and regenerate their woodlands.
Project officers from the forestry sector approached the Auaio '/1sua.1
Centre at Chancellor College to seek their assistance in the proauction of the
movie, utilizing the video production facilities and student actors and actresses
from the col"lege's Fine and Performing Arts department. After initial agreements
were reached, rehearsals began and preparation for the field production oegan.
Selection of the village location.
The vi 1 lage which became the scene of the video production was al :3c or'e 2f
nine pilot villages in the Community Forestry PrQject scheme managea uncer the
FAO sector assistance program. The village was chosen primarily due to 'ts nearty
location to the college.

Although this provided the production crew of a

convenient location, there were numerous limitations latent in Hie lccat<on
choice. First, the story line of the original scr1ot dictated that the viliage
appear desolate after years of destructive cutting of its forests.

The v111age

used as a location, as well as Malawi in general, is actuality r·ather wei ·
forested although the rate of cutting and population growth could change that
the next few decades.

Secondly, as was learned much later. the v1l age

posed something of a "problem" for pro)ect admimstrators.

Some

~ l

memo~rs

r~sist:ance

·.J

the project had developed over the practice of payment for productivity 1nvolvea
in the "self--help" portion of the community forest nursery and woodlot.

What2v~r

the reasons, the village was to some degree hostile to the proJect, ccoperat1rg
wi:h the production activities mostly out of curiosity and because the pro1ect
represented a higher authority government to which they had little choice out to
cooper·ate.
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Although the production of the film was conceived as a feature fi im, shot
against

the natural

backdrop of an African village,

the student

actors and

actress to be involved in the production, and their faculty leader, had from the
beginning a somewhat different notion of what

their

involvement was

co~rse.

Students at the college who take drama do so mostly as an elective
of

the senior students involved

in drama are also part of

to be.
Most

the Theatre

to

Development program which trains participants in participatory drama technicuP::..
This program has been highly successful

and

has been ..;oopted by other·

a.1d

agencies in the country, particularly in the heal-'::;1 sector, both to communicate
specific

development

messages

and

:o

train

other

drama

groups

'JSing

:r1i;:::,

technique. While a feat•... ,·e film approach would have required professional acrnr-s
and actresses to memorize,

verbatim,

the provided script,

Mtengo Wa Moye from the beginning started to take on more
popular drama for development approach.

the prcduc:,on of

character~stics

This divergent approach resulted

of a
scme

i11

contradictions in the production process and became evident in the course of the
production.

Although there were many, the central contradiction broke fcrth
issue of how the story was to end.
ending where

the

extension

aro~nc t~e

The provided script rndicated a "c-iosed,

agents

represented

in

the

ti lm wer·e

to

cc:

u-:e

providers of necessary knowledge by which the vi 11 age members in H1e story - 'lno

by assumption did not have the knowledge lamentable

situat1on.

This

clearly

communication which contradicted

would be able

reflected

an

to correu

approach

to

the1:·

e tension

the participatory approach promot:::a

1

n

me

popular drama activities of the college group. Although attempts were m1de to
resolve this issue before the actual production, no i'inal decision was rn:1c:e Jr:
the ending until shoot1ng had actually started.

The production of "Mtengo Wa Moyo"
Before the actual
village

headmen

in

recording had started the story was presented t::>

a shortened,

"Theatre

for

Development"

forma-::.

At

t~1e

mis

particular event, one of the village members raised an issue about the forestrv
project. Under the impression that the project would not allow him to cut the
tr·ees which he had planted as part of the village woodlot orogram, the vii 1ac;e
man

dir~ected

questions

about

who

controlled

the wood

towards

some

prn}ect

officers attending tr1e drama presentation. Such an outburst, usuaily encouraged
by the actors in participatory theatre, was thought to be a confrontational
challenge to authority in this context and was quickly quieted by the village
headman.

This initial presentation revealed some uncertainty acout rhe ending

and purpose of the story i tse 1f.
woodlands was easy to reach.

Agreement over the necessity of conserving

Resolving issues of control of the woodlands and

the pilot village woodlot was not going to be easy.
Preparation for the action to be filmed turned out to be another area Nhicn
dev;ated from known video field production techniques for dramatic productions.
The students had memorized the basic dialogue and action for- each scene to
provide a framework for what became 1arge1 y an improvised performance oni::;e or.
location. The chief project officer and author of the script, wno was not fluent
in the local language which was being used the film dialogue, was largeiy unaware
of the improvised nature of each scene.

The action largely reflected the story

1ine of the original script but included additional, ad lib dialogue.
Malawian student actors and their

faculty director maintained

that

The
these

inclusions were in the interest of "cultural appropriateness", suggesting that
tne original script was somehow less than appropriate to the intended

;;_ud~eno~.

In retrospect, what at first appeared to be mis-communication surrouna1ng
expectations over how the production was to proceed and what the final product
should look like, the entire production precess began to resemble a struggle of
wi 11 s, each with a determined out l cok affecting the process.

·-:-he

'.)r"JJ

ect

director was mainly concerned with the completion of a finishea rnin'-dtama.
Details of how the finished material was to be used in the extension program
always unclear.

The students,

wer~

long usec to a particular technique learned

through their Theatre for Development program, had a difi'icult time 2daoung Io
the mot i ans of what one American tectmi cal advisor termed
Mangochi".

Ho 11 ywood goes to

The author of this paper, piaying the role of production .3upervisor,

was interestea in the dynamics of participatory media used in a village locatrnn
and was continuously frustrated in the role of unwilling negotiator between tne
forestry project staff and the college video production crew.

Reconciling the

two camps forced the question about the feasibility of merging
1jrama with more common approaches to video production.
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part~cipatory

Several examples of what can be only described as de facto pc.rtiCJpat1on
occurred during the production.
would f i 11 dual roles.

On reviewing the day's shoot however,

that this would not work.
elder

in the village"

Initially it was thought that some of the actors
it became c i ear

Two of the needed characters in the s-::ory, a

and a wife to one of

the principal

wise

characters,

were

developed into roles to be filled by willing volunteers from the village.

The

young woman who played the wife's part in one scene did so with remarkaole talent
and authenticity.

An elderly man who volunteered at the request of some vi

l~age

members played the part of a Gago (wizened older person).

In his scene, a group of actors approach to seek h:s counsel regaraing
(fictional)
timberlands.

bad

times on which the village has fallen after cutting ne<.:.Yoy

The old man proceeds to offer an oral history of t1e village wr1cn

points out, among other things,
actual

t>1e

that such drought and bad ti mes \. 1 n rec: 1 i ty,
He goes on to tel 1 rnem aoout

events) had hit the village before.

c..~

sacrificial ceremony that they must make if they are to restore good orfjer to tr-:e
vii 1age.

The detai 1s of the ceremony were incorporated into a new scere ·,vr11 er:

was shot later, again with village "extras" filling in the crowd scenes.

The di rector ·of the student group, having himself ccndtXtE::d r·E,sear·c·1

1!

t:=

or-al history in his country, was amazed at playing back the tape dur·rng ed1i::rns;.
The

information offered

videotaping,

~ntended

to

by

the

old

caoture

man

only

was
a

previously

f'ctional

inadver-tently recorded the recollections and cultural
generation in that region of Malawi.

undocumented.

scene

for

the

The
~ov1e.

knowledge of J.n uic,,r

Fiction and reality. fo,· that one noment,

blurred beyond easy descriotion.

Lessons learned.
7

he main lesson should be obvious.

That there snouid be absoluI? c·a:·c::•

at the beginning of such a production as to what type of production process ·s
being employed as well as what the ultimate use of the finished product will oe.
In this case i:: was agreed early on that

the eventual

use of

the fin1snec

production tape would have a larger role to play in e;<tension communccat1on.
use of the tape apoears now to have been less of a concer-n than its
as a "2howoiece" for project administrators. The quality of the
11

: "e

com~)let·or·

-·;na~

orndLct

also reflected both the production process and the limitations inher·ent in tr'e
equipment available and therefore fell short of the expectations surrounding a
"feature film·.

It has been noted elsewhere that participatory media processes

often result in productions which have a different quality about them (Stuart,
1988).

If the desired production was to be strictly a dramatic rilm snot en
location in the field then the technical

limitations of the availaoie media

should have been considered more carefully.

Funding

-~or

a professional

fil1:·

production company should have been secured before the initiation or the fie[(]
activities.

As a piece of locally produced extension media the video cert::i.ir1y

meets requisite technical standards for local re-play on available VHS machines.
As a 'featur-e film' on forestry however, with an expected internat10nal aud<E:tict:-,
the video failed to meet commonly accepted technical standards.

The most positive characteristic of

the exercise 'Nas the potent1a;

linking popular theater with video production.

i·1

Theatre for Development otfer-s

an appropriate folk media for two-way communication of a wide variety of issues.
The process is noted for exciting audiences, animating discussions regardrng ffe
themes presented in the drama, and assisting in the formation o:' v1 I la9e ::i.ct·or·1
groups or plans responding to the raised issues.

Video media has recently ·)eer·

noted for its ability to stimulate discussion and as a 'cross-transfer' medium,
showing village participants at one location what
thinking and articulating about

similar

those of another area are

issues and concerns

(Stuart,

~·:JC.SJ.

,vhile Theatre for Develcpment is an immediate process involving a commur11catic:1s
event as it happens, video as a recorded medium has some degree cf pennanence.
Combining

these

two

approaches

opens

larger

potentials

if

the

essential

characteristics of each can be fully uti li:ed.

Had this production been truly 'participatory', along the lines of other
such experiences in southern Africa as noted by Tomaselli (1989) and Cr1t1cos
(1989),

the village participants would have played a larger, or at least more

integrated rnle in what are usually termed 'post-production' activities sucn as
editing, titles, distribution etc.

Like most development situations however.

there were many outstanding circumstances which combine to form
12

tr"'

over a• l

communication strategy taken towards the production.

The involvement of tne

chosen village, the availability of a video production facility, the terms under
which each of these entities would work together, all played integral part i
forming the eventual whole of the project.

1

Certainly there were differing opinions about the role of the media itself
in completion of the project. On one side it appeared as a straight-forward film
production using the village as a convenient (although remote) backdrop.

Cn the

other side there was the use of a student theater group trained in Theatre for
Development techniques and a production director with a strong participatory
communication bias. As the project was planned from the outset as a stra1gntforward film production, elements of participation were gradually 1ntroo~ceo
during the pre- and post-production processes.

This meant tnat the execution of

the proJect itself was coooted by "key players

in attempts to steer the

production process in the direction of a particioatory community develcpment
activity.

What transpired producea a final product, the 75 minute video. which

reflects some degree of village participation, use of local production facilities
and talent, and the struggle to eliminate a "finished" ending to a stor•1.
Conclusion.
Although this is more than just a 'process vs. product' story.

~his

may bP

the best way to characterize what actually happened as a result of the
effort.

Clearly there were the goals from the beginning of the production

the end product would be a finished 'feature film' on Community Forest:-y.
traffic between Rome and the proJect office verify this percept·or.

who~e
tna~

Cable

~ow

tnat

product was to be eventually used however remained largely unexplored at the tome
of pre-planning and after the field production itself.

On the oc:ner r1and cne

student actors, their faculty director, the college AV crew members, and th2 FAO
audiovisual consultant were interested in the process of launching

sue~

a

v1 i lag9

based production and what its possible effect on communicating forestry issLles
to the village participants might be.
begin the production.

This bias definitely fueled the desire ta

The process, in this latter view, was defrnit,vely mor9

interesting to the students and video production crew and necessary 1n
minds to the creation of a useful and locally appropriate final oroduct.

13

the1~

While the production efforts yielded a 75 minute vicjeo drama
language,

much more was gained

in

communications proJect of this nature.

the process of engaging

in

in

:he locai

a vi 11 age

The technical asoects of the product1on

proved the efficacy of using the available production facilities and equipment
for creating locally produced media.

Drama, as a truly indigenous form of

expression, is a very appropriate media to use in Malawi for a variety of
educational and development messages.

Participatory involvement of the village

audience in the video production at this level is limited by fol!owing standard
oroduction techniques, although the memoers of the ''local set· added greatly to
the value of the product.

This could be seen during viewings or the tin1sr•eu

video which occurred about six months later at the village product1011 site.

At

the production village and at other villages it was often che perrormances of the
true village actors that brought the most animated response from the crowds wno
came to view the video and discuss the message.

For wh1le the v1deo prnduc::1on

did not get the local distribution it deserved, it was far better received

by

the

local population. who's taste for reality outweighed their· expectations of
technical quality.
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in Me~~,a

Towards a Model of Collaborative Development: Issues and Practice
in Malawian Literacy Instructor Training Curriculum Development
by Bonnie B. Mullinix
The fol lowing pages contain a model of a process of collaborative development
that has been developed over the last 5-6 years and refined and rield-tested
for the last three years during its use tor 5 ditrerent purposes in the
Southern African country of Malawi. It has been used to develop proiect
proposals, training curricula, resource handbooks, evaluation models and
instruments, and other products which benefit from multiple individual inouts
and team development strategies.
This model is followed by a description of
a proiect that involved application of the modei in three separate out r·eiated
series of workshops designed to develop and supoort a National Tr-aining
Curriculum and Supoort Materials for Functional Literacy Instructors in
Ma 1awi.
PHASES AND STEPS IN THE ffiLLABORATIVE

!1EVELOPMENT

~ESS

GOJPING ANO

SUPF'Cf?T

STl~ATEGIES

TR.ANBIT!ONAL FOCUS GHEr.KpnI!\ITS

1-'HA;:)t: ONE: Deciding What is to be Done
This phase may be carried out by pre-estab.lished planners or funders, an ao
hoc group of interested individuals, or the actual qroup of individuals who
will participate in the collaborative develooment project (the latter be1nq
preferable but occasionally impractical during early stages). Regardless or
the composition of the planning group. facilitation of the collaborative
development process should begin by helping the group to:

1)

Identify Goals and Participants for the
Collaborative Effort - Key individuals
should meet and design the activity (set
initial goals. objectives, time frame,
etc.), identity resources/individuals
interested/needed.
Plan the Background for the Collaboration Decide when, where and how the key oortion
ot the co.llaborative activity will take
place.

PHASE

T\'tO:

3)

Get People Together - Bring everyone
identified as part of the team physically
together to be oriented to and agree to
participate in the project.

Large group or smal I
initial planning qrouo

Large group or srnal i
initial planning qrouo

Developing the Idea
Large group

4i

Generate Initial Topics/Information Relevant
to the Task - Encourage all members of the
project team to contribute ideas and topics.
Beginning with a brainstorming activity
helps members begin to realize how
individuals will contribute to the
collaborative develooment of the product.

Agreement

Large group--smal i qroup

"Towards a Model For Col laborat;ve Development ... "

5)

6)

Col"lectively Organize the Intormation Group the information/topics into related
clusters or similar categories. Develop
descriptive titles for each category that
encompass all topics within the category.
Create an overview of the Project - Use the
topics and categories to outline goals
objectives, general sections of the product
or project.

PHASE THREE: Detailing the Product
7)

8)

9)

Upgrade Group Skins - Provide theoretical
background, sills and practical guidelines
to team members where necessary to supoort
their productive and meaningful
participation in activities new to them
(planning, writing. evaluating, editing,
curriculum design, materials development.
research, etc.)
Begin to Detail the Proiect - Produce an
outline of the main points using what ever
format seems most appropriate (actual
detailed outline. design summary, primary
and implementing questions. initial
sketches, story board, etc. J
Create a Detailed First Draft - Develop the
detailed version of the actual product
(session plans. project proposal,
research/evaluation instruments and
guidelines, detailed drawings and text,
video. etc.).

PHASE FOJR: Field-based Testing and Evaluation
10)

11 )

Develop Guidelines for the Pre-testing ot
the Product - Identify who should be looking
for what, when, where and how. Develop
simple instruments to be used during the
pre-testing (evaluation sheets, observation
forms, questionnaires, reading and comment
guides. etc.)
Field Test of the Product - Pre-test the
product. Subiect it to the basic field
conditions it will encounter and observe
what happens. Record observations on a
r-equl ar basis.

oage 2

Large group--small grouo

small group--individuals
Commitment

Tra11?itiQ_nal Cr1eckpornt l;_xpand_ FOCl.J.S - veri fv
sma 11 grouo
I

\

individual--large group
Networking

sma 11 qrouo
I
\
individual--larqe crouo
Transitionai Checkooint E)(parn::l Focus - ver-i ry
sma 11 qrouo
I

\

individual--large group
Agreement. comm7 tment.
Networkrnq
Tran$iti9nal Checkpaint GQmpact Focus - edit
small group
I

\

individual--iarge 9rouo
Tran?itionai Checkp01nt Expand Focus - ver1ry
sma 11 group
I
\
individual--large qroup

"Towards a Model

12)

ror Co7 laborahve Develooment ... "

oaae 3

Con ect and Ana I vze Resu I ts - Organ i z e and
analyze the results from the pre-testing
activity. Prepare presentation of the
results in a form and format that is
informative and easily used to support
modification.

sma 1 l qroup
I
\
individual--large grouo

Tran$itiqnal Checkpoint Compact. Focljs - analyze

PHASE FIVE: Fina-ii ze the Product
13)

14)

Modify the Product based on the Results of
the Pre-Test - Use results from pre-testing
as a basis tor changing sections of the
product that were ill received or
ineffective.
Get Group Consensus on Worth of Activity and
Quality of the Final Product - Conclude
proiect bv reviewing steps taken and product
produced allowing team members to comment on
both activity and product.

sma I 1 qroup
I

\

( i ndi vi dual )-- I arqe cirnuo
Transitional cneckpoint Compact Focus - eait
Large grouo

Groupinq Strategies
For collaborative development to progress productively. there must oe a
creative balance between individual, smal 1 group and large grouo activities.
Each grouping strategy is particularly effective at key ooints in the orocess.
as shown above. The use of grouoing strategies can be best unaerstood in
terms of tasks that are most suited to different qroup sizes.
Individual - Detailed production tasks:
Team Member
Small Grouo /Sub Team

~Jetworkinq

writing drafts. comolex idea
development or detailing.

and General Production Tasks: qeneratinq qenerai
·
ideas. sharing information. keeoino
individuals on track and simole
writing.

Large Grouo - Consensus and Approval Tasks: generating main themes. checkinq
/Team
that individual and smal I group work
is correct and comolete.

SUooorting Collat>oration
As indicated in the model shown above. at key points throughout the
orocess. the following activities should be carried out to suooort
co 11 aboration among team members.
•

Agreement - Get agreement from participants as to how steps in the
process wi I I proceed; although basic assumptions and goals should be
clear trom the start. the details of how the collaborative develooment
will be carried out should as well be a collective process 1 larqe group
provides agreement).
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•

Commitment - Get specific commitment for individual contributions at key
points (individual makes commitment to large group).

+

Networking - Network individuals to encourage collective development ot
sections, ideas, etc. (facilitated through formation of smal I qroups ano
development of individual skills/knowledge/interest networking charts).

Transitional Focus Checkpoints
At ~<ey points throughout the process there is often a need to either
expand or compress the input in to the product. Periodically, at these
transitional checkpoints, input should be either expanded bevond the basic
develooment team or narrowed to a single team member or smal I sub team.
Expanded Focus -

However wide the representation on the pro1ect team, it is
important to have individuals who are knowledgeable or the
content and issues but are outside the process review what
has been done.

Compacted Focus - If a written product is a goal ot the process, then it 1s
important for an editor or small editing sub team to rev1ew
and edit the writing of the team to ensure consistencv 1n
style and clarity in presentation.
Key Tasks and Roles of the Facilitator(s)
The facilitator will most likely be an active oarticipant in the
development of the desired product and may actually contribute content ana
individual work along with other participants. In qenerai. nowever. tne
l'aci iitator's role is to organize the collaborative develooment activities 30
that the group can work toqether in the most productive manner-. Thev shou I \:J
be responsible. at a minimum ror performing the fol iowinq tasks:
Task

Question Answered

Providing an Organizing Framework
(The Model)

How will we reach our goal?

Providing Basic Information
(Training/Technical Assistance)

What information ao we need in oraer
to complete the task at hand'?

Organizing Communication Channels
(Collaborative Networkinq)

How wi 11 we worl~ toqether to exchanqe
intormation and reduce redundancv as
we produce our product?

Col iaborative Development of Training Curricula and Handbooks tor
Malawian Functional Literacy Instructors
Tr1e model described above was implemented three times during 1990-1'::191 workino
with teams t rom the Ma I awi Government Ministry of Community Set·vi ces to
develoo tt-aininq pt·oqrams. suooort and materials Tor runctional Liter·acv
Instructor·s thr·ouqhout the country. Two or the orocJucts were cleve loped 1 n 311
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overlapping and integrated series of workshops to support the col 1aborat10n
between teams that would al low the materials to be complementary and
integrated in design and content. The fol lowing oages describe the products
and processes that were used in this collabOrative development activity.
The end result of 10-12 workshops and 22 phases ot project activity over a
period of 16 months were three major publications to be used in the
oreparation for and training of Functional Literacy Instructors on a National
level. These books, printed at the Malawi Ministry of community Services'
National Centre for Literacy and Adult Education in early 1991. include:
1.

Train1nq /11anua l for Trainers of Functiona 7 Li reracy Instructors - a

detailed guide for use by trainers of Functional Literacy Instructors
containing 11 content areas and 36 session plans. an introduction to the
Functional Literacy Instructor National (FLIN) fraininq Curriculum ano
an Appendix with reference notes for the trainers. The comprehensive
session plans provide titles, times. purposes and obiect1ves. detai is
regarding techniques and content as wel I as attachments for use during
the training course. This book is designed to be used in coniunct10n
with the Instructors Handbook (Uphun21ts1 M'Sukulu Zakwacna1 which
contains al 1 handouts and relevant materials needed by instructors
during the course of the training (182 pages, text in English - aesignea
to be implemented in Chichewa).
2.

Uohunzitsi M'SUkulu Zakwacha: Buku Lothandiza M{:)hunzitsi wa SUkuiu
ZakWacha (Teaching in the Functionai Literacy Programme: an
Instructor's Hanabook) - a comprehensive illustrated handbook for-

use bv
Functional Literacy Instructors durinq their 2 week training orientation
and as a field guide when they return to their vi I lage. This r1andoook
is broken into 13 chapters with sections corresponding to particular
portions ot the Traming Manual (100 pages. text rn ChichewaJ.
:L

Training of Trainer's Guide - a guide for use by master trainers when
orienting trarne1-/supervisors to the FLINT Curriculum ( Trainrng Manua;
ano Instructor's Hanobook).
This guide contains 11 content areas 31-ici ;:'.6
session pians with detailed descriptions oT how each session should be
presented over the two-week Tra 1ni ng of Tra1 ner 's course. !lie gu·1 ae was
designed to support a training which modeled nontormal traimnq
techniques used in the Traming Manuai. provided ski I ls and inrorrnation
needed by any trainer, and fam1 liarized trainers with each ana even/
session ot the Trainrng Manual. This guide was designea to be used wnn
both the Traming Manual and Instructor's Handbook ( 143 pages. text in
English - designed to be implemented in English and Chichewal.

Background on the Process
The Training Manual was developed to help improve the training OT Functional
Literacy Instrnctors throughout Malawi. It was designed. developed. pretested and modified over a period of 9 months trom March - November 1':190 as a
special proiect and part a cooperative agreement between the Ministry OT
Community Services and the 1.;erman Foundation tor International uevelopment.
Building on the original Course Outline Tor the Training of Instructors and
nine years ot experience training literacy instructors, a pro1ect team OT 16
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people worked to develop a detailed training curriculum and handbook Tor
tunctional literacy instructors. This team, drawn from al I levels ot the
Ministry and all parts of the country, participatea in a series oT eiqnt
workshops during which they collaboratively outlined. designed. wrote and
modified the training curriculum and handbook. Primary resoonsibi I 1 tv tor· tne
development of the Training Manual tel I to 1i individuals wno Tormed tt1e cor·e
ot the curriculum team. the team 1-esponsible for writing the Instructor
Handbook designed to accompany the Training Manual consisted of 4-6
i ndi vi aua Is. and tt1e Tra i ni nq ot Trainers team OT 6 was ou I I ed se i ected r ro111
bot1"1 teams based on demonstrated tr·arning expertise. regional r·epn~sentat10n
and knowledge of the existing materials.
fhe Tr-a in 1 nq /v/anua i and instructors Hanobook were designed. deve i ooed. pr·etes ted amJ mo<jitied over a period of 9 months from March to i'Jovember, 19':30.
Because <Jt know I edge ot the process and acquired wr"it i ng and curn cu i um·
(ievelopment skills, the development ot the Training of Tramer·s Gurne anrJ
supoon mater·; a Is was comp I eted in 2 workshops within a oeriod ot I u weeKs.
The overai ! development process used consisted ot the t'ol lowrnq onase'3:

Phases of Collaborative Development ot Functional
Instructor Materials

Literacy

Instructor Curriculum development phases have a coaed crefix or C . the
handbook development phases use "H" as their prefix code. and the Tr·a1mrn ot
Trainer's Curriculum development phases can be identiTied by tt1e oreTi;<
i'._ .
rhe overal I development process used consisted or the phases Hi\Il<:<:ne•:.
Withrn each ohase there was a key activity (".1 - gener·aiiy a steo\:31 111 ;112
model! that involved a gathering OT al! team members tor coi iect1ve wor~
usually in the form of workst1ops or pre-testrng/imPiementat10n oT the
curricula and at least one fol low-up activity (*.2 - a transitional cnec1<o(jlf!I
1n the model) that involved indivioual work on the part or al i or so111e <JT rne

team.
C(H)-1.
GIHl-1 .1

Planning and Outlining the curriculum
Curriculum Planning Meeting
(3 daysJ
~b-~d Maren
t'.oti1 reams (curriculum and handbook) met tor a oeriod oT tnree
aays. During this t1me they reviewed the existing curricu1ar
outl1ne. brainstormed new too1c areas. grouoed ana oraerea roo1cs
into content areas. estimated time ot the orooosea trainrnq.
al iocated approximate training times to var10us content ar-eas.
1J1-oposed specific session titles. and develooea an overal 1
description of the training course (synocsis OT qoals. 001ect1ves.
content. etc. J.
Tooics that were not given surticient orion tv to
be inciuded in the training curriculum 1aue to iacK ot traininq
t1mei received recommendations as to imoortance tor inclusion in
the Instructor Handbook.
Team members also developed guidelrnes
for conducting an in'tormal training needs assessment witt1 ana
collecting teedback on tt1e initial description OT the orooose<J
rr-arnrnq course from coi ieaques. instructors ana iearner-s.
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Irrronna i Needs Assessment
.~or 1 1
Curriculum Team members soent aoproximately 4 weeks col lectinq
information on training needs trom col ieaques. 1nst1-uctors and
learners. They used the information to develop recommern1at1ons
tor attirmation or adaotat1on ot the curricu1um as outlined in the
initial planning meetinq.
They also collected relevant rererence
materials on the topics identified in the dratt outline.

C-2.

Designing and Drafting the curriculum

C-2.1

Curriculum O~sigti Workshqo
b-6 days)
Ju Aori i- :. i'1av
The curriculum team reviewed tindinqs trom the tieia and moairiea
content areas. topics. session plan titles and overal I description
based on these field findings.
ream members received orientation
to a variety of rbntormal frain1nq Techniaues and basic session
oian format and content. identified goals. obiect1ves and autl101-s
for individual session pians, and discussed and outlined samo1e
session plans utilizing a variety of techniaues.

C-2. 2

Indi vi duai pn~parat ion period
Mav
ream members developed dratt versions ot the session olans thev
were responsible for. makini;:i attempts to try out certain sessions
and determine how well they might work and how ionq eacr1 1111qfn
take. They also col iected any inrormatrnn that miqnt aid tnem in
the development ot session detai i (inc lud-inq lecturet:te notes;.
handouts and other training materi a Is durrnq the next won< shoo.

H-2.

Designing the Handbooks

H-2. l

First Writer's workshop
(4 days)
S-:J Mav
The Handbook Team met to review the generai desiqn ot tt1e
curriculum ias laid out in the C-2.1 curriculum (jesion worksnco1
and deve I oped a de ta i I ecJ out Ii ne ot the handbook ror inst ructo:-s
and a qeneral outline or the handbook tor super-,lisor1tra111e1-s.
Individual team members took responsibility tor handbook topics
and sections to research, write and or-qamze.

H-?.2

Individual Writing Period.
1>1av
\vriters worked individually to draft sections or the handbooK ana
collect any material that they needed tor their sect10ns.

C-3. Writing the curriculum
C-3.1

Curriculum Writing Worksnop
( 1U days)
11-:c.:2 June
Curriculum Team trnai ized traininq curriculum qoals ana
obiectives. reviewed drart session plans. worKea in smai <:ffouos
ro mod1tv session plans to ensure the use or a variet.v or
techniaues. develoos a traininq schedule. prepared al i hannout::;,
1:r-ainer's notes and training mate1-ials neeciea. ann pianned ror me
ore-testing ot the curriculum.
1
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Preparation(Duoiication OT Uratt curriculum
June-JUIY
Coordinator reviewed and edited the curri cu I um ( rra 7n mg Nanua 1
ror consistency. Ministry duplicated sufficient copies oT draTt
version for field testing.

Writinq the Instructor's Handbook

H-3. I

Second Writer-' s worksnop
( 1-11 davs)
I 8-3u .June
This workshop focussed on producing a draft version OT the
Instructor; s Handbook that cou Id be used dun nq the pr-e-test i nq or
the t raining curri cu I um.
rhi s worksnoo over l aooed the curn cu i uni
writing Workshop bv one week (as requested oy oarticrnants) re
allow both teams to meet and share materials an(i inTo;·mat10n.
Thus, handbook team members received and reviewea handouts
developed in the C-3.1 curriculum writing worksnoo ann met w1rn
aoproori ate curri cu I um team members to aeter·mi ne now tnese ini qnt
best be integrated into the Instructor's HanaoooK.
learn members
comoleted their detailed English outlines and dratted rnn1a1
Chiche~a versions ot chapters for pre-testinq.
Thev aiso
develooed suggestions tor contents ot a qenera1 eva1uat1on
instrument, cover ietter and general review samoling strateav 101evaluation of the rirst araft ot the Handbook.

H-~.2

Pre-testinq and Evaluation of Draft HandbooK
,Ju1v-Auqusc
Cooies ot the drart lnstructor-s Hanabook were oroduced and
c1rculatea for reading, comment ana review bv approor1ate
indiviauais thr·ouohout the country.
Team members col 1ect corrnnenr.s
and evaluation results for use 1n modirication or rne ur2n.

CIHJ-4.

resting the curriculum and HandbooK
t=>retestinq the Curriculum and HanaoooK
(:::: wee1<:s J
o- i 1 '-"U<.1u::-1
Terun members imoiemented the traininq curr1cuium in actuat
tra1ninq situations.
3 Regional courses were held tnat
rncoroorated representative instructor-particioants rrom eacn
aistrict or the country.
Proiect team membe1-s ( rrom oot:n teams)
were divided into 3 regional sub-teams and imolernented anrj oretested the Manua i and HanaDooK in Karonqa ( i'j l. Li 1onqwe ( c) a1HJ
Limbe (SJ.
During the pre-testing trarners met each Gav ro
discuss and modify the session plans irnoiemented ana comment c;n
usetulnessfappropriateness ot instructor hanabooK witnin tne
training context.

C-5. Modification and Revis-ion ot tne Curriculum
C-5. I

Curriculum F1naiization Workshoo
18 aays)
iU-1~ ~eotemoer
Pro1ect Team members reviewed the reedbacK and eva1uation
information qathered aurinq the ore-testinq or the Curriculum.
mod1tied tne training schedule. session plans. and otr1er asoeci:s
or the curriculum as needed: dratted quidel1nes tor use or
curr-icu1urn anc reviewed and modiried the orooosed 1r·a11111N or
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Trainers curriculum.
Oc tooer-1\1overnDer·
Editing of the Curriculum
Coordinator edited Curricuium based on recommendations rnade ciurrno
the Curriculum Finalization Workst100 in orepar·ation for rne Finai
Review Workshoo.

C-5.2

Modifyinq and Finalizing the Instructor Handb<x:>k

l+-b
H-5. I

Thi r<j Writer·' s Workshop
( 1o davs l
1- i 2 October
Handbook ream members worked together to review evaluation
t·esu its. edit. rewrite and moditv the Instructor s hancboc;,.

H-5.:.::

Edit.mg OT instructor's Handbook
rv:::vemoer·
The Instructor's Handbook was orqanizea ov tne coord1nator ann
edited DY the Ch1chewa editor and cooies were auolicateo 1ri
preoaration ror the Final Review wor~~shop.

C-6. Final Review and Acceotance of CUrricuium and Handb<x:>k
C-b.1

Fina i Review Worksnop
( 5 davs J
! ':l-23 l'-lovemoe1·
Mrnistry personnel ioin Proiect Team to review tinal drart or rLHi
Trainrnq curricuium/Trainer's Manual ana Instructor's Hanciooc+: ano
prooose final ad1ustments on content.

r·-·0. ··)

Uecernber 'j':;l•J
Final Ed1ting and Printing ot the Training Manuai
and Instructor's Hanabook- March 1':191
Coor·dinator (with assistancei finai1zes editinq or Tra1:~1rnq l'!arn1c;1
\curriculuml and Instructor's Handbook based on inour rrrni ri 1::i1
Review workshop and prepares finai cooies tor pr111tino.

'-J

1

L-

1

uecemDer ; '.:!'.·J! •
- Januarv l cJ91
Coord1nator dratted an outline Tor a rra1ning or Trainers
( inciudinq qoals. obiectives. session tooics and tr·a1nrnq
scheuu le J based on inout r1-om Pr·o·1e(~t ream.

Outiine of Training ot Trainers Curriculum

C-6.3

!C-7

Training of Trainers to Implement the curriculum - Preparai:ion

TC-7.1

Training OT Trainers Cut-ricuium Preparat1on wor·kshop
Januarv -.j-1 b. I ·J'-1 I
l 8 davs)
Training Team members (a subteam chosen trom the cun··1cuium and
handbook teams based on their traininq expertisel reviewed the
outline ot the Training of Trainers Course and designed basic
sessions to cover in two-weeks the training ski i is neened bv
trainers or Instr·uctors and how to use the Tramma 1'Vtanuai to
train Functional Literacy Instructors. Also. ~ne Te@n oroaucea
ai I necessary support materials needed ror the cr·a1mn,~.

rc:-7. 2

Printinq or Training ot Trainer Cur-r1culum
Dran version of the ToT Cw-r-icuium was prepared
the first reg·ional ToT workshop.

,Jat1uar·v.

1·.:1'.:JI

ror use dunnci
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Pre-Testing and Implementing the Training ot rrainers Curriculum
Regional Training of Trainers Workshops
Febn.Jar·v-.June l':J"::!i
Training Team members met tor three <jays to review. aa1ust anu
plan ror the imolementation of the two-week rr·arnrnq OT Trainers
course at regional levels to orient distr·ict level tra1ninq teams
(5 per district including District Literacy Coordinators.
CDA/Literacy Supervisors) to the Trarnu1g r1anua1. J.nsrructor s
Handbook and the training skills they need to ettective1v
implement the curriculum as designed.
fhe tirst Central Heqi(Al
ToT course ser-ved as a oract i ca I fie id-based ore test rng ot the
curriculum and during this time the traininq team met eacn eve111nu
to n~view the day's activities and comment on irnjivicJual
pertonnance as trainers and 1110llit1cat1ons neeaed in session
desiqn.
The cocn-dinator assisted trainers in r·ecoonizinq.
discussinq w1d improvinq their training styles and aouroacnes.
Fol lowino this rirst ToT course, ai I remainrnq courses wer·e ieTt
in the hands or the Train·inq Team to catTV out acco1-cJ1nq to me
des1cin and tt1e schedule beiow (note: the oro1ecc (;cor·cJ111atc·r·
discontinued participation ioilow1nq this rirst IOI CO\.H"Sei.
i.
1st Central Region Tor course
Februarv 18 - i•lo.rch
lpre-test. tield implementation!
March 25 - Aor1 i ~
2. 1st Southern Region ToT course
Aor1
15 - 2b
3. i'lorthern Region ToT course
May 2U - .31
4. 2nd :::iouthern Region ToT course
June 17 - 2o
5. 2nd Central Region ToT course

TC-8.1

1

TC-5.2

From

February-March
Moaitication and Finalization ot
Training ot i·rainers Curriculum
Coordinator and Tt·aining team met tor 2-3 llavs 1mmed1areiv
l"ol lowinq the tirst ToT worl<shoo to complete r·ev1ew a11u
modnicat1on ot the ToT Curricuium and Trainers Reterence
Handbook. Coordinator producecj final ver·sions oasea on tn1s
·inout.

fheoretical

Model

to Practical

1~91

Application

By matchinq the oescnptions ot the workshops and activities above with tile
111odel oresented at the beginning o"f this oaoer· it should be possible i:o :~e;-;;
how the same modei changed implementation rormat when apoiied to diHerent.
yet r·eiated. cha I lenqes.
This not onlv indicates the aoolication tlex1b1I1 tv
oi the !llOfjel. but aiso hiqhi1qr1ts the tact each context. or·oduct and ':n-ouo er
c.onstraints wi i 1 arrect the torn1 its i:iDPI icaT1on shou!U ta1<.e.
\'Jt1eri1e1- lT1~
t':ls~< is comD I e"ted wi ttl"1 n a tew weeks or 1·eau 11-es sever·a 1 months w·i 1 I CleDE:'.nc i •xi
tactor·s ranging Ii-om the tami I iari ty or part1c1pants with l"elevant contctit 3.11<.J
process w the tn.Jst and power interact·ions or part1cioant team members.
tn
the end, the el'tectiveness ot this model as a process mechanism ror
collaborative development activities is inextricably linked to the aoi litv OT
the tacilitatorls) to design appropriate implementation strateq1es based 011
the modei and informed by contextual ractors.
T.l11s oaoer was developed based on a oresentation at: the Comoarat:1ve and Internationai Eaucaronn
Soc1et_v !lorttieastern Regional Conf'enmce, Unnrersity of' Nassacnuset:ts, November 15, 1991.
The
<iuthor 11elcomes anv comments. insights or discussions surrounding the model a.nd its aoplicat'•?n.
She can be reached through the Center ror Internat:ional Education, 285 H11ls .'1ouse South,
Un1 versi ty of' Massachusetts. Amherst:, MA
01003 where she 1 s current 7 \i c:omo I et 1 nq her· Doctor a'
degree.

I.ANGUAGE DIVERSITY AND I.ANGUAGE POLICY
lli SOUIH AFRICA:
ISSUES OF &:;1UITY AND EXCEf .I.FNCE lli EDUCATION

Ti.Ioothy G. Reagan
Department of F.ducational Leadership
'!he University of Connecticut

increases, ideas subversive
of state authority may reach wider
audiences. As education becanes a
social right • • • the choice of the
language (s) in which such instruction
may occur became ix>litically dlarged.

As literacy

As

Michael Hechter

Hechter (1975: 165) suggests, language ix>licies tern, by their

nature, to l:e politically and ideologically controversial.

'!his is

especially true in the case of contemporary South Africa, where goverrunent
polcies of apartheid have not only influenced the developnent of specific
language ix>licies, b.lt have actually established the parameters within
which discussions of language issues take place.
SUpporters of existing language ix>licies in South Africa ten:i to

share the underlying assumptions about language, culture arrl race of the
Afrikaner establishlrent, as well as its concern with "group" rights.
Critics of existing language ix>licies generally reject these sarre
assumptions, often JX>Siting in their place class-based models of cultural
and linguistic difference, and stressing in:lividual rather than group

rights.

In short, it has becOire increasingly difficult to sort out

positions on specific language ix>licies in South African society without
recognizing the sociopolitical context in which they c:x::::cur.

'lhis is, to
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an extent, a very valuable developnent, since a thorough uOOerstaOOing of
any social policy requires that we have contextualized the policy.
However, where

political

the di sa1ssion of policy is allowed to becane primarily a

am ideological di saission, we risk serious distortions

umerstandi.ng of the policy.

As

in our

Kloss noted a decade ago in his study of

language policy in South Africa:
Approval or disapproval of a nation's racial, religious or
socioeconanic attitudes an:l policies nrust not, in the mirrls of
sober men, be confourrled with its achievements in the realm of
language policy. (Kloss, 1978: 10)
In my presentatinn tOOay, I will provide an examination of

contemporary language policies in the educational SIXiere in South African
'lhis examination will begin

society, keeping Kloss' observation in mini.

with an overview of the contenporary linguistic situation in South Africa
generally, followed by a brief disa1ssion of the historical develcpnent of
educational language policies in both white arxi black education in the
country.

I will then turn to a di sa1ssion arxi analysis of current

language policies an:l proposals for new language policies in South Africa
that relate to education.
'lhe Language Situation in contemporary

South

Africa:

An

OVerview

South Africa is, by western staOOards i f not by African onces, a very
diverse society in many ways, arxi this diversity is nowhere manifested
m::>re clearly than in the case of language.

In addition to the country's

two official languages (Afrikaans arxi Eo;Jlish), eleven irrligenous
languagesp five Irrlian languages, arxi a unique variety of other "illlported"
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languages are spoken.
extent

Figures

1 and

2 present sane irrlication of the

of this diversity, at least insofar as the relative dominance of

various hane languages in the country is concerne::l.

'!his picture is

further CC>Irplicated by the presence of a number of koine languages used in

the black townships, the continued use of Fanakalo in the mines, and the
existence of a number of distinct natural sign languages used by different
groups

of

deaf

people.

Although it is not possible to provide a canplete

survey of the lin:Juistic situation in cantenp:>rary South Africa here, it
is appropriate for this diversity to be briefly djc;o1ssed at this point.

Afrikaans and English are the two official languages of the Republic
of South Africa, and are constitutionally guaranteed equality of treatment
in the country.
IArt:c.h, 1 is

Afrikaans, a Germanic language derived largely fran

the native language of sane 2.6 million whites.

It is also

the native language of m:>re than 2.3 million so-called "Coloured" South
African.s, 2 though the Afrikaans that is generally spoken by members of
this group is quite distinct fran stan1ard Afrikaans (Fsterhuyse, 1986).

English is spoken as a first language by sane 2.6 million IJeOPle, the
overwhelming majority of whan are whites.

Both languages are widely

un:ierstood and spoken as secorxi languages throughout South Africa, and

there is a remarkably high degree of bilingualism in the two official
languages

aIOC>n;J

educated South Africans.

'lhe relationship between the two

official languages appears to be that Afrikaans is far

100re

established as

a hane language in South Africa, while English is inp:>rtant as a secorxi,
socially, economically and internationally useful language (Kloss, 1978).
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It is important to note here that the affective, or attitudinal,
status of the two official languages, especially
population, differs significantly.

an¥::D;J

the black

While Afrikaans is comnx:>nly referred

to as the "language of the oppressor," arrl is closely identified with the
Afrikaner establishment arrl the detested policies of apartheid (as the

1976 Soweto uprising made clear), English is generally seen as the

"language of liberation." Despite this characterization of the two
languages, however, it is important to stress that both views have been
un:ler increasing attack in recent years as far too silrplistic {Reagan,
1986a).

For exairple, many so-called "Coloured" writers arrl acadmeics

(especially at the University of the We.stern Cape) have been atterrpting to
recla.lln Afrikaans as an anti-establishment lan;;iuage (Smith et al., 1985),
arrl

the noted author Andre Brink has called for the develop:nent of an

Afrikaans "literature of dissent" (Brink, 1984).

Similarly, sane writers

have challeIXJe.d the perceived primacy of En;Ilish in the liberation
struggle.

As

Njab.llo Ndebele has noted,

Basically, I think that we cannot afford to be uncritically
ccmplacent about the role arrl future of English in South Africa,
for there are many reasons why it cannot be considered an
innocent langauge. '!he problems of society will also be the
problems of the pre.dominant language of the society, since it is
the carrier of a range of social perceptions, attitudes arrl
goals. 'lhrough it, the speakers absorb entrenched attitudes.
In this regard, the guilt of English then must be recognized arrl
appreciated before its continued use can be advocated.
(Ndebele, 1987: 11)
In addition to the two official langauges, there are sane eleven

different African languages spoken in

South

Africa, sul:xlivide.d
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linguistically into four groups.

'!he Nguni group, which is the largest

single lan;;uage group in South Africa, includes Zulu, Xhosa, Northern arrl
Southern Ndebele, arrl swazi.

Altogether, well in excess of ten million

people in South Africa speak a Nguni lan;;uage, arrl the percentage of the
total population of South Africa that speak a Nguni lan;;uage as their

first lan;;uage is increasing.

In fact, Zulu arrl Xhosa are, after swahili,

the two largest languages in tenn.s of rn.nnber of speakers in subequatorial

Africa (see Alexan:ler, 1972: 15; Schuring, 1982: 17-18).

Both Zulu arrl

Xhosa are reasonably developed literary lan:JUages, arrl all of the Nguni
lan;;uages, except Northern Ndebele, are codified (see Schuring, 1982) though swazi was cxxlified only in 1975, arrl an orthography for Southern
Ndebele was not inb:cxiuced until 1982 (FD:ucamus, 1982; Schuring, 1982:
17).

Zulu is spoken in KwaZulu, Natal, southeastern Transvaal, arrl in

nost of the urban centers of the Transvaal, as well as functioning as
something of a lingua franca. in many parts of the country as a result of
the dispersion of migrant laborers (van Wyk, 1978: 33) •

Xhosa is used in

Transkei, Ciskei, arrl parts of eastern cape Province, as well as in the

larger towns arrl cities of cape Province.

Speakers of Southern Ndebele

are foum primarily in KwaNdebele, while speakers of Northern Ndebele are
concentrated in LelxJwa, Bophuthatswana arrl KwaNdebele.
'!he Sotho lan;;uages include Tswana, Northern Sotho (Pedi) arrl
Southern Sotho (van Wyk, 1966: 21-25).

Alexarrler (1972: 4-15) estimated

that of the 52 African lan;;uages with more than one million seakers, Sotho
speakers constituted the eighth largest group.

In

southern Africa,
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somewhere in excess of five arxi half million persons speak a Sotho
lCln3lJage natively.

All three Sotho lCln3lJages have established written

nonns, arxi all are in the process of developi.rg literary traditions.
Tswana is spoken in Bq;buthatswana, western Transvaal, the northeastern

part of cape Province, arrl in parts of the Orarqe Free state.

Southern

Sotho is used in QNaqwa, the Orange Free state, southern Transvaal, arrl
parts of both Natal arrl Transkei.

It is also, of course, spoken in

Lesotho. Northern Sotho (Pecli) is spoken primarily in the northern arxi
northeastern Transvaal.
Tsonga is a ire.mber of the southeastern group of Bantu J.an3uages, arrl

is related to a mnnber of dialects spoken in Mozambique (see Schuri.rg,

1982; van Wyk, 1978).

It is spoken by nearly 900,000 in South Africa, arrl

its speakers are concentrated in Gazankulu arrl parts of northern arrl

eastern Transvaal.

last, Verrla is founi primarily in Verna itself, arxi in

the neighbori.rg parts of the northern Transvaal.

It is spoken by sane

170,000 people in the Republic of South Africa, arrl by an additional
370,000 in Verrla.

Of the eleven African lan:juages discussed thus far, all

rut Northern Ndebele are used in educational settings arxi in the naiia in
the Republic of South Africa, arxi thus may be said to have semi-official
status in the country.

It is important to note that while there are very significant
linguistic differences between the various African lCln3lJages spoken in
southern Africa, these differences are not necessarily those which are
reflected in the various orthographies used to represent the lCln3lJages.
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'lhe orthographic systems used to codify the various African languages, in
sane cases dating back to the nineteenth century missionaries in southern
Africa, are in many ways highly problematic.

It is not unusual for

similar linguistic features in closely related languages to be obsaired by
radically different written fonn.s -

a situation which serves to maintain

ethnic bourrlaries arrl to re-emphasize tribal divisions.
forced linguistic differentiation

takes

'!his kirrl of

place even within single languages

in sane instances, reflecting the fragmented political situation in
Southern Africa (see Fsterhuyse, 1974).
regard

It is interesting to

note in

this

that sane scholars have advocated the ''harmnization" of closely

related African languages into sin:Jle stan:Jardized languages.

Dalby, for

inst.ance, has suggested that the unification of Sotho/Tswana arrl Nguni

might be a step toward the de-emphasis of apartheid (see Prinsloo arrl

.

Malan, 1988: 259), arrl Alexarrler's (1989) recent r,vork appears to offer
similar suggestions, as we shall see.
Knc:Mledge of one or more additional African languages is very ccmron
in the black community, with many South African blacks speaking not only
their own native language, Erglish arrl Afrikaans, tut also speaking
additional African languages.

However, despite recently introduced

marrlatory school instruction, competence in an African language on the
part of whites arrl Indians appears to be fairly UJlCCl'l1llX)n (Ianham, 1978;

von staden, 1976).

Further, Ianham's (1978) claim to the contrary

notwithstanding, this also appears to be the case for the so-called
"Coloured" community, in which well over 90% of the population do not
report Jmowing any African language.
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As

in:licated above, there are also a number of immigrant languages

currently in use in South Africa, including: Tamil, Hin:li, Telegu,
Gudjarati, an:l Urdu in the In:tian conununity; ati.nese; an:l a variety of
languages used by Ellropean immigrant groups, includin;J D.ltch, Gennan,
Greek, Italian, Portuguese arrl French, anong others.

Although not used as

native languages in South Africa, both Arabic arxi Hebrew are also used in
specific religious contexts.
Schuring (1983, 1984, 1985) has shown that in the black tcMnships
there have also emerged, as a result of on-going cultural arxi li.r:guistic
contact, distinct koine languages, such as Pretoria Sotho.

SUch koine

languages are characterized by the following features:

1.

they are colloguial languages;

2.

they are dynamic, exparrling languages;

3.

they are mixed languages, consisting of a base language to which
familiar elem:mts from other languages are added;

4.

they may (rut need not) have regional variations;

5.

they function as lingua francas;

6.

they are cosoopolitan languages (that is, they are used in urban
settings in which there is a high de:p:-ee of inter-ethnic contact
arxi marriage); arrl

7.

they are autonoroous popular languages with lower social status
(Schuring, 1984:
133-144)

than that of the related st:a.OOard languages.

'!he existence of such koine lan:]Uages is significant not only for
linguistic reasons, rut for social, political arrl educational ones as
well, as Schuring himself notes:
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An important corollary of the f irxiings in th.is study is that a
koine speaking cosnqx:>litan canmrunity cannot be regarded as a
loose grouping of various ethnic groups. '!his has inplications
for the policy of ethnic zoning am for the political
dispensation regarding black urban canmrunities. Further
inplication.s relate to issues such as the study of language
change, black language instruction am Bible translation.
(Schuring, 1985: xi)
Fanakalo, perhaps the "industrial pidgin"

~

excellence (Gilbert,

1979) , continues to function in the mining in:iustry as a lingua franca
between

blacks arrl whites, arrl aioong blacks from different language groups

(see Hanek.cm, 1988; Ngcongwane, 1983; Wilkes, 1968).
little is known for certain.

Of

its origin,

Cole (1953a, 1953b) has argued that Fanakalo

emerged as a result of contact between the ZUlus arrl

Irxiian.s in Natal -

an argmnent supported by the fact that one of the names by which Fanakalo
is scmetinles identified ("Isikula") means "Coolie language" in Zulu.
Duncan

(1954), however, has attempted to refute this analysis on

historical grounds, noting that there is evidence to suggest that Fanakalo

was in existence considerably before the arrival of the Irrlian.s in Natal.
In any event, it is clear that Fanakalo was -well established in Natal by
the 1860s, arrl that the Irrlian.s played an bnportant role in its
dispersion, if not in its actual creation (see Heine, 1970: 49).

Despite

its limited utility, Fanakalo is widely disliked by blacks for
urrlerstarxiable reasons, arrl its long-tenn prospects for survival are not
gocxi.

last, recent research efforts have irrlicated that there may be a
m.nnber of distinct natural sign languages usai by the different deaf
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ccmnunities in South Africa
and Reagan, 1990; Penn et
appear

(Htnncm

Sciences Research Council, 1983; Penn

al., 1991; Reagan, 1986b}.

such languages

to share many characteristics with other natural sign languages,

including British Sign Language, Irish Sign Language, and American Sign
Language, airollCJ others, while at the same time possessillCJ a rn.nnber of
unique features.

Once

interestillCJ aspect of the sign language diversity

present in South Africa is that while both ethnicity and gecigra?ly play
important roles in the choice of sign language utilized by a given deaf
ccmnunity, significant overlaps from one ethinic and racial group to
another do seem to occur.
In

short, South Africa is linguistically, as well as in many other

ways, a highly complex society, in which language, ethnicity, race and
ideology interact in interestillCJ and unique ways.

With our overview of

the South African linguistic situation completed, -we can now turn to an

analysis of the historical development of language policies in South
African education.
'llle Historical Development of the "language Question" in South
African F.ducation
'llle taalstryd, or "language struggle," has been a central point of
disagreement and debate throughout the histo:ry of South African education
(see, for example, Malherre, 1977; Nel, 1959: 13-32; Potgieter and
swanepoel, 1968: 98-109).

In

contemporary South Africa, the language

medium question has been most controversial in black education, where the
government's p::>licy of initial mother tongue instruction has been widely
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denounced as an attempt to retribalize black south Africans (Buntinq,
1986; Dunja-Blajberg, 1980; Hirson, 1981; Troup, 1976: 34-35).

An

adequate urxierstarrling arrl analysis of cont:ercp:>rary language policies in
south African education, hOW'ever, requires a familiarity with

am

sensitivity to the historical "language struggle" which took place in the

white c:x:mm.mity of South Africa in the nineteenth arrl early twentieth
centuries, since that struggle has deeply influenced both white

perceptions arrl goverrnnent policy with regard to lan;}uage policies in
education.
Originally a Dutch possession urxier the control of the Dutch East
In:tia Company, the cape gradually carre urxier British control in the early
years of the nineteenth century.

'Ihe objective of the British was to turn

the colony into a British colony in spirit as well as in law (Davenport,
1978: 31), arrl an i.rrpntant elerrent of this transfonnation was to be the
anglicization of the Boers, the colony's Dutch-speaking inhabitants.

'As

early as 1809, General Collin had advised, "Import English teachers arrl
the next generation will be Enjlishmen," arrl by 1814 efforts

v.iere

already

urxierway to encourage the teachinq of Enjlish by offerinq higher pay to
teachers who spoke the language.

'Ihe British policy of anglicization was

most closely associated with I..Drd <llarles Somerset (Cilliers, 1953;

Malherbe, 1975: 56-58).

Somerset, though, was merely carrying out a

policy that had widespread support in Britain.

'As

the South African

historian George '!heal conunented in his Progress of South Africa,
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'!hey [the Boers] were only a little over thirty thousani in
rn.nnber, arx:l it seeiood (to the British] absurd that such a small
body of people should be permitted to perpetuate ideas am
customs that were not English in a country that had becane part
of the British Empire.
Taken as a whole, however, British efforts to anglicize the Boers
were not especially successful.

Rather, the policy resulted in the

further alienation of the vast majority of the white population fran the
govenment,

am provided m::>re ti.n::ler for the growinJ antagonism

British am:>ng the Boers (Malherbe, 1975: 69).
~d

ultimately lead to the "Great Trek"

toward the

'!his antagonism, which

am later

to the b.¥o An;Jlo-Boer

wars, was further canplicated by the emergence in the latter part of the
nineteenth century of a growing nationalist novement am:>1'¥3' the Afrikaners

(as the Boers had came to be known), closely associated with
the novem:mt for the recognition of Afrikaans.

am tied

to

'!he recognition of

Afrikaans as a language distinct fran IXrt:ch was relatively late in a:::mi.1'¥3',
since the "kitchen IAftch" of the Boers had been noticeably different from
High IAftch through much of the colony's history (CClnbrink, 1978: 69-95;
Botha, 1983: 213-237) •

recognition

Once begun,

however, the novem:mt for the

am support of Afrikaans rapidly cane

to be a central feature

of emergent Afrikaner nationalism (Mocx:lie, 1975: 39-51).

Afrikaans was

seen as a divinely inspired gift, as the Afrikaner Borx:l leader

s.

J. du

Toit emphasized when he suggested that, "God gave us the Afrikaans
language" -

a view quite in accord with the conunon belief that the

Afrikaners were a new Clasen People, the "Elect of God" (Templin, 1984:
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It was contrasted to arrl canpared with En;Jlish, the language of

243-247) •

the British overloads, arrl, needless to say, En;Jlish did not fare well in
the canparison.

M. T. steyn,

President of the Orar'ge Free state,

dismissed En;Jlish by recalling to min:l Tacitus' concern with language

imposition:
Die taal van die vercMCraar in die roorrl van die verowerde is die
taal van slawe ['Ihe languate of the con:iueror in the :roouth of
the con:iuered is the language of slaves].
(Quoted in steyn,
n.d. t ! i)
'Ihe Afrikaans language m::wement has been well-doannented elsewhere
(see Boshoff, 1921; Botha, 1945; du Plessis, 1986; Jordaan, 1974; steyn,
1980, 1987; Valkoff, 1971) , arrl so we will concentrate only on its
educational aspects arrl implications here.
At the forefront of the Afrikaans language m::wement was the push for
IlXJther torgue instruction for Afrikaans-speaking children (Botha, 1945;

Potgieter arrl SWanepoel, 1968) • Up to this time, Afrikaner children had
been presented with at best a choice between two "semi-opaque" media,

En;Jlish arrl High Dutch, neither of which was in any iooaningfUl sense
native to them (Malherbe, 1977: 12).

As

Afrikaans increasingly came to be

accepted as a distinct language in its own right, calls for its use as an
educational medium increased, though it was not tmtil same four years
after the creation of the Union of South Africa in 1910 that formal

efforts were made to employ Afrikaans as an educational medium (see Kroes,
1978: 169-186).
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'Ihe toleration of the use of Afrikaans as an educational ne:lium was

not the

em.

of the language struggle urrlertaken by the Afrikaner

nationalists, however.

During the years between the Act of Union and the

electoral victory of the National Party in 1948, the debate in South

Africa was :fllmaloontally one of nonolingual versus

bil~l

schooling.

At issue were two pedagogical concerns: first, whether Afrikaans and
En:Jlish-speaking children were to be integrated in the school, arrl secon::l,
whether both official languages were to be used as educational ne:lia for
every child (Malherbe, 1946: 37-38) •

Beginning in the 1920s, Afrikaner

nationalists brought increasing pressure for the segz:egation of Afrikaner
and En;Jlish children into separate, nonolingual schools.

'!heir efforts

were supported by both the powerful IAitdl Refornm Cllurdl and the
Afrikaner Broederbond, a semi-secret organization devoted to Afrikaner
political, econanic and cultural a.scerrlancy in South African society (de
Villiers, 1971: 365-423; Moodie, 1975: 96-115; O'Meara, 1983: 73-77,
245).

One

firrls, for example, a Moderator of the Dutch Refontai Cllurdl

writing in Die Kerk.bode (5 March 1941) that:
'!here are irx:lications that our Cllurch must get ready to fight
again for the preservation of our separate schools and thereby
to assure the continued existence of our Cllurdl. It is the firm
policy of the Cllurch, strongly reiterated at our last syncd,
that our children must be educated in separate schools with
Afrikaans as nalium ••• not only the salvation of our volk rut the
preservation of our Cllurch deperxis in large measure on separate
schools.
such

a view was shared by Dr. P. J. Meyer, a leader of the Broederborrl arrl

later the head of the state-run South African Broadcasting Corporation,
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who exterx:led the critique of dual-meditnn instruction even to its effects
on IImality:

••• all researdlers in this field are agreed that bilirgual
children shC7# backwardness in develq:m:mt as canpared with
lOOI'lOlirgual children • • • bilingualism leads to iooral
relativism which reaches right into the religious life of the
imividual. It is definitely certain that Godlessness is ioore
prevalent anx:>IXJ bilingual people than aIOOng lOOI'lOliI'XJuals.
(Meyer, 1945: 41, 43)
In the political arena, the Afrikaner nationalists were represented

by the National Party, while those favorirg dual-meditnn schoolirg

identified with the United Party.

'!he 1943 elections in south Africa were

fought largely on the lanJUage maditnn question (Malherbe, 1977: 82), arrl
proved to be a temporary setback for the Afrikaner nationalists.

'!he

electoral defeat, however, only served to increase tensions an::l the

propagama war against dual-meditnn schools soon gained nnnentum (Malherbe,

1977: 82-92).

With the National Party's victory in 1948, separate maditnn

schools, as one component of "<llristian National Education" (Behr, 1984;
see also Morrow, 1984a, 1984b), became not merely one of a number of
canpetirg alternatives, rut rather the stroIXJest of the options, arrl
irrleed, the ideal favored by the state.
FollC1.olirg the 1948 election, there has been a decline in the use of
dual-meditnn schoolirg in South Africa, arrl such schoolirg can be said to
have errled completely with the passage of the National Educational Policy
Act

of 1967 arx:l the implementation of relevant parts of the Act with

Proclamation E809 on 16 May 1969 (Human Sciences Research Council, 1981:
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37).

'!he Act, which ordered that "the m::>ther tongue ••• be the medium

of instruction," was actually the culmination of a series of related
legislative efforts urrlertaken by the National Party during its first two
decades in

:pc:Mer.

For exairple, as early as 1949 a lan;Juage ordinance

had

been pranulgated which made m::>ther tongue inst.ruction through starrlard

VIII (the tenth year of schooling) mamatocy (Behr, 1984: 24).

'!his had

been followed by the Consolidated Fducation Ordinance of 1953, which had
in effect eliminated parallel-medium schooling in South Africa (Behr,

1984).

In

short, what had been accomplished

was

the segz:egation of

Afrikaans arrl English-speak.i.rg whitesin South Africa, largely as a way of
ensuring the maintenance of the Afrikaans language arrl culture. 3

'!he "language struggle" in white education in South Africa is

nJ:M

largely settled, at least for the immediate future, with the Afrikaner
nationalists emerging as the victors, as English arrl Afrikaans-speakers
att..em. their CMn-medium schools throughout their educations.

I.an:3tJage

remains a highly controversial issue in black education, however (Bunting,
1986; Dunja-Blajberg, 1980; Hirson, 1981; Reagan, 1984, 1986a, 1986c).

Scaoowhat ironically, it has been the Afrikaner govermnent which has
5UplX)rted m::>ther tongue schooling for blacks, while blacks themselves

have, for the most part, opposed such schooling.

It is this irony that

provides a key to urrlerstarrling the current debate on language policy in
black education.

'!he govennnent has consistently favored m::>ther tongue

schooling for blacks (arrl, in fact, for al.rrDst all children in the
country), l::ut for arguably quite different reasons than those

used

to
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deferrl ioother tongue instruction for white children.

It is clear that

m::>ther tongue programs for blacks are not only consistent with the
"ideology of apartheid," l:.ut that they function as one of the pillars of
apartheid in perpetuating both racial arrl ethnolinguistic divisions in

nm.em

South African scx::iety (see Reagan, 1987).

Mother tongue schooling for blacks has been errployed fran the passage

of the Bantu Education Act of 1953 to the present to support
Verwoerdian-style apartheid. 4 '!be goverrnnent has used such prcxp:a:m.c:; to
reinforce ethnic arrl tribal identity anorq black schoolchildren, seekin:;J
to "divide arrl con:iuer" by encouraging ethnolinguistic divisions within
the balck ccmnunity (see Hartshorne, 1987; Heugh, 1985).

As Barnard has

perceptively noted,
Moedertaalonderwys • • • is not the Afrikaans tenn for
m::>ther-tongue instruction. It is a political concept which has
its roots in the dogma of Olristian National Etlucation.
According to this dogma, each "race" or ''vollc" has its own
identity which sets it apart from all others • • • surely one
has to wonder arrl become suspicious when there is this
insistence on the part of the authorities to force upon all
children, against the wishes of their parents, a particular
language ••• What is being attenpted is certainly not
m::>ther-tongue education in the interests of the children l:.ut the
enforerrent of "moedertaalonderwys" as an inst.:runelt of scx::ial
control arrl subjugation, as a means to an errl • • • (Quoted in
Heugh, 1987: 143-144)
Given this historical backgrourrl, it is easy to urrlerstand the
resistance to m::>ther tongue education fourrl in the black cxmnunity.

'!be

Con:Jress of South African students (Cl)SAS) has made clear the basic
problem with contemporary education -

black arrl white -

in South Africa:

'!be education we receive is meant to keep the South African
people apart from one another, to breed suspicion, hatred arrl
violence, arrl to keep us backward . • • Education is fonnulated
so as to reproduce this society of racism arrl exploitation.
(Quoted in Clrr'istie, 1985: 14)
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Irxieed, schooling designed to emphasize ethnic and cultural

differences all too often falls prey to this sort of "pluralist dilenuna. 11
As the Australian scholar

and interned

Brian Bullivant has ob;erved,

programs

designed

to encourage ethnic identification, including various kin:ls

of multicultural education programs in many western societies,
• • • are ideal methods of cont.rollin;J knowledge/power, while
appearing through symbolic political language to be actin;J
solely fran the best of ootives in the interests of the ethnic
groups themselves.
(Bullivant, 1981: 291)
'llris has clearly been the case in the South African instance, and

while few blacks have been taken in by the rhetoric of pluralism, the same
cannot be said for much of the South African educational establishment,
which continues to utilize the language of multiculturalism and cultural
pluralism (van Zijl, 1987).
and

'!he real problem which confronts educators

language planners alike in the South African context is how the

realities of cultural and linguistic diversity can be dealt with in a
equitable and just manner.

At the core of this dilenuna is the

chall~e

of ethnicity, which is, in the minds of many south Africans, closely
linked to past and present policies of apartheid.

In fact, in the South

African context, "ethnicity" is less a descriptive term than a normative
one.

As Heugh has ol:served,

Ethnicity is regarded by the governnent's extra-parliamentary
critics as a euphemism for racism and a policy not only inimical
to black unity rut also part of the government•s gram apartheid
scheme of divide and rule. {Heugh, 1987: 208)
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'lbe conti.nuim resistance in the black ccmm.mity not only to

Afrikaans, J:::ut to the use of the various black languages as rooclia of
instruction in black schools, is sanewhat
concei:ns.

IIDre

cx:mprehensible given such

At th.is point, we can turn to a disatSSion of conterrq:xxary

language policies in South African education.
Conteuw:rary language Policies in South African Education
'lhere

are a rnnnber of overlappinq lan;Juage policies with inp:>rtant

.:i.nplications for education currently bein:J :i.rrplemented in the Re{:Alblic of
South Africa.

Aroc>ng the m::>St significant of these policies are the

on-qoinq lexical development (corpus plarming) taking place in both
Afrikaans and the various black languages, the nother tongue policy in

both black and white education, the recently .:i.nplemented efforts to
.intrcxluce the study of black languages as mandatocy subjects in white
schools, the effort to create a core sign lexicon for use in schools for
the deaf .by the South African National Council for the Deaf, and recent
disa1ssions about the possibility of intrcxlucing third, regionally-based
official languages in the country.

I have

di SOJSsed

all of these policies

in considerable detail elsewhere (Penn and Reagan, 1990; Reagan, 1986c,
1987; Reagan, 1990; Reagan and Ntshoe, 1987), and so will focus here only

on the features which they share as educational policies.
Each of these policies is a clear example of language plarming,

and

each is defensible on a mnnber of linguistic, psychological and
pedagogical grounds.

Further, taken together these language policies are
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an inpressive dem:mstration of the South African government's concern with
arrl faith in scx::ial

particular.

engineering in general arrl language plannin;J in

As Kloss has noted,

In South Africa, nore qualified scholars, White arrl Black, are
"WOrk.ing on . . . 'linguistic engineering' than in all the rest
of Africa. Even swahili is well behirrl the South African
languages in educational developrent, in spite of its easy lead
in political status . . . (Kloss, 1978: 21)

'Ihese language policies are also, however, very questionable on

ethical, nonnative arrl political groun:is.

'llle policies are all

characterized by the top-down nature in which they were fornulated arrl
implemented.

What ties these policies together is that each has been

ilrposed on its target group, for the group's perceived good as determined
by civil servants in Pretoria (see Reagan, 1990) •

'!his has led to an

essentially technicist approach to the resolution of scx::ial problems,
coupled with an absurd reliance on "experts" rather than on consultation
with the iro.ividuals arrl groups rrost directly affected by arrl concerned
with the policies.

As the African National c:>ngress has asserted,

'llle languages of the people are not permitted to be developed by
them in their own way. Ignorant arrl officious White professors
sit on education canunittees as arbiters of African lan;Juages arrl
l::x::>oks without consultation with the people concerned. 'll1e
grotesque spectacle is seen of the White government of South
Africa posing as a "protector" of so-called Bantu culture arrl
traditions of which they know noth..in:J • • . (~ in Heugh,
1987: 269)

F\lrther, the process by which these policies have been determined,
developed and implemented was, and remains, fun:Ementally urrlercvcratic.
In a society as

highly politicized as that of conterrpJrary South Africa,
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such policies are doomed al.Ioost from the start.

'Ille errl result,

regardless of any objective merits that they might possess, is that the
policies will be either accepted (as in the case of the lexical
developnent arxi expansion of Afrikaans) or rejected (as in the other cases
nentioned) on political arxi ideological grourxls alone.
'Ille challerge which remains in South Africa is that of utilizirg
lan;J\lage policy as a tool of empowerment, rather than as one of
c:g;>ression.

language planning activities in general, arxi educational

lan;J\lage policies in particular, have the potential to play an ilrp:>rtant
role in the struggle for liberation, rut they can only do so when they
have been determined in a democratic manner arxi in'plemented with the
support of those to be affected.

'lllis is the task which remains before

those in South Africa concerned with lan;J\lage policy, both for education
arxi in

other spheres, for the "new0 South Africa.
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1. Afrikaans is a member of the Nederlams group of Germanic
languages, which includes IArtch, Flemish, and the extinct Dutch Creole of
the Virgin Islams (Valkoff, 1971: 455). 'Ille nature of its evolution is,
perhaps, anorg the m::>re controversial aspects of Afrikaans lin;Juistics.
'Ihe general view fourx:i aioorg Afrikaner lirguists (see Valkoff, 1971: 469)
is the "spontaneous," or "internal developnent," theory, which "considers
present-day Afrikaans as a modification or evolution due to internal
causes in the language (i.e. , Dutch] itself, and not to any sudden clash
with any aitside idicm" (Smith, 1952: 9). 'll1is view of the ene.rgence of
m:xlern Afrikaans, which Jordaan (1974: 462) has termed "all:xx::entric,"
looks to Middle IAttch, seventeenth century varieties of Dutch, Flemish and
IOt1 German -for explanations of the differences between Dutch and Afrikaans
(see Boshoff, 1921; Jordaan, 1974, 462-463; Smith, 1952).

'Ille cx:impeting view, C011U00nly known as the ''Malaya-Portuguese" theory,
has its roots in the work of Hesseling (1899). 'Ihe central idea on this
aCXXAmt is that Afrikaans is, in effect, the result of c:reolization,
similar to that which occurred to IAttch in Ceylon, SUrinam and the Virgin
Islams (see Jordaan, 1974: 462).

such a view, which carries with it

overtones of miscegenation as well, is, as one might expect, "aJ:ilorent to
IOOSt Afrikaner scholars, who want to see their language white and pure

like their race."

(Valkoff, 1971: 467).

2. Terminology presents difficult problems wnen a; saJSSing South
Africa. Irxtividuals of historically mixed racial backgroonjs are legally
classified "Coloured" in South Africa. 'Ihe term is widely regardej as
offensive; unfortunately, the altenlative use of "black" leads to a
conflation of the so-called "Coloured" cxmmmity with other non-whites.
Similarly, the i.nligenous Bantu languages of South Africa are C011U00nly
called "African" languages, as has been done in this paper, rut this, too,
can be contusing and misleading', since Afrikaans is, in a certain sense,
an African language, just as are the various sign languages which have
developed in the country. My intent here has been to use the terminology
that seems to ne to be m::>St precise; I do not wish to Wicate any
acceptance of the legal categories they represent in South Africa.
3. 'Ihe future of Afrikaans has becane, in recent years, of growing
concern to many Afrikaner intellectuals, and, given its status in the
black community, for good reason (see Brink, 1984: du Plessis and
du Plessis, 1987; Prinsloo and van Rensl::m:g, 1984; steyn, 1980).
4.

'Ille term "apartheid" is no lorger used officially; irrleed, the

South African goverrnnent maintains that apartheid has been, or at least is
being, eliminated. In its place we firrl such tenn.s and concepts as

"separate development," ''multinational development," ''multiculturalism,"
and the like. FUrther, it is actually sarewhat misleadirg to speak of
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"apartheid" as a single entity, since there are actually different kiOOs
of apartheid in South Africa. For instance, one can distinguish between
"grarxl apartheid" (the sort of total separation of groups envisioned by
Verwoerd) arx:l "petty apartheid" (the traditional discrimination am
segi:egation patterns experienced by non-whites in south African society).
' Of interest here are Adam (1971) I Gilianee am Adam (1981: 27-61), arx:l van
den Berghe (1967: 96-111}.
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DOCTORAL STUDENT
REDUCING TIIE ODDS:
A BOARD GAME TO HELP

CAMBODIAN REFUGEES
TO REP ATRIATE

INTRODUCTION
The primary purpose of this paper is to demonstrate how a
boardgame can be an effective tool for the education of Cambodian
refugees (displaced Khmer) living in Thai border camps. The goals of
this product are:

*

To help eliminate the educational gap and the informational void that
prevails in the border camps.
* To better help displaced Khmer critically look at their own problems.
* To help displaced Khmer prepare for the perilous journey back to
Cambodia.

The gap and void are a result of the limited amount of information
the displaced Khmer receive about their chances of a successful
repatriation.
Just what is an effective educational tool to use with Southeast
Asians, (SEA) and specifically displaced Khmer? What works well
and why does it work well?
There are various educational philosophies in the field of adult
education. Which ones are most applicable? In the development of
"Reducing the Odds" (the game) the author/designer of the game
states his philosophy of education and recognizes other educational
thinkers who may be in agreement with him. The author is a
proponent of dialogical education and problem posing. In Thailand
an NFE philosophy of problem solving (Khit Pen) was developed in
1971 by the Ministry of Education. The author intends to discuss
this philosophy and its applicability towards his product. Traditional
Cambodians have adhered to Buddhism and an educational
philosophy should be flexible and attempt to adapt to traditions.

CLIENTELE
Today, 350,000 displaced Khmer are waiting in camps along
the Cambodian/Thai border. Children eight, nine and ten years old
have known no other life outside of the camps. Half of the displaced
Khmer are under age 16. There are limited educational opportunities

available in these camps. These people are earmarked for
repatriation since the recent signing of the UN peace treaty.

RATIONALE
In addition to the game's primary clientele, it will obviously be
important for the program staff to learn as fast as possible about the
issues the displaced Khmer face when they are repatriated. If the
staff plays the game, it will help them (in some small way) to be able
to empathize with the displaced Khmer. Just what are some of the
critical incidents that might occur in the process of repatriation?
... cultural issues?
... political issues? ... basic human needs?
What
needs to be known about the culture of the refugee camps? Who
holds power... ? How are things done... ? Through whom should you
work ... ?
Research would be necessary to determine refugees present
needs, as well as to determine what it will take to rebuild Cambodia.
Our representatives in the field (Tom Petocz & Phylis Robinson) have
tested the game several times in various camps to determine some of
the needs of the displaced Khmer repatriating back to Cambodia.
Two of those reports are included in this paper.
Prior to using the game to collect data, our field consultants can
determine whether or not the game is a culturally appropriate
educational/research tool to be used with SEA, by first conducting a
survey. To see the survey please refer to the author's master's
thesis.
This survey has been conducted with twenty five former
Cambodian refugees in Western Massachusetts. All agreed that
Cambodians in the camps can effectively use a boardgame as a way
to gain useful information.
Based on field tests here in the United States Reducing The
Odds can be an effective educational/research tool.
Our perceptions
of the needs of the refugees are probably as close as we can come
without implementing the game in the border camps.
The rationale for developing the game as a research tool is
based on previous successes of NFE techniques and methods with
SEAs. These methods can later be used to help participants at least
become aware of what the content of their problems are. Later new

information can be interspersed and know ledge created or recreated
through various NFE methodologies.
This method follows a philosophy that allows insiders to
participate in the research and development of their own educational
program. It also utilizes their prior knowledge and helps refugees
become aware of what their present situation is like. If their
experiences and reflections are given opportunities to flourish and if
the facilitator can provide guidance through questions, new
knowledge can be created and useful data and needs assessment
information can be collected.

CONSTRUCTION OF THE GAME
"Reducing The Odds" can be made from basic low cost
materials. Gather together some poster paper, tape, magic markers
and 3x5 cards.
Type the sixty five questions in English and Khmer. Cut and
tape each question to a separate 3x5 card. Stack each card into the
appropriate deck. Label the top three cards:
1. Against the Odds
2. Playing the Odds.
3. Reducing the Odds.
Key:
Odds

R

= Reducing

The Odds

A

= Against

The Odds

P

= Playing

The

Next, on your white poster board draw a snake like road that
begins at one of the Thai camp and ends in Cambodia. Next section
off the road into thirty squares (see figure one). Label each square
with one of the following phrases:

1. Playing the odds (4).
2. Reducing the odds (4).
3. Against the odds (4).
4. Go back three spaces (4).
5. Go Back to Khao I Dang (1).
6. Safe (13).

RED UC ING PL Ay ING
THE
THE
ODD
ODDS

CAMBODIA

SAFE

GO BACK
THREE
SPACES

SAFE

SAFE

SAFE

GO BACK
THREE
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AG AINST
THE
ODDS

REDUCING
THE
ODDS

PLAY ING
THE
ODDS

KH AO

1111
DANG

~---------~~~----· II II 111
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DIRECTIONS
There is a problem of over crowding in the Cambodian border
camps. The peace treaty has been signed and the exiled Cambodian
coalition and the Vietnamese established Hun Sen regime have
drawn a truce. It is still somewhat dangerous to go back to
Cambodia. The 350,000 refugees who live in the border camps have
been offered the opportunity to repatriate to rural Cambodia by the
UN. A repatriation program is in the process of being set up to help
with repatriation. Imagine, if you will, you are in their situation or
that you are part of a team to help in the process of setting up a
repatriation plan.
Scenario: The Repatriation of Sokhoum and His Family
Sokhoum, Phanna and their family came from Battambong
Province in Cambodia. They have lived in Khao I Dang refugee camp
All four of their children were born in the camp. Life
for 10 years.
was very hard for them in the refugee camps. Life was also hard for
them in Cambodia. Because life was so difficult, they went to the
camps in 1981.
There is now an opportunity (dangerous as it is) for people to
go back to rural Cambodia. Sokhoum and Phanna want to do
whatever they can to "Reduce the Odds" of failure.
Materials
Gameboard, tokens, dice, cards representing reducing the odds,
playing the odds and against the odds, newsprint, tape recorder,
audio tapes, VCR, camera, video casettes and TV.
Game cards
1. Reducing The Odds - Questions and/or activities that will
help to improve the chances of success for repatriation. Things they
need to know and do before they leave the camps.

2. Against The Odds - Questions and/or act1v1t1es that will help
to improve the chances of success for repatriation. (things they need
to know and do during the trip).
3. Playing The Odds - Questions and/or act1v1ties that will help
improve the chances of success for repatriation. (Things they need to
know and do after arrival).

The game
At one time or another (in life) everyone tries something new
and takes a risk. It is peoples' attitudes that influence the process of
change or prevents them from changing. The rural poor are very
skeptical about taking risks with what little they have. Many people
around the world are not willing to take risks.
But in a simulation or a boardgame people may be willing to
take risks or at least discuss why they would not be so willing.
Perhaps through a boardgame simulation people can learn about
risks and ways to reduce risks or "reduce the odds".
The game (see figure one) represents the route from a refugee
camp to Cambodia. Sokhoum and Phanna are leaving the camp and it
is your objective to help them along the "road to success". When a
player lands on a square he/she turns over one of the three cards
(playing the odds, against the odds or reducing the odds) and
initiates a discussion between the other player(s) and observers.
Each player is attempting to give advice to the family in order to
improve their chances of success.
Step 1. Players select one icon to represent progress. Next
the die to determine how many spaces to move your icon.

toss

Step 2. If the icon lands on one of the three "ODDs" squares,
that player must turn over one card and read it aloud. Players and
observers can now attempt to answer the question on the card.
When a question is answered sufficiently and to the approval of all
players and observers (no tim~ limit) the next player or team may
begin by tossing the die.
Step 3. If a player lands on any other square, that player
should simply follow the directions on that square.
Step 4. Play continues until players have helped the family to
reach Cambodia safely.

FIELD TEST/EVALUATION
The author has field tested the product using politically astute
Cambodian Americans who live in New England. Several useful ideas
for improving the game were obtained from field tests on November
24, 1989, May 12, 1990 and also from several presentations at the

Center for International Education.
include the following suggestions:

Ideas for possible amelioration

1.

To speed up the game use one die instead of a spinning
wheel.
2. To obtain broader part1c1pation the game's creator should
not take part in discussions but only serve to explain and
clarify the rules.
3. To make the game move at a faster pace the questions
should
a. Be written in Khmer language.
b. Be giving to the participants beforehand.
c. Be simplified and made more specific, (You are in
Cambodia... ) have an issue, offer fewer choices
and/or ask why questions.
d . Do not try to get too much into one question.
4. Use only one icon (game piece) to represent the family and
try to get the family safely back to Cambodia. Using
several icons prolongs the game.
Additional suggested questions:
- Why do you want to leave the camp?
- If you are on your way back to Cambodia and, have no more
food what will you do? Why?
- If you get back to Cambodia and can not find family or
friends what will you do? Why?
Questions for use with the displaced Khmer in the border
camps need to be simplified, more direct and specific. Questions
pertaining to problems have to be more specific. . . everything in
their life is a problem. Why questions are appropriate or questions
If this scenario happened . . . . what would you do and Why?
like.
Besides field testing the boardgame with Cambodian American
participants it was also important to address issues that related to
the subsequent strengths and weaknesses of the project? An
evaluation was conducted after every demonstration and/or
presentation. Some questions that were asked after the completion
of the game included:
1. Was it useful for getting at some serious information in a
non-threatening manner?

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Were the directions easy to understand?
Was it a good method and how could it be improved?
What were the strengths of the gameboard?
Are the goals and objectives being accomplished?
How did you feel about the product?
Are the questions effective and do they stimulate
discussion?
8. Is the design of the board culturally acceptable? Should any
changes be made?

Reports from the camps
The following game questions and responses are based on
actual field reports from the camps. Tom Petocz is one of our
representative in the camps.
Aug. 31, 1991
P.

What are specific questions they should ask about repatriation?
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

How much money will they receive?
Who will sponsor and plan the repatriation?
What about security/safety and a place to live?
What can they bring?
How can things such as schools and communities be organized?

P. What will be some of their problems?
What can be done about these problems?
1. The trip back will require several stops. What will be the situation at these
stops?
2. What will the living situation be during the trip?
3. What about security at temporary sites?
(Khiner police of the particular
faction, UN "police", and DPPU while in Thailand.)
4. What about personal belongings? (Everything should be allowed under UNHCR
guidelines)
5. What about physical needs, i. e. food, medicine. (UNHCR should provide)
6. What about shelter? (UNHCR)
7. Where will they go? Who decides? selves? UN? other?
Can small communities such as Sokh Sann go as a group?
8. What about conflict of ownership?
P.

When Cambodians have a problem in Cambodia, where do they go for help?
1. Where there is a department or organization.
2. UN assistance for one year.
3. Need an international army until elections . . . but after?

A.

Who will help on the way?

1. UNHCR
2. Other agencies

P. What are some of the most important survival issues the family will face when they get
to Cambodia?
1.
2.
3.
4.
P.

Self sufficiency or family units.
No land.
Shyness in seeking help.
It was noted that they should start to prepare now with assistance of agencies.

What do they expect to happen in Cambodia?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Robbery and killing like in Site 2.
Four groups veying for elections - chaos.
Hospital/education directors - on merit or political appointees?
Many camp services will be dropped.
Insufficient medical help.
Aid from UNHCR for one year.
Education salaries - will they reflect the cost of living?
UNHCR should also think of middle class needs; in 1967 the standard of living
was good (7,000 R at that time).
9. Civil war - what if we don't go?

R.

How does the family feel about repatriation?
1.
2.
3.
4.

Adults are
Adolescent
Little ones
Fear return

happy but uncertain about war, security, shelter.
students - anxious to see; haven't really experienced Cambodia
- Thailand is our country".
of DK.

Do they need a leader on the trip?
leadership is needed?

A.

Who will take on the leadership role?

What style of

1. Definitely needed.
2. UNHCR
. don't forget the agencies that know us here . . . old agencies as well
as new.
A.

What do they expect to happen on the way to Cambodia?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Landmines
Will miss medicine
Security?
Temporary shelter?
Transportation
Status of belongings?

Space allotment?

Animals?

tvs, bikes?

SEPTEMBER 5, 1991 IN SOKH SANN CAMP, TRAT PROVINCE, THAILAND
NOTE: "R" refers to Reducing the Odds questions (things needed to know before leaving the
camps; "A" refers to Against the Odds questions (things they need to know and do during
the trip: "P" refers to Playing the Odds (things they need to know and do after arrival).

A. How do they stay healthy?
Medical care, exercise, security, food, sanitation, shelter, basic health principles, hygiene
and proper rest.
P. Who will help them when they get there?
UNHCR, agencies, Khmer government, self - assistance e.g. need farm materials such as
animals
UNHCR comment: need to think of how to buy animals for yourself; reverse the order for
help . . . self, agencies, UN.
R. What information do they need and where do they get it? What information is needed to
answer their questions? From who can the necessary information be gathered?
Radio, newspaper, UNHCR - Need information about negotiations, transportation, security,
food and supplies.
UNHCR comment - Do you get any information from Cambodia?
ICRC tracing service for relatives? (YES) . . . START NOW

(No)

Are you familiar with

P. How do repatriation problems relate to other problems?
People don't know if they should make an investment to get money in camp if they might be
leaving soon, i.e. pig raising
UNHCR comment - trying to arrange for Thai businessmen to purchase poultry and
livestock
Living in a different family book . . . how to change if going back alone?
UNHCR - note this during pre-registration

P. Do they still have friends and families in Cambodia?
(The group of 15 Grade 5 teacher trainees said no.) They also noted that if they could find
relatives, they would like to live nearby, but not with them as this would cause problems.
UNHCR; begin tracing service NOW
P. What skills do they need?
Want to study so they can teach
UNHCR: How can you study if you need to work? Civil servants' salaries are low. UNHCR
and the SNC are trying to formulate an accreditation policy for those who have studied on
the border.
(What skills do they need?)
UNHCR - SOMETIMES EDUCATION IS BETTER ON THE BORDER TIIAN IN CAMBODIA.

KHMER: development will be slow if salaries are low most good land near water is occupied
UNHCR: true around Battambang but not everywhere.
to the size of Cambodia.

Border population is small compared

A. Do they need a map?

Yes to locate a new home and for mines.
UNHCR: You can choose where you want to go in the reception center.
maps can be misleading

Mines - ask locals;

P. In Cambodia where do they go for help?
The governor and civil servants.
UNHCR - What about monks? (Monks need help too)
What about elderly? (YES)
A. How do they get there?

UNHCR vehicles

P. How do they make repatriation easier after arrival?
Find a home.
UNHCR: seek friends help until self-sufficient; agencies won't be as close - wider area and
the present population in Cambodia too, need a realistic picture of life in Cambodia responsible for their own life. People in Cambodia are not their enemies; there will be
economic opportunities after resettlement.
A. Is there any local leadership available in the camps that can help them?

Yes - Khmer admin section.
A. What is the best thing that could happen to them? . . . the worst?

See the motherland and meet relatives. (Best)
no money to build a pouse and having to cease studies (worst)
P. Should they have a sponsor?
No.
A. What are some of the most important survival issues the family will face on the way to
Cambodia?
Safe

transportation

UNHCR:

we will guarantee their safe passage

P. What is repatriation? Why is it needed?

Why repatriate?

Long silence ... UNHCR - Is this your homeland (No) Do you want to go home?
All!
We understand

(YES) ...

Tom Petocz i.s currently working in Cambodia. He is the assistant
project director for a rural development project in Pursuat,
Cambodia.
Phylis Robinson of the Center for International Education is
currently in site II in Thailand. She will be there for several months
gathering information on a project working with the Cambodian
Buddhist nuns. While there she will field test the game. We
anxiously await her reports.

AN ANALYSIS: THE EFFECTIVENESS OF BOARDGAMES WITH
SOUTHEAST ASIANS (SEAs)
SEAs are more laid back than W estemers and many people
develop an attitude called "Mai Pen Rai" in Thailand or "Aut Men
Dai" in Cambodian, which loosely translates to "never mind."
In 1971 a philosophy of NFE was developed by the Thai
Ministry of Education. The NFE philosophy was called the Khit Pen
Philosophy. The Khit Pen philosophy was developed to counteract
this well known and often used idiom.
Some SEAs appeared rather
layed back and complacent.
Khit Pen means a skillful thinker able to solve problems? " A
man who has mastered the process of Khit Pen can analyzes his life
problems systematically" (Srinivasan, 1983 P. 26-27). A Khit Pen
person has developed the ability to think analytically and critically
towards any situation.
Many SEAs believe in a holistic and cyclical approach to
analytical thinking for decision making. On the first leg of the cycle a
person searches for information. When there is a problem a person
needs to find out the cause of the problem. An individual must
search to find out about one's own personal background in regards to
life, family, career, conduct and beliefs.
Next an individual must survey to find out more information
about one's environment. After discovering information about the
environment one must also find out about the society in which he or
she lives and the people's morales in that society.

Next one must find out about the technical knowledge available
that can help in the analysis of the problem at hand. The above is
the first stage within the holistic process and it is called the survey
stage. The purpose of the survey stage is specifically to gather data
as the base for analysis. The cause of the problem could be self,
community or just ignorance.
The second stage (analysis) finds several ways to solve the
problem.
The best solution must include the moral aspects as a
major criterion to solve the problem. Again to solve the problem the
Khit Phen person must think about information about self,
environment and the technical knowledge available at the time.
In the final stage the selected solution is put into practice. This
stage ends when the Khit Phen person is satisfied that he or she has
chosen the most appropriate solution. The completion of the final
stage of the cycle depends on the Khit Pen individual's feelings
towards the outcome; whether or not the solution was a good choice
or not. If it was not the individual could temporarily choose a lesser
solution and start the process over again.
The NFE Khit Pen philosophy is a humanistic philosophy.
Buddhists and many other SEAs as well believe that harmony must
exist between humans and their environment. Humans can improve
their analytical skills by reflecting back on their own experiences,
societies experiences and the current technical knowledge available.
Cycles occur within the individual and an individual's effectiveness
in problem solving depends on harmony and the energy that is
created from these cycles. According to ancient Asian philosophy an
individual has a four phase energy cycle; motivation, preparation,
performance and completion. Two concepts recur constantly; cycles
and change and cycles occur within the individual. All humans need
happiness and happiness is gained through harmony. According to
eastern thought change is natural and always moving. Energy flows
from every person as well as all around us.
Solving problems can create a balance of opposites. Harmony
exists when this balance is achieved and the suffering of the
displaced Khmer can be alleviated through balance. The way to rid
suffering is through harmony and harmony is gained by the
balancing of antagonistic polarities. The concept of balance is most
important. Individuals must be active participants in their balancing

process as well as their problem solving process. In problem solving
an ideal exists calling for responsibility to make change towards
balance, unity and openness.
It is possible for Asian adult learners to improve their
analytical skills when using a boardgame by reflecting back on
experience in order to understand the process. To get a better
understanding Asian adult learners need to consider that nothing
exists by itself. Nature is a balanced harmony of its antagonists.
Nature or the environment can be divided into five elements; wood,
fire, earth, metal and water which together represent the whole
(nature). Traditional eastern healers study ways of nature in order
to find disharmony.
Their diagnosis starts with observation . . . the
way one looks, sounds, feels and moves, and only then is the healer
able to help solve the patients medical or mental problems.
The reality of the Khit Pen philosophy is that life is suffering
and suffering can be healed. In order to heal suffering the origin of
the suffering must be identified and only then can those who seek
solutions choose the right ways that may alleviate the problem.
Cambodians are Buddhists and Buddhist thought is prevalent in
Cambodia. According to Buddhist thought, suffering has its roots in
poverty and underdevelopment. Once there is harmony and stability
the path of development comes into being. Too many people in the
world have accepted non action and thus have accepted suffering.
They tend to shut out frustration and avoid responsibility.
The Khit Pen person feels responsible for using the human
powers of analysis and reflection to get at the root causes of the
problems and to choose the right course of action. Not accepting fate
is an important characteristic of the Khit Pen philosophy of NFE and
also a characteristic of critical consciousness.
Paulo Freire calls accepting one's fate as being at a magical
level of awareness. J. Krishnamurti calls it accepting destiny.
He describes it for a particular culture or country as,
... when millions of people have for centuries taken part in the development of a
certain civilization or culture, they have set going a movement in which
individual human beings are caught up and swept along, whether they like it or
not; and this whole process of being caught up in and swept along by a particular
stream of culture or civilization may be called destiny. ( Krishnamurti, 1982 P.
123).

For the individual if you are born the son or daughter of the
elite you are expected to comply with your parents insistence that
you follow the family line. Perhaps the same can be said of a son of
a peasant, carpenter, laborer or a factory worker. If you comply
even though you want to do something else then you are following
your destiny. It is the same for both groups and individuals. But on
the other hand it is possible for an individual, culture or civilization
to break away from it's destiny and step out of that stream, as
Khrisnamurti calls it.
Pedagogy that truly empowers through learner centered
methodologies are very important. These methodologies can help
people to develop critical consciousness, move away from ·a magical
level of awareness and defy destiny.
That is why it is very important that we should be rightly educated-educated
not to be smothered by tradition, not to fall into the destiny of a particular racial,
cultural or family group, educated not to become mechanical beings moving
towards a predetermined end. The man who understands this whole process, who
breaks away from it and stands alone, creates his own momentum; and if his action
is breaking away from the false towards the truth, then that momentum itself
becomes the truth. Such men are free of destiny. (Krishnamurti, 1982 P. 125).

Adult education in Asia as well as around the world needs to
focus more on the development of analytical and strategical thinking
skills that help to shift the polarities and to move towards the center
- towards harmony. The facilitator's role (perhaps a monk could be
an appropriate facilitator) in the boardgame process, when working
with Asian adults is to facilitate problem confrontation as a way of
achieving inner harmony.
The absence or degree that one is capable
of using analytical thinking and problem solving skills is one of the
fundamental if not the key element that stratifies the world.
The overall aim of the Khit Pen philosophy is to attain harmony
and tranquility between the individual and the environment. There
is tension between values, aspirations and the environment. Balance
in the use of an educational game is reached when one overcomes
game barriers, makes adjustments and finds solutions .
In rural areas of SEA it is not uncommon to find groups of
people in the evening discussing the local problems of the village.
Asians are familiar with these informal type of discussions. Having
these types of discussions around a boardgame would take very little
time for Khmer refugees to get accustomed to. The game only serves
as a structure or framework for starting discussions. Many of them

are already analyzing their precarious situation in the camps. Using
learner center methodologies such as a boardgame to analyze
repatriation problems can strengthen the analytical process and
reinforce traditional Asian values.
(Kindervatter,1979 p.233)
Another important concept in Thai is "Sanook" or "Sabay Nas"
in Khmer. Loosely translated it means having a lot of fun or
enjoyment. SEAs enjoy having fun even in a work situation. The
SEAs workplace is less structured compared to a western workplace.
To an observer it may not be so readily apparent that a serious
discussion is taking place.
The author in his years of experience work~ng with SEAs has
discovered that it is possible to discuss a serious topic, in a fun
classroom environment, and have maximum learning going on at the
Learner centered activities that are fun can motivate
same time.
learners to participate. (Kindervatter, 1979 p. 233) "Sanuck"
combined with a "Mai Pen Rai" attitude made teaching SEAs a
challenge as well as a pleasure.
Southeast Asians smile and laugh for various reasons.
Sometimes it may be out of embarrassment or confusion or just not
knowing what else to do. I am under the impression that they learn
best when having fun. Is it possible for Cambodians to have a
serious d~.scussion and be able to have fun (not rolling on the floor
Based on the results of a survey
type of fun) at the same time?
twenty five former Cambodian refugees here in the United States all
agreed that boardgames can be an effective educational tool to use
with Cambodians in the border camps.
Cambodians have historically used games as so many other
cultures have as a way to relax and have fun.
Games are a part of
Cambodian culture and traditions. But on the other hand, games
have not really been used very much as educational tools in
traditional or formal schools.
There may be a slight problem if one tries to get older students
to learn via a classroom game by just popping into the classroom.
Some may see educational games as just a game and think they will
not learn anything from playing a game. In the future I would
recommend using my survey with students before hand to initiate a
discussion about learner centered materials. Once learners are aware
of what the facilitator is attempting to do "Reducing the Odds can
serve as a bridge between tradition and problem solving.

I have created and used other games in the camps and in my
work with SEAs in the United States and have always had great
success. When clearly explained that the game was an educational
tool and what was important was the discussion that came from
playing the game, students were able to learn from educational
games.
Again Cambodians have historically and traditionally used
boardgames as a way to relax and have fun. So if
boardgame/simulations like "Reducing The Odds" are used with
refugees in the Thai border camps and if the purpose of the games is
to help start discussions about some very important issues, those
particular method may be very useful in helping refugees alleviate
some of the many difficult problems they face.

THEORETICAL BASIC/CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR THE
GAME
If we look around the world we discover that children and
adults in all cultures learn many things differently. Besides that,
these adults also see many things differently than their teachers,
especially if their teachers are culturally different. Adult learners
have their own needs and problems and have their own cultural
ways of dealing with these needs and problems. They do not need
teachers to solve their problems for them.

What adult learners can use, however is an educational
framework not an educational theory, that can bring them together
in order to search for solutions via their own traditional methods.
There are games around that include the solutions to the problems
within the game itself. If a player is skillful or lucky they find the
solution to their life problems by just turning over a card or putting
a puzzle together. This is fine for fun but does it really lead to
discovery? Isn't discovery an important concept in education?
These other kinds of educational tools are tools for banking education
and do not lead to the development of critical thinking skills nor are
they very empowering.
Reducing the Odds theoretical base is founded on the
assumption that Southeast Asian adult learners (as well as other
adults) can learn and solve their own problems through participation
and interaction. In fact participation and interaction are informal
cultural processes that enable Southeast Asians to find solutions to

their own problems. SEAs often come together informally to discuss
issues and to develop ideas on how to solve problemso
Reducing the Odds does not impose content on the learner, it
only offers a framework for discussion, thus allowing participants the
opportunity to use their own cultural processes for learning, creating
new knowledge and solving problems. It is conceptually broad based
enough to allow learners to use and develop their own traditional
informal ways of learning and problem solving. It does not offer any
solutions to the numerous problems they face. The method does not
impose a way of learning on the participants but offers freedom for
the learners to find things out for themselves.
Displaced Khmer need opportunities to find things out through
discussion and analysis. Together they can produce a process to
solve some of their problems. The learners do not need to know the
nature of their learning process as they have been using informal
discussions to solve their own problems for many years.
But before playing the game participants could benefit from
knowing that the boardgame is just that, a framework for stimulating
discussion. In fact if you removed the structure of the game the
learners could participate very well just by using the questions on
the cards.
But the game also serves as a reminder to the part1c1pants of
their overall goal of safely repatriating. As they come to find
solutions to some problems, they also learn about long term problem
solving, short term problem solving and the importance of planning.
Playing the game may only help participants to discover ways to
meet their immediate needs, but on the other hand it does not allow
the participants to get totally caught up in the present. Each
question and the solutions uncovered can serve as steps towards
hopefully obtaining the overall goal of repatriation.
This specific educational approach views the learners as adults
who are capable of finding solutions to their own problems. It gives
credence to NFE adult educational practices that view participants as
having important past experiences and that adults are capable of
solving many of their own problems.
Compared to other methods or approaches in adult education
the game has some similarities to Paulo Freire' s Consciousness

Raising, in that part1c1pants may come to realize that they are victims
of oppression and may be capable of changing certain things in order
to improve their lives. Through discussion, participants may begin to
realize that they do not have to leave all their problems to fate.
Displaced Khmer have problems that they have not created, but they
are victims and when things settle perhaps they can develop a
critical consciousness towards change.
Reducing the Odds is different from other games and methods
in the way it views learners as capable adults able to distinguish
between solvable and unsolvable problems. It does not try to
manipulate learners . into thinking they are coming up with their own
solutions when in fact solutions are being offered by outsiders.
Players themselves control and initiate the discussion.

CONCLUSION
Based on my experience, several field tests in the United States
used to fine tune the game and Mr. Petocz's and Ms Robinson's field
tests in the camps I feel confident that Reducing The Odds and other
similar NFE methodologies can go a long way in helping displaced
Khmer to repatriate and to help rebuild Cambodia. The rationale for
the game is based on the previous success of NFE techniques with
Southeast Asians.
This learner centered methodology follows a philosophy of NFE
that allows learners to utilize their prior knowledge as a base for
continued learning and helps refugees become aware of what their
present situation is like. If these learners experiences and
reflections are given an opportunity to flourish, if these students can
be motivated to understanding through using learner centered
materials and if their facilitator can provide guidance through
questions, new learning can. occur.
The questions used in "Reducing The Odds" can help learners
achieve new learning about their present situation and perhaps
discover some solutions to some of their problems. New conceptual
knowledge can have meaning to refugees when their links to the past
are linked with the unknown. If students take their past experiences
and know ledge into account and attempt to meet their present and
future needs then they may learn more effectively. When refugees
relate their prior experiences and know ledges to solving problems
and conceptualizing future experiences via some action, they can
begin to develop critical consciousness. In the camps the Khmer can

react to what is familiar and what has helped them to cope with their
own present life situation.
New methodologies must be developed and adapted specifically
to meet the needs of displaced Khmer, not someone else's agenda.
The Khmer need to be liberated from their current situation and not
have someone else's educational context imposed on them. These
people are apt to accept any new information given to them in the
camps. Displaced Khmer need to understand the context of their own
priorities (not someone else's) in the camp and relate those priorities
with past experiences and any new information they receive.
To.gether as equal partners in dialogue they will come to know
more about their priorities and be able to integrate any new
information that becomes available. "Reducing the odds" will simply
be one method among many that will be designed by the CIE to help
refugees on the Thai border better understand the context and
content of their priorities and to integrate their immediate learnings
with their previous learnings and to conceptualize some future
experience.
What's needed in the border camps are NFE programs. A
needs assessment is also necessary as well as research to find out
more about what it will take to rebuild their country. More
education may be needed in the form of education for women,
community development, literacy, health, problem solving, skills
training, empowerment and cultural preservation.
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"Essa grande escola que 6 a. OMCV'' .:
Women's Organizations as Educational Processes
a Cape Verdean Case

While most development efforts aimed at women assume that women's
organizations of various types can and do serve as mechanisms of education and/or
development for women,

this assumption is founded on superficial understanding in

This presentation. based on an in-depth qualitative case study of one

_r;_:e __t':_~~---~~?.~.r~:?.. .~

{0MCV),

shows some of the ~-rays this orga.n.i.z.ation does serve as a

site, of

learning and change, both through its accomplishments and, more interestingly,

through its dilemmas.

For this study, I spent about 15 months in participation, observation and
inter'>,)e1.'s

'~iith

a base eroup of OMCV located in a peri-urba.n bajr_;c_Q of the capital

city called Tira Chapeu.

Group members' actions and voiced perceptions revealed

important dimensions of these women's lives and the life of their group.
these two 'lives' meet,

where

learning of a profound, subtle, and perhaps unexpected

nature has been occurring, part of larger and profound movements and shifts which
affect women's role and Cape Verdean society as a whole.

In this presentation,

I' 11

discuss dimensions and dilemmas of the lives of the women who participated in the
study; reflect on how they are sites of learning for the women involved, for the
women's organization, and for society; and consider remaining problematic areas.

referred

Pedro Pires, former Prime Minister of Cape Verde, often
to "this big school that i:s OMCV".

The dimensions are many, but today I'll present two:

l ) 'I don't go out': women's

2l women's life of duty and the concept of rights.
In order to situate this discussion,
on the Republic of Cape Verde,
Tira C:hapeu..

I'd like first to provide some background

the OMC\7, and the )?_§ __~TL~ where the study took place,

The cliffs, craggy valleys, and sand-stretched beaches that are Cape

Verde come out of the sea at about 450 kilometers from the western tip of Senegal
and present to the world an experience of vibrant life in the midst of stark and
difficult beauty.

A resident population of about 337,000 shifts and struggles

across the islands' 4,000 sguare kilometers of land surface, surviving principally
on subsistence agriculture and animal husbandry, revenues from emigration, and
relationships with other countries.
The country's

diffi~ulties

are many, but its spirit is huge, and this is only

one of its many paradoxes, contradictions, strange juxtapositions and joinings.
Cast on these rocks where life is so uncertain, Cape Verdeans of all economic levels
give their best and maybe only food to a stranger who walks into their

mid~t.

Sprawled across the globe to make a living, at the same time they are fiercely
attached to their land.
create humor,

And confronting the possibility of profound despair, they

proverbs of wisdom, wild and melancholy music, and deep-soul poetry to

fill their lives with beauty and joy.

2

The Kriolu t.Jord, §_gJ;'!j,_, does not translate direct!~, into
English, in either word or concept.
Yet this word is central to
understanding life in Cape Verdean communities and the women's
group I will discuss in this paper, and so I spend some space
explaining i t here.
Q_g_p:i, is both an adjective and a noun.
In this
maxim i t ' s used as a noun.
I t comes f'rom the word, §_~Q_yr9, having
to dc1 with pleasure.
Related words in Portuguese are: §_gp_pr
(taste, f- lavor) , §~Qpr_g_§.Q (savory), and §?~_Qr_~§!:. (to relish, to
ta5te, to enjoy).
The word is used in many ways.
It can describe
good-tast: i ng food CkiJ.!!l--1...9.E! §..~.9j~), or a rea 11 y wonderful party or
other event C_f_~-~-!.£1 ~-ta.!;;i_§ .§_~~-i), or to say' 'we had a good time' (nu
E~§_§ g __<;!l:;i.j ) •
'Having a good time' has to do with many elements,
principallv: plenty (of food, drink or whatever); good company

2

n9.9.,ci-'" undec.li;::s the u1ti.m3ts pa.radox of their lives.

One~

you've really enjoyed

yourself. dying is nothing.

Uninhabited when 'discovered' by explorers for King Afonso V of Portugal in
lL6G, the islands became the basis of flourishing trade between Portugal, the

African cease, and the Americas.

The principal article traded was human life:

From these early times, slaves were also brought to Cape Verde to work the
pla.nta.::i c:n::; of large landowners in a. system of gg_patb:cLc1;:,

who ruled the land and conducted trade as they saw fit.

:.and g-r:ints to noblemen

The mixing and blending of

these peoples -- a very small number of white Europeans and a large number of
Africans -- through various events and epochs created the unique creole society that
became Cape Verde.

The Republic of Cape Verde gained its independence in }Q75, as part of the
international anti-colonial, anti-fascist struggle in Portugal and its African
colonies.

The key politician-soldier-philosopher of this revolution was Amilcar

Cabral, a Cape Verdean with close family ties to Guine-Bissau.
live

~a

Although he did not

see his country freed, his thought continues to shape the rhetoric, and

sometimes the reality, of politics and economics in Cape Verde.
In this rhetoric and the economic realities that accompany it, a struggle to

balance autonomy and survival can be seen, for a key issue for Cape Verde is its
relationship with other nations in the effort to survive.

One of Cabral's key

tenets was freedom from European economic and cultural domination through
association and identification with Africa.

But in practice, the post-independence

Clots of laughter, close friends and family, lively and fun
conversation which usually includes a lot of informal storytelling); feeling welcome where you are, getting a good reception
from your hosts in terms of their behavior toward you; and music
and

dancing.

governme~t~

maintained close ties with supportive European powers in order to

develop a reliable flow of food and necessary goods.

The other side of the autonomy

question had been isolation and Portugal's abandonment of Cape Verde to famine in
times of drought and disaster.

The PAICV government worked against the living

memory of the famine of 1Q47 -- when Portugal

'5

only "help" strategy had been to

sena Gape Verdeans as conscripted laborers to plantations in

S~o

Tom& e Principe

to ensure that Cape Verdeans would no longer starve.
The fragility of life evident in this recent history reflects the economic and
geographic marginality

4

of this nation.

It is off the path and has few natural

In order to survive the hardships of Cape Verdean life, people connect.

resou.r-ces.

Isclation is the enemy.
ensure survival.

Human links are the glue of social structure and the way to

On a daily and local basis, various forms of mutual dSsistance and

obligati0n function both practically and ritually across close ties of family,
friendship,

and neighborhood.

Human linking plays its role on an international scale as well, even beyond
official government to government relationships.

Cape Verdeans (historically,

The post-independence government of the revolutionary
par~t~~),

PAIGC

C.P~ . }tid~Q.

ftf~_;i_
_g_.gnq

.J_Dd_~~n__ ~l!!~ _ g.i . .~

9.9

Q.E

~t~i_.I!!;:

~

QaQ_Q_

Verde). maintained federation with Guine-Bissau until the coup
there in 1980.
As a result of this coup, the Cape Verdeans
separated from Guine-Bissau, renaming their party the f>artidq_
.t1.fr.L1;.sJJP .Qsi .Lrr.Q~_eend~n-~.L~ g~ Q_~J;:i.Q ~~-rd~ CPAICIJ) and reaffirming its
continuity from Cabral's original party CPAIGC).
See Davidson
(1989) and PAICV (!983).
I am aware that I am using the image of margin/center from
the gender-class way of seeing and Marxian analysis.
I believe
this imagery effectively frames the issues linked to Cape Verde's
economic position which I am discussing here.
Of course, this
im,::ige does put a certain lens on things, and another image could
illuminate other facets.
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mostly men) 5 emigrate for work and send earnings to families back home.

Large

emigrant communities in Portugal, the United States, the Netherlands, France, and

Italy wel:ome the newcomers and continue the interdependent relationships that make
Cape Verdean life work.

Back home, women are responsible for the survival of their immediate and
extended families:

they are the center of family life, the core of cultural life,

the ba:kbone of subsistence.
San~c

Ant~o,

In a baseline socio-economic study of the island of

Hemmings-Gapihan (1986) found that families on that island were

generally matrifocal.

Moreover, most functioned on the basis of women's duty to

keep them going.

Women, whether single or married, bear the burden of running the family.
Even when both parents work, women spend a greater percentage of their
earnings to feed the family.
In case of separation, women often become
the sole support of their children.
Women bear the burden of children
born out of wedlock. 6
(Hemmings-Gapihan, 1986:36 l

While women

be~r

this obligation, their resources for fulfilling it are weak.

''Because of emigration, women comprise nearly 60 percent of the country's potential
labor force of approximately 173,000 people.

Female unemployment and

underemployment rates are estimated to be twice as high as those for men.
problem i2 particularly acute among female heads of households."

The

(Clement, et al,

Cape Uerdeans have emigrated to many countries around the
world and continue to do so today.
In general, mostly men have
gone, leaving women and Families at home.
Sometimes, families have
been able to join later.
The one large exception to this picture
of gender-distinct emigration is the movement of young women from
the island of S~o Nicolau to Italy to work as maids.
In current
times, the proportion of women emigrating independently has risen,
although no exact data is available at present.
For further
discussion of Cape Verdean emigration and its role in social life
and structure, see Carreira (1982).
Although data are not generalizable From island to island,
each island having its own social and cultural ~arms, I found this
situation to be generally true in the community I studied as well,
and so comfortably cite i t here.
5

Thus, in order to support their families and ensure them a future, women
actively maintain the social bonds that constitute social security.
Women's central role -- and the fact that their numbers are far greater than
men's in many places on the islands -- makes attention to women's needs,
opportunities, and problems in Cape Verde more than the political rhetoric of
equity; it is central to any consideration of the country's development and the
establishment of a just social system.
In February 1990, the revolutionary party, PAICV, opened its one party state
to a multi-party system.
legislative elections.

In January lQQl, they lost the first multi-party national
But the party now in power, MPD, Movimento para Democracia,

on a wave cf democratization and economic privatization, faces the same challenges
that have shaped Cape Verde for centuries.

/~lthough
Cabral'~

women's "emancipation" by their own hands was a key element in

political philosophy of social justice, having a cohesive women's

organization was not a PAIGC priority during the anti-colonial struggle in GuineEissau and Cape Verde (fortes, 1991 ).

However, after independence, a number of

Through the work of a core of about 16 women, the
CNOMCV put together the structure and activities that would officially become the

From its inception, two threads ran through the stated _r::.:?-_i.e..9J1__ g_'et;_~-_§: of this
organization.

An 'emancipation' thread appeared in the words of the third Congress

6

of the

~~_it('_ll_?_g_j._qg_~_L_qg __ ~9_'gc __ ]_QI_Q~

the formation of OMCV.

CCNCV) of PAIGC which gave an official push to

In PAIGC doctrine, women deserved just and equal treatment

in society, but they had to liberate themselves.

Thus, a national women's

or·gani:.ation would h?ve to have mobi 1 ization for "Jj__gyj_g_ac.Eio __Q_Q___~.DiU..e.!:)..0:":!-" as a
principal goal.
The other thread -- about

'integration into development' -- was expressed in

the CNOMCV's and the OMCV's earliest statutes:

JMGV fights for the full integration of Cape Verdean women into the
process cf economic, social and cultural development of our country, in
which our people are engaged under the direction of PAICV, with a view
toward the construction of a homeland of progress and social justice,
free of exploitation of man by his fellow man.
<OMCV, 1981:85)
Embedded in this second thread was the assumption that liquidation of injustice was
in lin0 with PAICV's rlans for the country's socio-economic development, that these

tw0 went hand in hand in both process and final objective.

In addition, this

statement contained the idea that women were somehow isolated from this process and
neeaec tc be

1

integrated'

into it.

Other organization documents supported this view

of integrating women into a development process already underway, and emphasized

that removing blocks to women's equality would increase their participation,
q~.iar:ti:a.ti'i,.rel~y

21nd qu.,£i1it.a.tive1y,

in that process.

In practice, OMCV carried out both these threads of purpose, however sometimes

contradictory, as well as many more implicit objectives.
report to the first Congress in July 1990 included accounts of activities in the
areas of education and training, information and culture, literacy education,
productive activities, construction and programming of Qi".QJ:I.Qs __~__E_:cQIBQ~Q.___Femj.nj_ri_:;i,,
construction and staffing of preschools, studies and documentation, and external
relati-:T;s !.OMCV, 199Cla.>.

"Relatorio do comite nacionalS

7

To implement these

programs, OMCV operated a structure that reflected the bottom-to-top premise.

7

The

In each residential community or workplace

pr_:.f!)f;L?_'59..fX.et~:c.Lsi. ·

10

Three or more Kf__Upos de )?ase in a geogra.phical area joined

At the national level, the
to meet rezu_ 1.a.:c

·:-onvcLec by th'."' C:!2.!l!i...te

T:.£0_Q_f<_,~l_

:::-.i"ery fiVE:' yea.rs

or by two-thirds of 0!:1CV' s members.

Between

The daily operation of OMCV was assured by the
execut
i vc :i. ~;
- -·-··----- ·----··--·--,_

;p.~

made up of

::ind v22-ious _$~-~:.r.~_.tA:cj_~-~--ti~f;jog§__~_;:_J.

c<rgani:aticn 1 :s ~~'ork.

7

'·

6

to cover the various domains of the

17

This structure is almost identical

to that of PAICV.

base group
committee
First Secretary
section
sector

congress
national committee

executive secretariat
General Secretary, Assistant General Secretary, and
National Secretaries, respectively

See OMCV, 1981, pp. 88-95; OMCU, n.d., pp. 9-17; OMCU,
1990a.

or

OMCV was greatly affected by the political changes that took place in Cape
Verde during lQ90 and 1°Ql, because of its creation by and association with the
pa.r:-ty,

P.U.IC\7.

When PAICV lost the January elections, the organization managed to

stay afloat, reorganize, and reaffirm its dedication to working for women's needs.
Still

involved in a soul-searching, readjusting and redefining phase when I left in

May 1° 0 1, and greatly reduced in paid staff, OMCV was still workin8, still getting
funding to build preschools, still doing a family planning project here and there,
still holding international women's day events.

This paper is neither a history nor an analysis of OMCV as a whole.
·~

is a look at some issues in the life of one group,

What it

and some thoughts about what

that group's life might mean for the members of that group, and for the organization

The group that shared its life with me was the group of Tira Chapeu.

As soon as I turned the corner into Tira Chapeu, I always felt as if I was
g0ing into a different world,

a

world of dust and piles of cement block and

crumbling walls, of shouting and raucous laughter and the edge between joyand pain.
Entering Tira Chapeu felt a little like walking into uncertainty, into
And now that I look back on it,

vol~tility.

it seems that all this was because I was walking

i.nto pove:rty.

But then it became also the world I knew, where people knew me, like going
home, going to a place where I felt comfort and care, where I couldn't get two steps
down a street without someone calling out to me or greeting me or teasing me into
ba.nter a.nd laughter, much more rny "home'' than the neighborhood where I 1 i ved.

It

was a place of peace and comfort -- the safety of close ties -- and a place of life

9

and ljve!iness -- where people knew how to deal with what life handed out to them,
where another baby was still a God-given blessing even when there was nothing to
feed it. where small occasions were reason for dancing even when there was no wine,
and where friends,
chen life went on.

neighbors and relatives were mourned deeplv and intensely and
lt had to go on.

Ti:-2 Chapeu. is one or a network of peripheral

central

1

3

urban .Q_e_iI:I.:_Q_;? e ringing the-

platea.u of Praia up and down a series of bluffs ( tdgi.da) and dry riverbeds
!

edged by

the sea.

Once,

the central plateav.

\:"§_~

the city of Praia.

No;.;

the plateau is merely the microscopic center of a sprawling metropolis, created

one of the oldest a.reas of this type ..

6.-'.~

It's nestled

.:.:i.t

t.he

A 9£1,_:r rg m i gh t
be cal.led a neighborhood, bt1t it.s b.01..mdarie.s are a litt1.e mare
name~
distin.".:"t than those .o:f a ni:ighba.rh.ood and it ha:s
like Ti r'~ Chap.eu are a:s common!~, re:ferr.e.d to as ;;;on.a§., a more

a

general word meaning zone or area.
Tira Chapeu residents tell the meaning of the name of the
"take off your hat", and thus bear witness to Praia's
expansion.
When people first settled in Tira Chapeu, so many years
ago, they say, you could see the church in Praia's main square from
here.
As is the tradition of travelers in Cape Verde, when they
first catch sight of a church, men take off their hats and everyone
crosses himself or herself.
And so it was that when travelers
coming into Praia on the Cidad.e l,Jelha road crested the hill where
they could first see the central city, they took off their hats.
Tira Chapeu.
Q.9:i,_r::_r-g,:

Some of the women participating in my study h.ad come to
Tira Chapeu as long ago as the 1940'.s, many in the late part of
that decade during the 1947 famine.
That f.amine stimulated a good
deal of urban m·igration because e·mergenc:i-' rood was given out at
centers in Praia.
Other :families had settled in Tira Chapeu even
earlier.
One woman in her sixties had come with her family when
IO

side of the road leaving the city to the west toward Cidade Velha,

,L\nr:-,Snio,

a city

uppe1· rniddle
1

the ancient

in itself, between Palmareijo, the ba_irro of emb.;i.ssies and their

cL:i.s~'

as people say',

neighbors, and Terr.:.> Branc.a, the

~ith

its schools,

"t'.=:.~I.I._!?

the government built"

three-story houses and apartment complexes for

Tira Chapeu has also become the industrial zone of Praia, a series

of factories lining the side of the Cidade Velha road opposite to the residential
Its people are working class, when they have work: former farmers
transplanted to the city, skilled and unskilled laborers !stonemasons, carpenters,
drivers, construction workers) working privately or on the government workfronts,
)01.-.'cr

tc· mid--range civil servants, small. business people, domestic workers, street

~.r::::-odc:-s;

fishermen a.nd ~omen fish vendors ..

:::·::nc.e H70, Ti.ra Chapeu ha.s grown beyond its own proportions,

The feel of

Ti.::;;.. Chapeu

a.no its residents' stories a.nd impressions -- spe.a.k;;. of grok'!t.h)

busti.ng out of

its seams,

in terms of both occupation of la.nd a.rea and

infrastructures no longer adequate for its many people's needs.
growing population and expanding land area,
~Jhere

it has few formal

In spi.te of its

infrastructures of its

government infrastructures don't exist, residents find their 01,1n ways to

solve their problems.

In fact, most residents' background is rural.

accustomed to creating their own communities,
so!.ving methods,

their own systems,

They are

their own problem-

Yet, with residence in the capital comes an awareness of other

kinds of support systems -- and an expectation that their community should have

them .

she was

still a

young girl.

In these terms, Tira Chapeu's infrastructures are inadequate for its needs.
To serve this population in water,
bathhouse 1 toilet.
dirt.z:z

2

two fli.A.fi!Ti.~ "t exist.

There is one public

There is no sewage system, no waste disposal site.

The roads are

The nearest open market is at the crossroads of Terra Branca and Achada

Santo Antbnio, a very small market.

The only schools within the community are two

rented rooms of houses, used as classrooms.

The rest of Tira Chapeu's

schoolchildren walk to schools in Achada Santo Antbnio or Terra Branca or Vhrzea.
The nearest medical center is a 15-minute walk into Achada Santo Ant6nic,
ne~rest

pharmacy another 10 minutes down the same way.

A nurse who lives in Tira

C!~cpe~,; .moonlights to serve many people's he.a.1th needz for p.ayrnent.~z~

of traditional medicine also prescribe and heal.
Ti.rz

C.hcpeu~

some of ~,hich else- serve as ~ars.

P0~rle

1.1 hich

No restaurants exist, although women
A consumer

had been years in the pla.nning, sta.rted to function in J9Ql.

live outside their houses in Tira Chapeu, the roads filled with

laughter, shouting, talking, children playing.
fish

Practitioners

There are small private shops in

make snackfood and sweets at home and sell them door to door.
coope::-ative,

the

On a typical. day, a woma.n c li?a.ns

in a small round plastic pan, gutting it, scraping the fins,

washing it with

Water fountain - in Tira Chapeu, the main ghQfg_r::.:i..s. was a
small cement building with a locked iron grate door, housing three
spigots.
The building would be unlocked at the time the water
flowed each day, for about an hour just after sunrise, then locked
up again.
This ch_a"fg_ri.s was red b::.1 a city water main.
A second
gb<?..f£!r: ..:i..§. exi.sted in Tira Chapeu, in another part of the
neighborhood, this one supplied by a water truck, and opened for a
brief time in the afternoon.
The one cobblestoned road is the road to Cidade Velha
running beside Tira Chapeu, between the reaidentia1 zone and the
factory zone on the other side of this road.
2,::'•

A.s a

resident and neighbor,

that was real but "flexible.
12

the nurse had a

payment system

Children scramble and c-avort on the pi. les of j_Q££ 2

cf houses under construction.

""'

and s:..rnd left in front

Men appear in the unfinished windows on first and

second stories wearing the grime and grit of building.

block houses announce the election campaign:
nh~c_c.'_,z~ scrawled over them in white paint.

Half-built stone a.nd cement

Viva PAI CV!, E_r;:ra P. Pires]_,

t1ED e

Women pass by at their work, one going

home from a nci ghbor 1 s house, another comi.ng by \.'i th her tr2y of bananas a.nd

vegetables on her head to sell.
selling tuna,

they painstakingly cut this big fish into small 25 or 50-escudo

pieces, which the woman or girl buying will put into that day's pot of rice or

And all around,

the presence of women.

They make up the market at the Terra

Branca crossroads, sit at each other's houses tending children, wander the streets
selling this or that food
but peripherally.

item or article of clothing.

They seem to be not there, out working or emigrated, or no

permanent man there in the first place, or just out.
they are on the fringes,

outsidt- playing c..ar.ds
1

is a

And even when they are there,

in the courtyards combing their hair to go out, resting

having just come in from work,

J9-1'.:~9.

Men are there too, and boys,

~~i

th

listening to sports on the radio, sitting around

friends~

The women are the center, with their children

kind of volcanic rock used in construction.

Various slogans of the 1990-1991 legislative election
campaign: "Long live PAICV!" Cthe formerly single party), "Out with
P. Pires!" Cthe former prime minister), "MPD is great!" CMPD was
the opposition party newly created in 1990, which swept the
elections in 1991)
Slogans like these plastered all available
public space during the campaign.

"Tuna here!"
Tuna is a prevalent and -Favored -Fish in the
local diet.
Its price -Fluctuates according to availability, which
varies by the time of year and the weather.

around them,
l,auBhtc·r)

they are the visible presence in Tira Chapeu, keeping things going:

loving) and

J

ife itself.,

And amidst the cacaphony that is Tira Chapeu's daily life and spirit, some
women are members of the Tira Chapeu OMCV group.

Joana, the group's leader, claimed

that some 80 women were official members, signed-up on paper, although that number
.had diminished, she said, because of women moving a.way, emigrating, 0) 7 ing, ma.rrying
'-=':r building houses outside the RQ.ir:rr;:.

Maybe about 50 were active at the time of

c-i:i.s study, according to her calculations.

From my experience, about JO showed up

ac- meetings regularly, with a more solid core of about 10 to 20 to help Joana more
C~)USi. .::tentlY~

Most of the 1.1omen involved were women wi tho1;t wage jobs, though most

worked in the informal sector in some way, a few rather successfully.

One woma.n who

participated in the st1;d:.' owned a sma.11 shop/tavern and spent a vacation al.most
e~ery

year with her grown children in Lisbon.

survival.

But most lived on a sharper edge of

Some were maids, some did a little selling house to house or at markets.

Mosr had little or no schooling.
all exc2pt the two youngestz

men and had children.
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The majority were n0t f orma.11 y married, al though

and one older woman were or had been in unions with

They ranged in age from 20 to about 70, either migrated from

rural areas by one means or another,
spent some years in

S~o

Tom~

or born and raised in Tira Chapeu.

Several had

e Principe as contracted laborers as a result of the

Initially, 28 of the JO women who attended the organizing meeting for the
study forma.l ly signed up to pa.rticipa.te. ::r.1:1

I ended up doing tape-recorded

27

This number was three, but one of these had her first
child while I was carrying out the study.
Although, in order to abide by the ethical standards of my
study, I wanted to have participation from those who had been at
the meeting, had understood and agreed to the terms of the study,
this was impossible to control.
After this initial meeting, many

interviews with 24 of these;

one moved away about a month after I'd begun the study

and I was unable to schedule interviews with the other three.

Of these 24, one

emigrated to Lisbon and one died during the course of the study.
ta!k2 and daily experience, much more important than the formal

with a broader range of women.

But my informal
interviews, were

And some women who had never been involved in the

previous phases of the study showed up during its last phase, the small group
discussions on themes in the history of the group.

Not so very long ago -- and to a large extent, even now -- women were closed

in, both literally and figuratively.

Their movements were largely restricted, via

actual control by family and mates and via their desire to maintain a good social
reputation, wlth the exception of activities related to their survival duties.
Th1:s,

the ::;mall "'ays i.n which they a.re breaking out of this control, perhaps

insignificant in another society, are extremely important for the women in Tira
Women's membership in the OM group represents breaking out.

Chapeu.
time~

i. t mc'ans conforming tc>
F~r

the sake of time,

appeared in women's personal
1
;,...

omcn

'3

ne~~

At the same

sta.ndards z,.nd group norms .

I will present just a few examples of how this theme
lives, and then move to discussing how it affected the

grour·~

other women heard about the study and asked to participate.
In
addition, at group events, women other than those who signed up
formally also participated.
I did formal tape-recorded
conversations only with women who had signed letters of consent
that day, but other women's lives inescapably entered into the
'data' I collected.
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As my undcrstanrl.ing of women's lives in Tira Chapeu began to rise up out of
the mist of confusion,

in the early months of my stay there,

began to hear more

loudly women's words picturing their spheres of movement as relatively small.
expe)-ience with

As my

the women a.nd their group expa.nded, this picture took on importance

because it was very different than the one I'd imagined.

looked free to go wherever they wanted, but as

On the surface, women

listened more closely,

it became

clear that they did not feel this way, and in their life stories, had known a great
dea! of restriction via social norms and their desire to fit the image of ''good
1-.'oman", as well as actual control by family and mates.
In man.Y realm.::.,

rr. en cle·arly had "say" over whc.t their \.'omen did;. alt.hough
1

women did not always listen.
,L,ntonia's case,

Using birth control was one of these realms.

In

i.t ""as her E_9i-Q_j-fid~~:z~ who determined that she would go to see

about birth control.

i'In fact., he sent me- .

he is the only one with a job,

J didn't want to.

He says 1,7e're poor,

it's not good to have lots of kids."

She did in fact

use tbe Fill tor some time, but a.fter it sta.rte·d causing her physica.l problems, her
mare agreed that she should stop.
Bur control of women's sexuality went beyond this direct control by spouses.

Mz•ny or the ·;.•eomen were raised "almost locked up", as Rita recounted.
raised us to stay in the house.

"Our father

7 pm and we were in bed, we never went anywhere."

As an adult, by herself she only went back and forth to Praia, she said, but never
Toka also had this experience, and cites it as the reason she never
had children.
It's not that I didn't want any "childrenS, but there was no way.
My
uncle kept me under lock and key.
When the woman {my grandmother) who
raised me died, every night he would come tap on the window here.
When

father-of-child/children - describes the man a woman is
connected to through common law marriage, or who is simply the
father of her children
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I asked who i.t ·.;ras, he 1.1ould answer: 'Ah, you've gone to bed 7 ' Then he
left.
Jf he came by in the evening and found me sitting here, he would
tel 1 me to go ro bed.
If I wanted to go or not, I went. They loved me
;:, ! ot.
Toka associated this control with love and proper behavior.
3

Aldira illustrated how

more general norm and the image of a good woman controlled women's behavior in

If a \-.1oman "has more tha.n one manS~ it's not right .
It's not pretty.
Even ~. f a mar:. does it, men c.nd woman c.re not the s.ame.
If a 1.1oman does
lr, her name is changed, she's called bad things.
It's ugly for the
:rarr"11es.
If I he.ar that, if I h,::-ve a child th,::-t did that, it µouldn't
!Js~

.gcoc;~

i7=" •...?ould be shameful, there would be a lot cf gossip.
Itts not
They say women have the same rights as men, but it's not true.

gooa.

The rhing is not pretty.
If women did the same as men, the world would
be different.
It wouldn't be good.
Tina

1i~ed

a similar story.

Her grandmother and father controlled how she

and thus her image as a good woma.n -- bec.ause her father pa.id for her
cJ.cthes.

When I ~as a girl, my grandmother made me wear long skirts.
I wanted to
earn mo:-:!ey so I could wea.r 'what I liked.
~/hen I got older, I beca.me a
r,~udj~L __q_i_nEl;_OSj_!l_ "woman of business5 -- made pastel, sold fish.
One
day I 1o1orked sc,11 ing fish a.nd ea.rned 80 or so escu_g..Q_;;;.
I \.lent to buy
c-:: lcth a.nd have a dress made
a pretty cloth -- 1.3 QScudo~ per meter.
I also made a slip that w.as in style then.
bought underpants and
kun.tJ.T,£,?_C,11 and went to show my father:
"I've bot.ight this'" My father's
rapariga sewed the dress for me.
Our grandmother wanted us to wear
long dresses, but we would cry and ask for a style called ''pockets and
be!.t." Dur father didn't like shorter skirts -- he said girls who wore
them didn't get consideration - he paid only for long skirts.
tler· father sought to preserve the image of good 1.1oma.n for his young daughter, an
image that forcefully influenced women's ideas and actions in the realm of sexuality
a.:nd fert i. 1 i ty
~?ouse~

~

direct control also played an important role in women's working

outside the home.

Many women who had worked outside the home before living with a

man, stopped working when their man 1.1as around.

1 -,
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In some cases, this was in part

because they no longer had to work to survive.
told,

But for the most part, as Nisia

it was because their mates wanted thei.r i.>omen at home.
He didn't like me to work.
He didn't want me to leave the house!
He
didn't like it if he would come home and there would be no one there.

Sandra also told this tale.
After the work with the Chinese ended, I didn't work any more.
managed to work for a month and a half in someone's house, but that was
i.t.
I didn't stay there because I was with this £9o.i-di-fid_.h! ;;.md he
would come heme for lunch at noon, and there was no one to do that work,
make lunch, and all that.
He wanted me to guit the job because when he
came home for lunch, there was no lunch.
Her mate's expectation that she should be responsible fer putting meals en the table
-- those things related to survival -- kept her from working as a servant.
provided their income, she went along.

Antonia's £9o.i-di-fidju also did not want her

ro leave her home duties to go to work as a servant.
~ould

His concern was that there

be no one to stay with their children.
Interestingly, work outside the home for the purposes of survival was often

the one

deto:~r

acceptable -- bee.a.use necessary

in the rather small circle of

movement that made up most of the women's lives.

T:O:;e i:::sues of control and breaking out were perhaps some cf the most important
themes that emerged from women's words about how they saw their group.

On the one

hand, men exercised control in the realm of the group by giving or denying
permission to their mates to join.

In addition, social reputation and the image of

the good voman played a role in determiningwhether women participated in the group.
On the other hand, many women defied these controls to join the group because the
group represented breaking out, opening their horizons, and going places.

the

a.ctivitie.:~

Moreover,

of t.he wo.men's orga.niza.t-ion .a.s a whole emphasized the idea of women

learning, expanding, finding valid alternative life choices.
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Its rhetoric contained

the idea of changing the image of women as well as their reality,

bringing them into

contact 1.'ith other \.)omen, new idr::·as, and intone\.) relationship witb their partners.

Some men exercised direct control over women's decisions in the domain of the
OM grour, as they did in other domains.
t~~

permission or approval

Many women talked about asking their mates

to join the group.

Sinta waited until she was free of

her mate and child-raising duties to become really invulved in the group.
exphincd that her

t!.'.::!.~~BP

She

would not have let her go to that or any other activity.

He

wouldn't have let me, he would say: you're going out to all these
places, you'll do this and that.
So I just sat.
didn't go anywhere.
~Je.i.1., I ~~ent tc church but not regularly..
Because" you see, he would
say:
oh, :-'ou're going to church" You would go to church, you wouldn't
want to .
. because "he would thinkS you had someone on the side.
But
after I threw him out, I went to church, I went to mass every Sunday, we
held rosary at Nhu Filipe's house, we held rosary at the chapel, every
·,,;eeL.

So manv of the women in the group were not living with men that they had no need to
Yet others were controlled by more general forces of social
Because women got out and about
the picture of the good woman,

wi~h

the OM group, an activity that didn't fit

the group had a less than spotless reputation with

many people in the community, among both men and women.
refusal

image.

Rita linked husbands'

to let their women join to this problem of social reputation.

S9me. their husbands won't let them.

Because at one time, we were
caJled whores - if we went out people l.lould say: look a.t those whores
there, where are they going?
Here they come, etc.
Everyone mistreated
us.
Now it's better, but there are still some who say these things men and women both.
So some men don't like their wives to go.
Because
we gc' out and a.bout at any hour, 1.1i th Joa.na.
Wherever there's a party
or a meeting, we go at the hour it occurs. Lots of husbands don't like
it -- say that we're whores.
Even today, there are many women who don't
join because of that.
They want to join, but they can't because their
husb2..nds won't let them.
This is the· reason I've beard most.

The women who participated in the study clearly identified the group's
activities that got them out and about as a big part of what they liked about the
group.

To these women, breaking out was a big part of what it was all about.
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Joana

explained how in the beginning, women's relatively sheltered situation made many

hesitant to join.
a lot of women were afraid to join.
They didn't know what it was,
they weren't familiar .
. we did more and more activities
. we did
c.arnpa. J. gn s, we went to Terr,J Bra.nca, we came to Tira Cha.peu, we went to
. we went and mobilized, mobilized people .
Achad.3 .
T)n.:s.

getting a group sta.rted required active mobil.ization,

J.iteraJly getting women

F:< Joan3. personally, joining OM and PAICV was an act of breaking away from
the despair of her troubles.

The contact with other people and the activity outside

l1c·r ::ma).' realm of d"'il;r .s:).rvival brot;ght her joy and new life.

I joined OM i.n 'Bl, no, in t79.
. At the time tha.t J joined the OM
group - actually I became .
a militant of the Party - it was despair
because of my husband that caused me to do this.
To the extent that I
:reziJl::: am cbl iged to that husband now, beca1.1se if it hadn't been for
that despair I probably wouldn't have joined.
It made me happy because
:r wa::; a lot of activity, very ani.mated, made me animated.
Maria Fatima too cited this very personal reason as one of those that brought her
iaro OM acrivities.
The educati.on, the social contact, and also I wa.s a bit isolated, yo1;.
could say, so I thought, let me join this organization of women with
these trainings that they have and those other things.
And we will
organize, because I always like organi2ed things.
Sinta talked about getting out and going places with Joana.
I went with Joana, we would go tc the interior.
We went on a passeio to
Tarrafal twice.
I never don't go, once I had had and raised my kids.
Once I got off that road though --- People tease me and say that after
l got rid of my man, I sta.rted going everypl.ace.
And I say: I have my
free will now, and I don't have to justify myself to anyone.
I say:
;;;hould I just sit around a.nd wait for death to take me?!
I won't know
anything, J '11 just stay the way I am? 1 No, I' 1J. go wherever I can go.
Suffice Joana to say, let's go, if my feet will ta.ke me, I go with her.
Rita talked about getting out in two ways.

The first was the chance to get

out literally, visiting places and seeing events.
I've gone 1 ots of places, I've lea.rned lots of things, I've gotten to
know lots of places I didn't know before, lots of people that I didn't
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know.
Before I would have been shy to approach them, but now -- .
We've gone ro the Assembly, we went to the airport to meet those people
whc:• came 'the presidents of "os cinco"S, we 1,1ent down below to the
gymnasium, we went t0 that other place in Fazenda "Centro SocialS, we
Pent to Assomada, we wandered ar011nd everyplace in Assomada, we were
shown "everythingS, we went to Tarrafal and were shown all those places.
I think it's good because you get to know a lot of things you
didn't know, you go to meetings and you understand a lot of things.
If
you don't understand something, you ask.
Saturday we went to the
z;ymnasium .
J 1.:as reaJ.ly amazed by all those things they di.d there
·a gymnastics expositions.
I had never been there before.~ 0 Me,
jusr go back and forth to Praia.
The second was gettin8 out of shyness, widening her horizons,

that is,

learning how

to de new things.

You learn to talk to people, yoy learn to start a friendship with
someone, you learn how to enter someone's house and say 'good morning'
c,r 'good afternoon', you learn how to be among those people, ca.lm,
:'."eeling relaxed.
If there's a J:?.~.1~'.:'. E.nd you want to learn to dance,
you can learn.
. The first time I went "to a meetings I felt
afraid.
When those people came from Praia to hold meetings with us we
were embarassed, timid.
We didn't speak for a long time because we
weren't used to it.
"check with original tapeS

The foals and activities of OMCV as a whole supported the women's image of
their group as a way of breaking out.

in a number of realms.

OMCV implemented efforts at educating women

Up to the time of the study,

their principal activities in

education had been for literacy education and health and family planning education.
The.y a 1so

,-1'

ulO'

civic ed11cation through information-sharing about what was happening

in the political

life of the country, teaching women about their rights,

disseminating information about the family code and the abortion law.

Thecy provided

scholarships for women to continue schooling both in Cape Verde and abroad.

They

conducted various types of training for their own staff and members at various
They organized exchanges among l.'omen from different parts of the isla.nds.
They encouraged the practice of traditional music and culture.

so

They organized trips

This gymnasium is a ten-minute walk down the hill from
Tira Chapeu and was built several \.'ears ago.
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for women to go places, see the national assembly, the new port, the television
st.:'.)t ion.

In their rhetoric,

too, this element was emphasized, especially since in the

Cape Verdean social context, communication a.nd con ta.ct was seen a.s so importa.nt.
Getting out.

getting to know,

learning were all key words in OMCV life.

But there were contradictions involved in learning new ways.
OM group represented breakine out of certain social norms,

others or conforming to new ones.
abortion

la~

For although the

it also meant reinforcing

The women's stories about the crisis of the

meetings illustrated aspects of this dilemma.

Around the time that the

abortion law was being considered and then passed, OMCV held meetings to inform
peoflc about

it and discuss the issue.

In this largely Catholic country, abortion

The law legalized abortion during the first trimester, when

performed by a doctor in the hospital, on demand by the pregnant woman.

Clandestine

abortion, and abortion performed by unqualified persons, continued to be heavily
pun 5. shed.

Most people,

including women, disagreed with abortion and felt it should

Some felt that it should be legal in order to save a mother's
life but not otherwise.

In spite of this overwhelming voice against abortion,

expressed aloud and in public, clandestine abortion had been widely practiced, and
... c.1

fact continues to be prac.ticed today.

It was in the process as much as in the content of the abortion law meetings
that crisis was provoked.
not heard,

Many women felt that their voices against the law were

that they had to go along with it because it had already been decided.

Some left the group altogether as a result.

Others' participation diminished.

Maria Fatima, who stayed with the group even though she disagreed, spoke about these
meetings in her interview, articulating views similar to those of many women who
left the group.
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·; don't kno\.J if they were unhappy or what.
But from that time, I felt
tbi2 problem ·.,..ith OMS.
Then I began to not pa.rtici.pate mucb in
meetings because I found that it's not an open meeting for one to bring
one'2 problems to it, because if it's an open meeting for one to bring
1
one's problems, I even think we here would be more developeds .
Because
I might bring up my problem and be given ideas.
But clearly so that I
can understand concretely.
It's not right to hide things from me when I
am seeing those things. For example, those people "the OM leaders§-- I
might have some knowledge of that thing but not too much, there might be
Feople who have more knowledge than me.
But there are also people who
have less knowledge than me.
And they will stay ignorant.
We have to
proceed with things clearly.
My conscience tells me to go and I go,
anctbe·r's te·lls her to go f.'_nd she goes, but if i.t doesn't she shouldn't
gc.
Beca1;se if I orient/ lead a group of people, I have to proceed
cle2rly.
I c3.n't go deceivin.g the people I 'rn leading.
Whereve!- I go
and people bring up problems or issues, they should be dealt with
clearly.
For me to be oriented too.
If it gets to being falsities,
can't .
. Neither that girl "who led the meetings, nor those people
who were there, none of rhem agreed with what I said, they were all
against it.
Everyone showed that they thought the thing was good,
because there are so many people in the world .
We have ways to
avoid "pregaancyS that everyone should know about, everyone should know
how to avoid, as individuals.
Because our country is poor, they don't
have means.
Even to have one after the other "isn't goodS, one just
walking and the other in the hand, and so on.
But we have to look for a
way.
Ue shouldn't do this contrary thing.
But everyone was against
thi~.
. Even other women.
Some who didn't go against me, didn't
suppc•rt me ei.ther. It was only me a.nd Nha Veninha.
But others showed
their discontent "with meS very clearly.
I was shocked, upset by
that. So I really don't go much anymore; even if I go I don't
participate a lot.
I don't give my opinion, because it's not an open
meeting where one can put forth her idea.
I ha.ve to go with the idea of
soms-one c·l se? !
I should be able to put forth my idea, clarify .
Later in the research, Maria Fatima spoke at more length about what was behind the
problem of conforming.

One day, she listened again to her original

hearing the part about the abortion meeting, she laughed.

interview and on

I a.sked her why.

She

responded:
I was courageous to say that -- at one time it was a dictatorship, those
thing::' weren't sa.id -- at that meeting, I spoke out, but if you spoke
out, at the headquarters they'd put a mark against your name if you
didn't agree with something.
speak out but even the women around here
don't agree with me, think I should just go along.
That's the way
people are educated here, to just follow what one person says; they
don't have a voice.
That's Tira Chapeu and Cape Verdean tradition.

f;l_~s.~n_~q__l.Y-__:LQ_i,.,1

-

also

means:
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educated,

advanced

A!ways one person saying what to do and others following.
Maybe because
of the slavery tradition -- people were always afraid of being hit or
killed, and that stayed until now.
Maybe that will change with time
In OM, they sometimes say something's black when I see it's
white.
They don't say: well, it's white but there's this and this and
thi.s.

Obviously,

the guestion of 'breaking ot;t' reflected the complexity of
The women in the Tira Chapeu group and the national

organization were still

learning from the abortion law phase, struggling to break
Was the organization a way to break out, or ju.st

another set of rules to which they had to conform?

The concept of women's rights has been a key element of women's movements
Yet in Cape Verde, where women and men see their lives as a collection
of duties, the concept of rights can be problematic.
problematic~

of women,

OMCV itself demonstrated this

An organization whose main objectives incorporated the 'emancipation'

its statutes listed 11 duties and 5 rights of members.

1990'.s perspective',

From my American

I wa.s initially surpri.sed to find "to fight for the integration

and promotion of women in Cape Verdean society'' listed under duties;

I might have

expectt::'d to see· some other phrasing of the same idea included instead under rights.
In addition, OMCV members had the duty ''to make an effort to improve their level of
education and political training."
and information.

I thought to see, rather,

the right to education

Yet the naming of learning as a duty to society, rather than as a

right, went beyond OMCV.

It was common to adult literacy organizations as well.

The crucial life issue of legal access to child support illustrated the
dilemma of 'women's rights'.

OMCV as a national organization helped fight to change

the family code in order to make it possible for women to obtain child support
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through legal means.

Although both single and married women were entitled to go to

court to claim child support from the fathers of their children, few women actually
took advantage of this right.
Nisia, separ2ted from a

Many explained their reasons why in terms of pride.

~_qj_:--di:Li.9J~

who also had another family, seemed to see such

a claim almost on a par with begging.

If he wants to give his kids food, he can give.
If he doesn't want to,
The eight years ir; prison, I made do for those years.
I "1as the

fine.

one who worked to provide for them.
Now, God will continue to help us.
J won't complain.
I don't like it.
Suppose they would go and
··s<>nction him; check - unclear.~.
I don't li.ki::· that. For me, i.f a man
wants to give to his kids, he gives.
If he doesn't want to, for me to
go complain, to oblige him to give because it's his kid - that's
·~::.Q). _j_g~.tl'..!).2

I ";.Jon't compla.in .

}·Jim!

66~ia6me~hfua1ebbetwyoumaadhe~oth Sf2¥na;siexpbAba~ten

b6thhtst~sgoecomplain

about

anybody if he can't give to his child because he already kno"1s he should give.
I
won't eo.
I will "10rk whatever I find and provide for them.
I won't complain for
anyone to give his child food.
If he finds that it's kid and he wants to give,

he' 11 eive.
If he thinks he doesn't have to give, that's his problem.
. He "a
fc.rmer 2=?.J.. .:::. 9-..L..-::.f.i.sJ_j_:,i.'• gi.ves to them.
But he didn't give before.
La.ter he sta.r.teci tc
give to them.
But I didn't complain about him; he gave of his own free will. 1000
!S~Z:.f'.l:l_;;l_r;;: per kid per month.
Sometimes 750, sometimes J.500. According to h'hat he can
give, be gives.
If be bas more, he gives more.
If he has less, he gives less.
For Suzana, it appeared tha.t "giving of his own frf:'e will" was more important than
any

material benefit she might obtain by going to court.
Evidently, a law on the books was not enough, even when that law could

woman's economic burden and improve her family's life.

e~se

a

In this situation, issues of

pride and norms of social interaction proved stronger than either legal right or
material advantage.

Although the organization had done well to make this child

support possible, it did not deal with the issues that prevented women from acting
to obtain it.

Thus, the 'right' women had lay largely 1Jntouched, and many women

continued to struggle to feed their children without the fathers' support.

St il 1,

the issue of the right to child support too, like the abortion law, was a point in a
long process of change.

Many women have been using this right, and the organization

is still learning, still seeking other alternatives.
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UMC\7 wa:::: .0lso active in :-he area of providing maternal-child health education

in communities, and promoting women's use of services which would protect their
Women's right to health and health care was

health and that of their children.
promoted and worked on.

In Tir.:.i ChapPu, r11aternal-child health and family planning

education sessions had been held at various intervals.
c:rt2..3r:i2Etior: faced

But the challenge the

in re.aJly protecting ~om~.. n's health ~a.s vast.

Fifteen years

after independence, they were still only at the beginning.
The stoiy of Nisia's death illustrated another aspect of the gap between
women's rights and women's practices, as well as the complex problems women faced in
protecting themselves.

The why's and wherefore's of Nisia's behavior remained a

mystcrv, but her story made a tesson Joana taught to the women's group.

..,, . .

t~1s1a

was a

feisty woma11, the one who quit her job when her boss refused to give her a day off,
net one to take things lying down.

In September of 1990, I learned that she was

pregnant again at 41, with a long history of difficulty in pregnancy and many
children dead from infant diseases.
~,..,~ashing

clothes.

She was

Joana called to her and teased her, and then called to my

attention that Nisia was pregna.nt.
notice?" Nisia

Joana and I were passing by her house.

~1sked

me~

"~1e1l,H

In fact,

it was very obvious.

I said, feeling

st:upid~

"Didn't you

"I don 1 t notice these

things; I thought you were just healthy, but now that I really look I can see it's
true."

Y.no>.,ing that she l.'as no longer with her old E:.a.j.=_Q._L-:fj_gj_y, a.nd hadn't been

for ma.ny .Yea.rs,

1.'ondered if he were a.gain her

pai-di-fid_j_~_

now that he'd gotten

out or pr2son and a.lthough living o;.Jith someone else, or o;.Jhether Nisia had got
herself a new man.

Jn October,

learned more about Nisia's situation.

told rile about Nisia 's p_gj_____g__; __.f_Lg_j_iJ.

Gossiping with Joana, she

"So it's that sa.me man:"' I asked.
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"Yes, the

same one-)" .::aid Joa.n.a

~

"That baby - what for':'" excla.i.ms Joana.

J wondered the

sa.me .

About a week later,

on my way to Mari.a Jose's,

stopped to talk to Nisia who

was again washing clothes in front of her house, under the tree there.
now long until

the baby.

"Awhile," she said,

about to go into the hospital.

"two and a half months."

asked her
But she was

Whenever she has a baby, she said, she goes into the

hospital abo1;t two months before delivery, because she has physical problems, high
blood pressure primarily, and it's dangerous.
the hospital until the baby was born.
that she was older.
usi.Jal

Nonetheless,

In a little while, she'd be going to

I supposed her concerns were even greater now

there she was washing and washing clothes.

chipper and joking self.

A few weeks later,

ran into Malvina and Nisia's daughter at the bus stop in

Terra Branca, on their way to the hospital to visit Nisia.
a minute.

briefly mentioning I'd like to

But a week later it was too late.

morning, Nisia died.
Isabel

"not i'Jisi.a."

eo

stay."

On November 27, at about 8:00 in the

was at OMCV to have my appointment with the new General

told me, "/:1 1Joma.n in the Ti.Ul Cha.peu group died."

"No," I said,

"Yes," she sai.d, "in the hospital this morning." I felt a huge crash.
"Me,

MaybE• she just got mad and decided

went directly to Tira Chapeu.

if I get mad I just leave.

to leave for one last time.

found Joana at home, getting ready to go to

Nisia's house where her body was laid out.
happen':'"

I chatted with them for

see her one of these days too.

Njsia with her spirit and spunk, saying to me:
Pen' t

Her

"O Joana," I cried out, "how did it

They delivered the baby Last week, she tol.d me, because Nisia's body

couldn't support it anymore.

It was dead? I asked.

small to stay alive once delivered, and died.
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No, she said, but it was too

And then Nisia had problems with her

kidneys, and her lig1;id was not coming out, and so they extracted the liquid from
her and it was black and bloody.
n

fe~

And this morning she died.

weeks after the funeral,

I visited Nisia's 21-year-old daughter.

The

front room of the house had been rearranged again a bit since Nisia 1.1as la.id out
there .

room,

But as on that day,

the customary table that stood in the center of the

the one Nisia ironed on,

I.las gone.

And dominating everything I.las the huge

poster of the woman and baby which had always captured my eye there.
particularly ambivalent look to me that day.
young !whitel mother,

It ha.d a

Before I sa\.' i.t just a.s a beautiful

her long black hair and large dark eyes, painted with eyeliner

a !a l9SD's, making her look older than she was, happily clutching her new child to
her chest.

It was an anonymous photo in black and white, maybe a yard high.

of Mona Lisa with child, but without the smile.
today the woman's eyes looked out over that room,
child like hers, and wondered.
this picture fer me.
She was wondering.
~nd

A kind

A study in beauty, milkiness.

But

where Nisia died trying to bear a

The suggestion of a smile, of peace, was gone from

And her gaze was far away from the baby nuzzling her neck.
The baby wa.s there, she had borne it, but she was wondering.

I was thinking too, how interesting that this beautiful and haunting image cf

mother and child should so loom over this room of a woman who had so much trouble,
who struggled to survive,

every time she was with child.

were talking about Nisia after my return from Dakar:

Joana said to me when we

"It's the woma.n' s fault.

The

doctor told her to avoid having a.ny more children."

And
~lhy':'

wondered, as maybe that woman in the photo wondered, how did it happen?

The complex issues of responsibility,

need, self-protection a.nd power tha.t

circled Nisi.a 's story represented the wha.t needed to be imderstood in order to work
to protect

women'~

health.
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~or

great:

Tira Chapeu women,

'rights' were not enough.

the duty to have children,

survival

of their families.

providers,

to be a good woman,

Needs were great too:

Demands on their lives were
to take care of the daily

to have a mate,

to have respect for oneself and from others.

to have

These demands and needs

forced open a gap between 'rights' and what women would or could actually do.

toe,

the women involved in OMCV were making a start.

learning.
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They were struggling and

Here,

Women's Literacy and Social Change in Bangladesh
Mainus Sultan

In this paper I would like to elaborate on the socio-economic
status of women as well as literacy programs and their potential
for social change in Bangladesh. Efforts will be made to explain
the developmental changes currently occurring among the female
population of the country.
I'll focus on the literacy program
which is being used as a vital tool for the purpose of women's
liberation. NGOs, (non governmental organizations), that have
been contributing an important role for more than a decade to
organize rural, poor women in literacy programs will be also
included in this discussion.
Available data on health, nutrition, education and economic
performance indicate that the status of women in Bangladesh
remains considerably inferior to that of men. The nature of
Bangladeshi families are patriarchal. Women have no access to
the decision-making process at both family and societal levels.
Women, in custom and practice, remain subordinate to men in all
aspects of their lives. Most women's lives remain centered on
their traditional roles as wives and mothers. They have very
limited access to markets, productive services, education, health
care and local government.
About 82% of women live in rural areas. The majority of rural
women, perhaps 70%, work as an agricultural laborers. Most of
them are landless. They work for land owners or support their
father or husbands in cultivating land. Many of them work
parttime or seasonally, usually in post harvest activities, and
receive payment in kind or cash wages. According to the wage law
of Bangladesh, women are expected to get the same wages as men.
But in practice they are offered a lower rate of wages.One
prevalent custom existing in Bangladeshi culture that is women
usually submit wages to their male partner or father.
Most of
the women perform 80% to 90% household works including child
rearing, cooking and keeping livestock and poultry. The economic
contribution of women is substantial but largely unacknowledged.
Education:
The data mentioned below shows the poor participation of women in
education.
Male Literacy rate in 1988- 29%
Female literacy rate in 1988- 13.2%
Total enrollment in the 7 universities in 1986 was 27,487 of
which 20% were female.

Women in Politics:
Although a woman was elected as a prime minister in 1991 through
a democratic process and the leader of the opposition in the
parliament is also a woman, these two example do not indicate the
greater participation of women in politics. These examples
rather imply the leadership vacuum created in the country after
the assassination of the women's relatives, (husband and father),
who were the two major political leaders. The election of the
two women leaders is a direct result of their relationship to
their prominent relatives rather than their own political
abilities. These two exceptions do not erase the fact that the
vast majority of women in Bangladesh have no access to the
political process.
The following data will help to explain the poor participation of
women in the politics of Bangladesh. In the 1979 parliamentary
election, only 17 women were among 2,125 candidates for 300
seats. None of the women won the election.
Female participation
in politics is labeled anti-Islamic by conservative men
throughout the country. According to the scholars and
researchers involved in women's development issues, the nature of
the women's oppression in Bangladesh is two dimensional. This is
that a) the whole population, both men and women, is being
exploited by an oppressor class and the women suffer the worst of
it and b) the male members of the society directly oppress the
female.
In my opinion, I would like add one more dimension.
It is the
oppression of the mother-in-law. The new bride's relationship
with her mother-in-law is culturally considered more important
than her relationship with her husband. New brides never enjoy
access to the decision-making process of the family. Mother-inlaws often harass the new brides for late payment of the dowry. A
large number of young brides commit suicide each year because of
in law's tyranny.
The vicious circle continues when the new
bride becomes a mother-in-law and she also harasses the newcomer.
The Role of NGOs in Development
Since the mid 70s, the NGO has emerged as a vital force in the
area of social development. Approximately 500 small and large
national and international NGOs work throughout Bangladesh. Many
of them organize non-formal adult literacy programs in rural
areas. A large number of NGOs emphasize women's development and
women's literacy as a priority. BRAC (Bangladesh Rural
Advancement Committee), FIVDB (Friends In Village Development
Bangladesh) , RDRS (Ranpur Dinaspur Rural Service) and others have
developed non-formal adult literacy materials. These materials
focus on women's development issues.

There are a few NGOs dedicated to working only with the female
population but still have a principally male administrative
staff. Three other NGOs are committed to administrative
participation by women as well as identifying women as their sole
target group. These are Nari Paska (The Party of the Women),
Mohila Somity (Association of the Women), and Usha (The Morning).
Nari Paksha organizes workshops, arranges protest meetings and
street demonstrations. They also provide legal assistance.
Mohila Somity has a network among the urban women.
Usha
organizes workshops and seminars on gender relationships.
NGOs are utilizing non-formal literacy approach as a tool for
women's awareness and social change. They organize women in
literacy classes, facilitate critical issues, and lead them
towards social change. Grameen Bank, FIVDB, BRAC and some other
NGOs assist the rural poor women to form income generation
groups. They also provide loans. A few NGOs provide legal
assistance in order to help women establish their rights.
In Bangladesh, literacy programs and their related materials are
key factors that contribute to positive social change for women.
The following outline of programs and materials are taken from
the FIVDB functional literacy package. FIVDB provides its
functional literacy package to over 75 NGOs operating within
Bangladesh.

Objectives of FIVDB Literacy Program: Women's Development Issues
-To organize the women and develop their institutions.
-To develop income generation projects for the improvement of
their economic status.
-To make the women confident and aware so that they can confront
the oppression.
-To make women aware of their legal rights and provide legal
assistance.
Contents of Women's Development In Literacy Materials
-Women and development
-Equality of sexes
-Legal right to women
-Employment of women
-Wages of women's work
-Need to fight injustice
-Income generation and small businesses
-Planning, co-operatives and saving groups
The following summary of key sentences in Book One, Two and Three
of the FIVDB literacy package illustrates the social change focus
of the materials. The starred sentences are designed especially
for women learners.

Book One
*(name,man,woman) is working ... labor,wage
*(name,woman)is working ... discrimination
-We are cultivating our land ... landlessness
*(name,woman) is working for rich people
*They don't get proper wages
-The family is very poor with endless want
*Unity means consensus
-Almost the whole year we live on loans ... moneylender
Book Two
*We are not united,
that's why we can't protest against
exploitation
*Forming a group is the only way to survive
-Organization means united strength
-Disease and poverty go together
-If you want to keep your health, you need to eat essential foods
-Medicine is not always essential for health
*Women's health is very important for the baby and the family
-Today I will write my first letter
-Germs can be the cause of various diseases
*Farmer, sharecropper, laborer and women need their own newspaper
*Dowry is creating alot of problems in our society
-Now we can write letters to our friends and off ice applications
Book Three
*Farmer, laborer and women jointly produce all the resources of the
country but don't get enjoyment out of it
*Women contribute alot to production but don't get to enjoy
-We achieved our independence through a bloody revolution
-If we try, we can drink safe water
-Open latrine is dangerous for health
-Saline, (rehydration), is medicine for diarrhea
*Men
and
women
should
take
effort
to
develop
our
own
environment/ecology
-If you save some money, it will be useful in lean times
*If you want to bring change in life or society, we need to discuss
the problems jointly
-We need training to improve our situation
-The right of getting government land lease belongs to the landless
and the homeless
-We can resolve our own problems without depending on rich people
*Emotional and physical abuse of women is bad for development of
society
*Husband and wife should be each other's companions
-In the class, no one is student and no one is teacher
-Literate people demand a library in the village
-We don't want quarrel or contradiction, we want peace

The following points are the primary obstacles and positive
support to women's liberation and the implementation of literacy
programs for social change in Bangladesh:
Obstacles
Islamic fundamentalism
Patriarchal attitudes
Reactionary tradition and customs
Lack of women's participation in power structure and decision
making
The practice of purdah (the traditional seclusion of women)
Polygamy
Positive Support:
Emergence of women's organization
Increasing participation of women in educational, cultural and
political arenas
Constitutional approval of equal rights
Emergence of family court
Movement against dowry
Males participation in the support of women's liberation movement
Employment scope in urban areas
Emergence of organized non-formal educational programs for women
In Bangladesh, there are causes for frustration and hope in the
struggle to assist women towards equality. The largest
frustrations are centered in the age-old customs that are
important to many members of the society. Social development for
women directly threatens well establish power structures.
In the
short term, men and some women will be challenged to give up
dominating positions of power. Changes will be met with
resistance.
Literacy programs expose women to other ways of thinking about
their situation. Support services exist but can't protect women
when they receive the backlash from their challenge. One unhappy
story from FIVDB is about a woman who was inspired to argue with
her abusive husband.
She sought help for a divorce from FIVDB
staff. They could help her up to a point. Money, time and
patience was required. Meanwhile the woman needed shelter and
food.
Sadly, the woman's new found bravery was not enough to
allow her to escape the tyranny of her abusive marriage.
Despite some unsuccessful outcomes, the literacy programs serve
other women to improve their lives. The effect of the NGOs
staff's efforts are small.
If 1000 women need assistance,
perhaps 5 will be aided in their struggle. The advancement
towards positive social change will come incrementally.
Literacy
programs are the principal tool to affect this change.

COMMUNITY SERVICE LEARNING IN AMERICA AND INDIA
Dr. T .M. Thomas
University of Bridgeport
Martin Luther King, Jr, the civil rights leader of America once
'
sai. d , "Everyone can be great because everyone can serve." The United
State~ recogni::ed his II service to the country by declaring his birthday as
a national holiday.
Be ashamed to die until you have won some victory
for humanity.", were the words of Horace Mann, the 19th century founder
of public schools in America. Great men and women throughout history
showed the worth of service to humanity through their words and actions.
An educated person is expected to be great by dedicating his or her life to
service in community.
While we praise service and call people to serve, we cannot close our
eyes to the strong urge in us to oe selfish when we give priority to our own
interests, The debate on human nature as selfish or altruistic is an academic
one oecause in real life all people express both these tendencies. Instead of
justifying self interest 111otive, however ~'natural" it is~ we shall try to
strengthen altruistic 111otive by opening up opportunities to serve others.
Both these motives are forceful, as we raise the questions·, ''What do I get?",
and ''What do I give?" Since we receive several''blessings" we should share them
with others.
If educated persons are expected to serve, service should be incorporated with learning. Modern education while becoming too formal is being cut off
from work, service and other aspects of its social context. At the beginning
of the 20th century some educators, such as John Dewey, strongly advocated a
stronger-relationship betwe~n_£ormal education in schools and the surrounding
community. The Progressive:Education Movement in America of the 1920 1 $_& 1930's.
achieved much in school community relationships.
By about the middle of the
present century this movement, though small, spread to other parts of the world,
especially Japan, India and England through the association called World Education Fellowship. There are some achievements for work-service learning in the
United States and India as noted below.
America is known for its individualism, a phenomenon of the modern
However, this country is also known for its voluntary work. The selflove rooted in individualism should be balanced by a concern of public wellbeing implied in volunteerism. Alexis De Tocqueville, the famous French
observer of early America strongly advocated this balancing of individualism
and volunteerism about 150 years ago. The recent sociological study of
Robert Bellah (1986) gives some warning and strongly advocates a spirit of
community for America. The social dimension of education advocated by DBwey
received new emphasis and scope through the writings of George Counts and his
book "Dare the School Build a New Social Order"~ as well as, Theodore Brameld
who stood for world citizenship in a new world order. During the 1960's,
different from other decades, young people in America challenged the selfcentered outlook of the culture in favour of "community."
pe~iod.

-2Always, we find some students in schools and colleges doing voluntary
work. But recently, there are organized efforts in educational institutions to
arrange community service. A few reports on education published in the 1980's
advocated a program of community service learning (CSL). The Carnegie Foundation presented a unit in community service with 120 hours in the field under
school supervision during the high school years. In the last four or five
years a 'large number of ,schools have incorporated this unit with 60 to 120
hours. As part of the program, students do volunteer work; they clean the
premises, visit nursing homes, distribute food for the homeless, tutor children
in lower classes and do other work. Last year the Federal government enacted
legislation, "The National and Community Service Act of 1990." This act will
fund programs enabling students from kindergarten through college to s~rve
their communities, as well as, older Americans to do volunteer work. Several
educational journals including "Phi Delta Kappan" of June 1991 have published
articles and special issues on community service during the last couple of
years.
While individualism dominates American life, a sense of community prevails in the Indian culture though modernization changes its traditional
character in India and other developing countries. This sense of community
goes hand in hand with cooperation, not competition, and with human relationship, not isolation. Traditional village life, with its focus on religion and
family, preserved such a sense of oneness and unity in India over centuries.
In the future the spirit of community should be maintained through the institutions of family and religion. Another institution, the education, can also
play a central role in the future for the creation of an ideal social lQfe
that we aim at.
Community service was introduced in the schools and colleges of India
about two or three decades ago as an All-India scheme. There were social
service activities at many educational institutions prior to the national
scheme. But to introduce a new plan all over the country, was a real achievement. Educators wanted to modify the British system of education in order
to suit the needs of an independent India. There were many efforts to this
end and one among them was the National Service Scheme (NSS). After long
discussions and planning, this scheme was introduced all over India. The
"Labour Day" or "week" started even in 1950's continued all these years with
various work activities organized every year. The central government took
the lead through NSS and by 1970's there were a large number of colleges and
school all over India introducing service projects in a formal way supported
by government grant. With ups and downs, they are continued today.
In India, those who receive higher education, are expected to keep off
from manual work. We can blame the British and the Indian caste system for
such a situation. It is good that we challenged this attitude on work or
labour by introducing the above mentioned scheme. The socially productive
work which is the focus of this plan has modified the attitude of students
and teachers on manual labour. Several types of useful activities have been
organized and they include home repairs, as well as, construction for the poor,
road improvement, cleaning the premises, teaching in literacy programme and
other work. The idea of a camp is attractive, because students and teache~s are
given facilities, very simple ones, to stay at a place for a few days for doing
specific work. It can be regarded as a celebration of work. The spirit of community developed at these camps adds a new dimension to formal education, the
social aspect.
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We have mentioned two national schemes for community services in their
cultural context. These new efforts show that schools can extend beyond its
academic realm to a larger one by establishing bonds with the COIIIlllUnity. The
alienation and fragmentation of our contemporary culture demand such innovative
programmes in our educational institutions. People are disturbed by the social
evils exerting its force on society. The culture ignores the cry for moral and
spiritual values because of its preoccupation with other priorities. In this
situation, the community service learning,as organized in two different countries may be considered as one answer to the probletlliwe face in our modern
living. The major religion in India, Hinduism, places great value on action
that is not for any reward (niskama Karma). The Judea-Christian traditio.n of
America highlights the value of self-sacrifice. The cross, the central Christian symbol, represents this great value. Both India and America can learn
from its heritage and introduce educational innovations that may help to overcome the negative forces of modern or post-modern living.

Examples of Dependence and Independence in Educational Processes
in Germany, Japan and the United States.
Gerda Walz-Michaels
Doctoral Student
The University of Connecticut
School of Education
Department of Educational Leadership
Note:

This presentation is a short version of an eighty page

paper, written in the spring of 1991 for a course in "Comparative
Education and Society" taught by Prof. P. Weibust.
In this study I examine relationships between high standards
of living and educational excellence and effectiveness.

The

three countries with the highest standards of living today are
Japan, Germany and the United States.

In these countries, I

investigate the relationship between processes of dependence and
independence in groups and individuals in the light of
historical, geographical and cultural development and link them
to education.

I discuss the connection between these factors and

space-time phenomena.

Together, they are seen as crucial factors

for educational excellence and effectiveness in these countries.
The results of twenty interviews are included.

They were done

during the time of the course with people connected with one or
more of the countries under examination.

They all discussed with

me their experience of the educational process.

To do research in this area is a risky task with many
unknown factors.

As an introduction the words of the Viennese

philosopher Wittgenstein (1889-1951) might help.

In his

Philosophical Investigations he shed new light on ways of
thinking, the way we say what and how we think.

He said:

"So

you are saying that human agreement decides what is true and
false? -- It is what human beings say that is true and false:
and they agree in the language they use" (Wittgenstein, 1958,
paragraph 241).
First, consider some general geographic and historic facts
about the three countries.

Germany, Japan and the United States

offer certain "samenesses".

They are all democratic countries

with capitalistic outlooks, a basic factor for this study.
differences among them are not less obvious.
worth mentioning.

But

Some examples are

The United States and Germany are called

"Western" countries, while Japan is called "Eastern".

Germany

and Japan are relatively small countries, while the United States
is one of the largest countries in the world.
islands in the Pacific Ocean.
countries.

Japan is a set of

It has no affiliation to other

Germany, in the middle of the European continent, has

many independent neighbors.
European community.

It is an important member of the

The United States with its fifty states

takes up a great part of the American continent.

Japan is an old

country whose history goes back to the year 660 BC.

Germany also

has a relatively long past, beginning with Charlemagne in 800 AD.
The United States, on the other hand, is a relatively "young"
country, in a relatively "new" world, if we put the
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date of 1492

in consideration, keeping in mind the original Native American
population.

All these examples deal in one way or another with

space and time phenomena and with the situation of dependence and
independence in the special setting of the three countries.
ask:

We

How does the educational system fit in with the system of

each country?
Now I will turn to some details about each country, focusing
briefly on early childhood education, with an emphasis on the
special mother-child relationship in this presentation, as one
example where dependent or independent behavior in individuals
and groups shows up.
Germany's special chance in education
After World War II, Germany had to start from the beginning.
It had done much damage to the world, but as part of this world
it had to exist.

Despite, or actually because of its situation

after the war, it had a special chance.

The United States, as a

leading democratic country was in a certain way a model that
Germany tried to live up to.

But having taken over its own

educational system from the Weimarer Republik, in the period
before World War II, Germany kept to it at this time.

For early

childhood education, this means, the home is the dominant place
for a child to be in the first six years.

In the Basic Law

(Grundgesetz) from 1947, Article 6 stipulates that parents have
the natural responsibility for the care and upbringing of their
children.

This is particularly important today at the preschool

level (including Kindergarten) where Germany remains committed to

-
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the traditional ideal that children remain at home, rather than
in an institution, during their early years (Kurian, 1988).

The

home dependence of the child and the mother is stressed
extremely.

The famous "mother ideology", having reached its peak

in Nazi Germany, can not be changed so easily.

Even the

Witschaftswunder (miracle economy), with a rapid growth of women
working outside of the home, kept the line home-mother-child very
much fixed.

Learning reading, writing and arithmetic before

compulsory school started was not and still is not seen as a
necessity or even as preferable.

On the other side, the child is

expected very early to show independent behaviour.

This

particular approach to dependent and independent behavior of the
child goes on through all stages of its development and
education.
Learning to shift processes of dependence and independence
carefully in a new perspective, by reflecting on and
understanding what has been done in the past, will eventually be
Germany's chance in maintaining its high standard in education.
Japan's priority in education
After World War II, Japan's Constitution was modelled after
that of the United States.

It also took over the American

educational system. It was not only a priority in education which
was set, but also a dependence on education in respect to each
individual which has not been done before in this constellation.
At the same time the dependence on the family kept over centuries
had been "touched" and put into question although values of
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family life were still preserved as much as possible.

"The

Educational Law", article 26, of the Constitution, regards the
individual and not the family as the basic unit of society.

When

the Constitution made special references to education, saying
that it is the "right" of the people, not a gift from the state,
a priority for education was set from then on.
The early childhood education and mother-child relationship
again needs special consideration in this new setting.

I quote

from the book The Japanese Educational Challenge (White, 1987):
"The closeness, physical and psychological, of the relationship
with a child is the measure of success of Japanese mothering.

In

other words, to develop in the child a need to be dependent, the
capacity to reciprocate dependency, and an ability to read subtle
emotional cues to others' moods is the mother's most important
responsibility."

Learning reading, writing and arithmetic before

compulsory school begins is seen as good, even as important.
Kindergarten -- including preschool and nursery schools and day
care -- modelled, as in the United States, at first after the
German founder, Friedrich Froebel, accepts children at the ages
of three, four and five.

After the occupation, the enrolment in

the pre=primary school institutions increased remarkably.

In

this setting, nevertheless Japanese mothers had and still have a
decisive role.

The Confucian ideal concerning the relationship

between sexes, where women have to be submissive to men is still
part of the Japanese way of life,

But interestingly enough, in

an article in the New York Times of February 17, 1991, a Japanese
physician, Yuroko Marimoto, called the low birth-rate and its
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effects a "silent resistance" of the Japanese women.
Japanese MITI official recently said:

A high

"If there was a coming

Japanese crisis . . . it was likely in the area of values and
individual purpose . . . . Perhaps Japan's greatest flexibility
had been in economic matters and America would turn out to be
more flexible in social and political matters" (Halberstam,
1991).

There is no doubt that old dependencies in the set of the

family have been put into question in Japan.
education gives decisive hints.
with in the traditional way.

Early childhood

Time and space are no more dealt

They are westernized.

The

excellent educational system is westernized as well.

A

careful

reflecting on the interests of groups and individuals in Japan
might be necessary to keep the priority of education in place.
The risks and possibilities of the United States
The United States is a multicultural nation.
of its history.
Germany.
all.

This is part

In this respect it is different from Japan and

This difference might be the most central difference of

Early childhood education has to be seen also in this

light. It is a fact that despite difficulties of all sorts, a
constant growth of pre-primary, including day care, enrolment has
occured, obviously due to the fact that more and more women work
and that parents wish to give young children earlier quality
education, if possible.

One may think at this point of Germany's

concept with a delaying attitude and Japan's concept of including
and combining home and school quality education.

Interestingly,

the percentage of women in the labor force is very similar in all

-

6 -

countries.

The low birth-rate is similar as well.

But it is a

fact that early childhood education in the United States today
can be given by a professional and is then seen as equivalent or
better than home education.
World War.

This was not so after the Second

Home was then also still the dominant place in early

childhood education.

But the United States, unlike Germany and

Japan, was not a loser, but a winner nation after World War II
and' could pursue interests of groups and individuals as well
without questioning its past.

It is in this difference where I

see the risks and the possibilities of the United States.

"A

Nation at Risk," the well known report of the National Committee
of Excellence in 1983, is "A Nation still at

Ris~,"

as the

educational analyst Doyle writes in The Atlantic (March, 1991)

~

"Americans are overwhelmingly concerned about the quality of the
nation's schools.

But the majority of Americans continue to give

their own schools high marks.
school.

Misplaced optimism.

The problem is someone else's
A fool's paradise, because it keeps

the incentive and resourceful few at the mercy of those who fear
change.

The outcome is institutional paralysis."

But there is

the risk and possibility in education in America in that it is
mass education for both individual and group, that is,
multicultural education.

The opportunity, so it seems to me, is

to find the difficult paradoxical way between the risk and
possibility.

Risks and possibilities are correlated in

educational processes as well as dependence and independence in
the light of space-time phenomena which we turn to now.
Conclusion and results

- 7 -

Discoveries in this century in modern physics have changed
our common world view.

In 1926, Werner Heisenberg discovered the

"Uncertainty Principle".

It includes the scientist's influence

when measuring the properties of the observed object.
Albert Einstein developed the "Relativity Theory".
drastic change in our concept of space and time.

In 1916,

It brought a
In this new

framework space and time are intimately connected and form a
four-dimensional Continuum called Space-time.

(Capra, The Turning

Point: Science, Society and the Rising culture, 1982).
I believe that in education the same thing is happening as
in the discoveries in modern physics and in recent investigations
in the "New Science".

We can not talk about any phenomena in

education without including the space-time continuum (principle)
combined with the uncertainty principle.

Dependence and

independence in the light of the space-time continuum are not
separate entities which stand apart from each other in the world,
but are always correlated in some special way.
Japan
Whatever Japan took over in education from the West has its
own words and meanings in Japan for space and time defined
through its history, geography and culture.

Its dependence and

independence from family and institutions in the educational
processes, its strength and weaknesses there are related to it.
Excellence and effectiveness in education might in the last
analysis only be a priority as long as it serves the group and

- 8 -

not the individual with respect to the space-time continuum in
Japan.
Germany
Germany, like Japan, in having dealt with authoritative rule
over centuries, but unlike Japan in having a role in a new
community of nations, has a greater chance than Japan to apply
the space-time continuum for its educational processes in present
times.

Danger is still around, if

y~u

look for example at the

problem of the refugees and asylum-seekers coming into Germany.
Both individuals and groups have to find a place in the
historical, geographical and cultural setting where old
dependencies have to be given up and new attitudes towards
dependence to and independence from family and institutions have
to be determined with respect to the new European community and
the world.

Therefore effectiveness in the educational system has

to undergo constant change.
The United States
The United States gave the world a new insight into
dependence to and independence from family and institution and
with it of space and time as a multicultural nation. Its history,
geography and culture are indicators for it.

Educational

processes have to be seen in this light, as well.
educational system is "at risk"

The

and will "still be at risk," but

hopefully it will use the possibilities of its different
perspectives to give both individuals and groups of whatever kind

-

9 -

a place to live and with it to give democracy a place to survive.
By doing this, the quality, effectiveness and excellence of
education will get a different place value than recently seen in
Japan or in Germany and even in the United States.

It might be

less quality from the traditional point of view, but more quality
if you keep the world perspective in mind.

Applying the space-

time principle in education might help decisively.
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ADMISSION IN HIGHER EDUCATION:
A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THREE COUNTRIES
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Connecticut

1

school and university,
system.

and an important part of the school

Under given conditions--political, economical and

certificate has double functions of both graduation
examination and entrance examinationi

which

is

called

certificate system.
2)

Japan Model:

admit those who pass the national

university entrance examination which is composed of two
parts--basic and specialized knowledge.

The admission

requirements are unified in the whole country.

preparatory courses.

In this model,

moral excellence is part

of consideration for admission.
4)

The United States Model:

admit the qualified students

in many ways with many aspects of considertions--open-door

university and selecting policy of key university,

considering

In addition to these macro-differences,

there are some

micro-differences among various admission systems.

First,

assessments are conducted at the end of a semester,
or of a major segment of the schooling hierarchy;

others check on academic achievements.
emphasize on written style,

questions and multipul

Third,

same

of a year,

some

the

~t

some examinations

others both written and oral.

And

choices.

Admission system in higher education assumes diverse

but i t serves only two maJor purposes.

forms,

procedure of evaluating:

learner's aptitudes;

whether the schools'

whether the schools'

First.

it is a

learning goals

administrative

system promotes educational outcomes efficiently;

but mainly,

how much students know and how effectively teachers perform.
Second,

it is a procedure of selection and choosing--society

selecting its manpower,

students choosing their careers.

there are differences among times,
examinatons!

all over the world,

contents and forms of

competitive examinations so

determine st0tuses 2nd career·s that in many countries
pr3ctically most people are involved in one or another

In

'

1

'I

\'11 .!. i.

Though

dCJ a

comparative study of

3

Japan and Soviet Union.

l,,Ji 11 i am

!.··

f··. r.

c: u. rn rn i n 1.;:i ~==·

t.AJ ,,... CJ

t

i:?

in

!!

t.ht~

system is viewed as highly competitive and singularly

~rench

shaped by the series of selective examinations devised by the
c,2ntr··,:..1

Ministr·y o+

Edu.c.;=..tion. '' ( 1990)

r--:-r-,:~ncf:::,

In

only one way to go on higher education,

tht·2~-,:-_~

that was successfullv

schooling. However, a special act adopted on July 2,
Ministry of Education,

h-3.d b;:_::en

1969 oy

providing that those without

worked two years and passed the special

examinations.

Still,

there are 99 percent of students accepted by tJniversities with

In secondary education,

seven years

o~

very hard

the basic disciplines of classic and modern languages,

by the university of

wor~

science

the region in two sections as verv

difficult sets of

I t c. O\ii~':r'· s

both

required and elective courses of secondary educatior1 in both
written and oral styles.

Each subject,

ln

including physical

4

A focuses on literature,

linguistics,

and philosophy;

B stresses economics and social sciences;
C emphasizes mathematics and physical sciences;
D focuses on natural sciences and mathematics;
E demands specific knowledge in industrial science and

F

is a technical examination;

G

emphasiz~s

secretariat and accountary studies;

and

H stresses computer science.
To pass this examination,

an average mark of

10 out

15

students to go on the universities or to the school of

and a Qrade point average of

14 or above have the most choices in

terms of their direction of studies.
French higher education is characterized by separation

education,

(:::'._!_;gJ...:~:.§_

while the universities emphasize the more traditional

is d;:Jubiy

·::,10111::.·cti.vt.~.

:3tudc~!nt.~.:;

must

p-=..:t~;s

bcith

i::.h1:~

5

only admit less than 5 percent of the total
28.02 percent of

education in 1982

age group.

Altogether,

the 18--20 year old population entered hiqher

CRobert F.

Shambaugh,

1986).

The French so-called certificate system has its several
prerequisites.

First,

the rapid extension of elementary

education with 99.9 percent literate has been a basic comprehension
of the complete life

(.culture generale)

and a broad basis of

secondary and higher education.
Second,
those really

a highly competitive secondary education ensure

talented to make full

use of their abilities so

that they could have the opportunities to get academic
achievements.

In France,

there are frequent exams at every

stage over many subject-matter areas,

percent were ahead of their class,
repeated at all,

and many pupils fail.

21.9 percent had not

and 32.6 percent of the age group had

repeated at least once

(the residual

42.1 percent having left

chances of success are associated with option C,
and

physical sciences

lowest with option G,

mathematics

a 77.4 percent pass rate
secretariat and accountary studies

a

6

everyone has a student file since elementary school which can be
an important consideration of admission in some situation.
Third,

the national system of education in France can be

taken as a typical example of centralization.
departments,

The

or administrative subdivisions of France are

a university whose rector controls all

education from the

university down to the elementary school, where the
department prefect takes over.

The prefect himself is still

responsible through the rector to the Ministry of Education
in Paris.

The rector takes charge in assigning,

reading and

The whole system is well organized that i t guarantees the qual
of

its graduates to a

.J ••••
I

·._,·

great extent.

In France, all children of eleven years are admitted into

and so on,

which largely determine the direction of students'

university studies and later professional

family aspirations,

cultural capital,

lives.

teachers'

There are several

reports,

etc.,

major determination should be the estimate by the student of

how far he is likely to succeed. But, with no role models, +ew

the

7

decisions.

For those whose great minds mature slowly,

premature tracking can be worse, as Conant claimed that earlv
choosing of careers was a kind of talent wasteC1958)

specialized,

type of examination, still,

waste in some extent.

Many students will

even though they are in the wrong track,
they already did much work in this track.

•::>.duc:a.tic:1n 1,-.ii 11 ha.\/fJ s;ome

ch.:::1ni:;:i;;.2s;

there exists

The

talent

not change the

tr~ck

They might think that
However,

in order to be

in thi=.:! nec:11·- futui·-,=:.

The admissions of higher education in the United States
are

the most flexible in the world.

Nearly every student in

J •••••• .:
·-·
I,,! i .l. ~~

- ,_'

~=·

The United States possesses numerous entrance procedures to its

universities.

Among the entrance

e~aminations
,,

are

the Sc:hol2stic

~r

1-1 i

ACT).
them,

Students can take one of them or all of

and the universities L1sually take the highest score into

classes,

application letters,

recommendations of high school

8

enrollment.

Grades of secondary school amount to 30 percent,

grades of SAT,

AT or ACT 27 percent,

other criteria 28 percent.

recommendations 10

That is to say that none of them is

the decisive factor of admission(Youxin Cheng,
Besides various criteria,
patterns of enrollment:

percent~

1987).

there are four different

Early decision;

early admission;

midyear admission and deferred admission.

In many institutions,

students are given the opportunity to prove their ability in the

flexible

ln

the United States.

First,

as evidenced

historic~ll;,

Constitution, education is supervised by individual states.

Each

state there is local community responsibility through school

systems among the fifty states: such as
II

4~4~4

Some schools put junior and senior high schools

ll

together,

others seperate the1n.

higt1 school

There is no unified curriculum of

causes the curriculum to become more diverse.

Same

high schools actually offer more than 200 elective courses.

diverse and complex too.

As

There are a wide variety of vocational

0

programs~

four

year colleges and universities.

colleges offering an associate degree.
a~

There are two year

Also these first two years

study can be applied toward the bachelor degree.
In the United States,

According to

the relationship between

connections between tt1ese two levels of education vary from the
public to the private sector,

from one state to another,

states from one school district to another,

and nationally from

describe the variety that exists in student section,

school

1s

considered ta shape the university.

Second,

within

training,

It is similarly

every requirement of higher education is a

Eventually this approach was modified to take account of grade

Columbia University was particularly firm in pressing for some
f

CJt'""

fn

this; Jed h:i.m in

t_-. Ci

the lead i:1 forming a small consortium known as the College

1: .~;{ l : t:?
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only had tremendous influences an the American system,

Offering more equal

btlt also on

opportunities through various criteria of

admission and different levels of institutions has been a tradition
of educational reforms in the United States.

school

to the university,

authority.
students;

but none of them has a centralized

Counselors in high schools interpret the system for
school boards take an interest in issues;

private

argani2ations give the entrance examinations and collect money
to award students;

college admissions officers and r·ecruiters

select students according to requirements;

finally,

the

about half of them receive Bachelor degrees.
Last,

as a result of pragmatism,

been attaching importance to students'
motivation.

practical ability ana

The entrance examination attempts to assess general

aptitude rather than achievement.

letters,

American education has

It does not

~egard

statements of purpose and recommendations are among

~ne

showing student's special ability can make him an exception

Although American higher education admission has its
traits of mobility and equality,
~-·

("

'... JT

i t also has

some

,:;imonq

disadvant~ges.

11

districts and states,

i t is

impossible to have an unified

federal-wide entrance examination.

This follows an ununified

curriculum of elementary and high schools and vice versa.
Because the structure of knowledge has its inner logic,

and neccessary knowledge.

Second,
ACTl

However,

we

this does not mean that

the three entrance examinations

(i.e.,SAT.

ATi

do not require students to have specific preparation in

foreign languages or in the sciences.

Therefore,it is possible

that those who pass the SAT have a poor foreign languaye or
science background.

Furthermore,

those who pass the AT could

have a very narrow range of knowledge by taking only three
examinations and missing
languages,

math~

the sciences or foreign

and even English itself.

The SRI

International

'3tudy

biology.

However,

only a few students take chemistry and very

few of only the most able students take physics.

Third,

if

undue emphasis is

practical ability,

students'

pu~

on fostering students

basic knowledge would be neglected.

12

on students with aptitude,
knowledge.
still

since aptitude can not be without

In sum, achievement,

if not the most important element

is as important as aptitude.

In recent years,

America'~

Neither can be neglected.

education has paid more

attention to 2ci1ievement and excellence.
an additional

essay.

The SAT now requires

President Bush proposes that students

like to see America set national standards for voluntary exams
in English,

math,

science,

history and geography.

Ideally,

~cience

achievement.

enough;

competitive science and mathematical exams should be

m2nd2tary.
o~ner

This is essential

if

America wishes to compete Nith

nations in the world.

examination.
model

Actually President Bush does not do near v

Also,

bahavior,

0nd health

unversity would evaluate a candidate's

political attitudes,

grades in middle school

in addition to the entrance exam scores.

j_

nc: 1 l..i.d i nr.J
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agriculture and medicine l.
examinations in politics,
mathematics,
candidates,

Each candidate takes six or seven

Chinese,

foreign language and

and history and geography for liberal arts
and physics, chemistry and biology for science and

engineering candidates.

Held once a year,

entrance

examinations help determine which of the students are able to
enter each higher level of education.

The university diploma

guarantees assignment to the most desirable jobs by the state.
So,

the competition among students is tight and success in this

And schools devote must their energies to those students more
l~kely

to advance

th~ough

the educational

ladder,

so do the

are exit examinations in major subjects during the last two
years of secondary school.
The admission system in China attached great importance
to centralization,

the subjects of politics,

mathematics and sciences,
universities.

and schools'

foreign

language,

promotion rates to

China has its long history of examination system

as well as selecting the men who operated the political

peaceful social

system

being and the maintenance of national stability,

and Chinese education system has been highly centralized and

14

followed the political

line.

This can find expression in

admission requirements of higher education.

Movements,

and current events,

pass politics will
recent years,

Politics as a part

especially in graduate level

not be accepted by graduate schools.

things have been changed.

Some who failed

the

In
in

politics could be admitted with high grades in their fields as

Since Confucius Age,
achievement.

education in China has emphasized on

After the establishment of the People's Republic

ideopolitical and academic functions which can go back to
Confucius.

But during the Cultural Revolution,

its academic function.
educational

level.

it

almost lost

There was no examination at every

No academic requirement was needed ta enter

approvals by political authorities.

An eMtreme case was that a

student named Zhang Tiesheng became a national hero bacause of
handing in a blank examination paper.

Yet,

the academic

values were back again with the ideopolitical
·\ , .. , ... 'r-·;

.!. 7

/

... :•

and they have been determinants of

entering the university since then.
keypoint classes of average

sc~iool

Those keypoint schools and
spent most of time to instj

i~

physics and chemistry, you can go all over the world.

Yet,

in

physics and chemistry to foreign language and business
administration.

Students used to choose foreign

between Russian and English,
popular one since

-t

.<.

r"\··-r--y
i

-r /

ti.

however,

languages

English has been the most

With the open-door policy,

and government pay more and more attention to foreign language

Moreover,

recall has been the most frequent trait tested.

Students in ancient time had to be able to recite the Four
(i.e.,the Great Learning,
of Confucius,

and Mencius)

the Doctrine of the Mean,

Sook~

the Analects

and the Five Classics
the F::ook

Rites,

2nd the Spring and Autumn Annals).

if they want to get the high grades.

So,

Nowadays students still

an imbecile with high

scores could be admitted to the university sometimes.

in a highly centralized communist country and

educational
education.

a native place

system has a hand in the admissions of higher
The whole system is lack of

fle~ibility.

Every

16

bureaucracy and detrimental

to mobilize the enthusiasm of the

students and the classroon1 teachers.

of Chinese education.

Second,

And also this is the major

the admission system in China

stresses students'

achiev2ments on one hand,

neglects students'

practical abilities.

on the other,

Furthermore,

it

many schools

put undue emphasis on proportion of students entering

century,

overlooks students'

students gain the entrances,

creativities.

Sometimes,

marginal

and bright students can not get

into universities because of their failure in the entrance exams,
though they can try again the next vear.

University admissions in China,

upper-secondary school

examinations.

France and the United

China has both school

leaving exam and university entrance exam which are closely
tied to the academic achievement required Df mi dd J ,:=_.

all

universities.

ent~ance

In the United States,

examinations--SAT,

-- -·· t._ ··- -- '1

":..":''-·

~

I •.. JI__, J.

the university

AT and ACT--are different from

education systems,

every major decision,

such as school

administration,

the curriculum and personnel

at the national

level,

policies,

is made

and access to higher education is

controlled by national examinations based upon national academic

exit exams.

Both China and France evaluate selected subJect-

matter areas--mathematics,

sciences and foreign languages

Whereas in the United States,
as a decentralized system.

university.

school

~nd

and university operate

Educational decisi6ns vary from

Higher education is more accessible by many

focusing on a broad range,

are not closely linked to the

curriculum and are not disigned ta be taught.

And these

entr·ance examinations are held by some private agencies,

which

American secondary education does not stress on matt1ematics,

sciences and foreign language,

education,

as James Bryant Conant said in

people never recognized that having a good command

Both in America and China,

pass the entrance examinations.

China as equality,

universities 0re officially

In the United States,

t.t

ni

people

+.t c~ -~. i:~ i

fJ r·;
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education in China as well as in France is free.
competition is tight and stressful,
States,

so the

while in the United

high percentage of high school graduates can get the

universities,

especially in comparison with the populations,

ava11able for students than those in China,

to qet

:i. ntC)

.!.• 1- ~·· ·-· -··

L ! I

~·::'!

'I:::! 1;:,:

though i t is very

keypoint universities .

own weeknesses and dwell on the strong points of others,
it

is a

are

vet

long way to assimilate the ingredients of different

admission systems based on various social structures and
cultural

backgrounds.

entrance requirements,
e~aminations

When we are considering the university
we probably should focus on how these

affect the educational standards of the

secondar~

school rather than how to select the candidates and how many
have an admission system synthesized
good qualities o·f

-~

·1

1

1

·:-:.t.L. .L

.;

.. \.......

'•.• j ~ -~.:·:

t

high standards of entrance exams in China and,
recommendations,

personal

letters and the stress on students

3ptitucies of tests in the United States.

Thus,

we would have

an ideal secondary education which could bring up more worldrate citizens and provide more graduates up to standards.

1!>

B i. b l :i.

0 CJ 1·-· .:.'i. p

h /" ~

Institution ot China,

1987.

People's Education Press,

Keynes:

1988.

Open University Press,

1989.

The Center for Applied Research in

the Annual Meetinq of the American Educational Research

1986, ERIC 277317.

People's Education Press,

1989.
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